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S UMMARY
he market growth expected for commercial aviation in the coming decades and
the increasing social awareness regarding the effects of global warming are driving signiﬁcant technological developments necessary for emission reduction in
future transport aircraft. From the aerodynamics perspective, a signiﬁcant increase in
aircraft efﬁciency can be obtained by applying Laminar Flow Control (LFC) techniques.
The objective of LFC techniques is to reduce the skin-friction drag component by
delaying the laminar-turbulent transition through the stabilisation of boundary-layer instabilities. Relevant to high-subsonic transport aircraft is the development of Crossﬂow
(CF) instability, which manifests as a series of co-rotating vortices inside the boundarylayer ﬂow on swept aerodynamic surfaces.
Of particular importance in the practical applications of LFC is the smoothness of
the aerodynamic surface, since two-dimensional (i.e. panel joints, seals and seams) and
three-dimensional (i.e. rivets, debris, insect contamination) irregularities can perturb
the boundary-layer ﬂow and promote a premature laminar-turbulent boundary-layer
transition which reduces the effectiveness of an LFC technique.
Therefore, the objective of the research contained in this dissertation is to experimentally characterise the inﬂuence that a two-dimensional surface irregularity in the
form of a Forward-Facing Step (FFS) has on the development of the CF instability and
laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition. To this end, a series of experimental investigations have been conducted at the Low-Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) of the Delft University of Technology on a swept wing model.
The ﬁrst chapter presents the research’s context, relevance, and objectives by providing a comprehensive review of the development of CF instability and the laminarturbulent boundary-layer transition inﬂuenced by step-like surface irregularities. The
second chapter introduces ﬁrst the wind tunnel facility, swept wing model and the manufacturing of FFS surface irregularities. In addition, an overview of the measurement
techniques and numerical methods used in the acquisition, processing and interpretation of experimental data is given.
The third chapter considers the inﬂuence of the FFS on the laminar-turbulent transition behaviour under unforced (i.e. smooth leading edge) and forced (i.e. using discrete
roughness elements) conditions. The results reveal the importance of considering multiple parameters when estimating the critical FFS height. The unforced cases indicate that
one-parameter correlations (i.e. based on the crossﬂow vortex core height or boundarylayer displacement thickness) are not sufﬁcient to universally capture the dynamics of
these complex ﬂows. Analysis of the forced cases shows that in addition to local parameters (i.e. step height and vortex core height), the FFS inﬂuence on transition depends
on the stability characteristics of the incoming instability mode.
The fourth chapter presents a detailed quantiﬁcation of the development of crossﬂow instability under the inﬂuence of a forward-facing step. The results reveal that the
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S UMMARY
forced monochromatic stationary CF vortices experience an abrupt change in their trajectory as they interact with the step geometry. As the boundary-layer intercepts the
step, an increase in the vertical velocity component and an ampliﬁcation of the crossﬂow vortices are observed. Near the step, the vortices reach maximum ampliﬁcation,
while dampening downstream. The smaller FFS cases show a local stabilising effect on
the primary stationary mode and its harmonics, while in the higher step cases, transition occurs. The analysis of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations shows that the velocity
ﬂuctuations in the region associated with type I secondary instabilities increase past the
FFS edge. Nonetheless, in the shortest FFS cases, these velocity ﬂuctuations eventually
decay below the levels of the clean conﬁguration (i.e. without an FFS). This behaviour is
linked to a novel transition delay effect for the shortest step height investigated.
The ﬁfth chapter presents a detailed analysis of the step-induced unsteady disturbances and ensuing laminar-turbulent transition. The results reveal that the presence of
the FFS at the conditions under study leads to either a critical (i.e. moderate transition
advancement) or a supercritical (i.e. transition advancing abruptly to the FFS location)
transition behaviour. Analysis of unsteady ﬂow features for the critical cases indicates
temporal velocity ﬂuctuations following closely the development of the baseline conﬁguration (i.e. agreeing with the development of secondary instabilities). Consequently,
laminar ﬂow breakdown originates from the outer side of the upwelling region of the
CF vortices. In contrast, for the supercritical FFS, the laminar breakdown unexpectedly
originates from the inner side of the upwelling region. Evidence points to the existence of
an unsteady mechanism possibly supported by locally enhanced spanwise-modulated
shears and the recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge. This mechanism appears to govern the abrupt tripping of the ﬂow in supercritical step cases.
Finally, the sixth and last chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations
of this dissertation. In addition, an outlook section is included which describes a dedicated Swept Transition Experimental Platform (STEP) for the continuation of detailed
investigations on surface irregularities at the TU Delft.
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S AMENVATTING
e verwachte groei van de commercile luchtvaart in de komende decennia en het
maatschappelijke bewustzijn over het verminderen van de effecten van de opwarming van de aarde zorgen voor belangrijke technologische ontwikkelingen
die nodig zijn voor emissiereductie in toekomstige transportvliegtuigen. Vanuit het oogpunt van aerodynamica kan een signiﬁcante verhoging van de vliegtuigefﬁcintie worden
bereikt door Laminar Flow Control (LFC) technieken toe te passen.
Het doel van LFC-technieken is om de wrijvingscomponent van de weerstand te
verminderen door de laminair-turbulente omslag te vertragen door de stabilisatie van
grenslaaginstabiliteiten. Relevant voor hoog-subsonische transportvliegtuigen is de ontwikkeling van Crossﬂow (CF) instabiliteit, die zich manifesteert als een reeks co-roterende
wervels in de grenslaagstroom op gepijlde aerodynamische vlakken.
Van bijzonder belang bij de praktische toepassingen van LFC is de gladheid van het
aerodynamische oppervlak. Aangezien tweedimensionale (d.w.z. paneelverbindingen,
afdichtingen en naden) en driedimensionale (d.w.z. klinknagels, puin, insectenverontreiniging) onregelmatigheden de grenslaagstroom kunnen verstoren en een voortijdige
laminair-turbulente grenslaagomslag kunnen bevorderen, verlagen deze verstoringen
de effectiviteit van een LFC-techniek.
Het doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is daarom om experimenteel de invloed te karakteriseren die een tweedimensionale oppervlakte-onregelmatigheid in de
vorm van een Forward-Facing Step (FFS) heeft op de ontwikkeling van de CF-instabiliteit
en laminair-turbulente grens- laag omslag. Hiertoe is een serie experimentele onderzoeken uitgevoerd in de Lage Turbulentie Tunnel (LTT) van de TU Delft op een vleugel
model met een pijlhoek.
Het eerste hoofdstuk presenteert de context, relevantie en doelstellingen van het onderzoek door een uitgebreid overzicht te geven van de ontwikkeling van CF-instabiliteit
en de laminair-turbulente grenslaagomslag die wordt benvloed door oppervlakte
-onregelmatigheden in de vorm van een stap. Het tweede hoofdstuk introduceert eerst
de windtunnelfaciliteit, het gepijlde vleugelmodel en de productie van FFS-oppervlakteonregelmatigheden. Daarnaast wordt een overzicht gegeven van de meettechnieken en
numerieke methoden die gebruikt zijn bij het verwerven, verwerken en interpreteren
van de experimenten.
Het derde hoofdstuk behandelt de invloed van de FFS op het laminair-turbulente
omslagsgedrag onder ongeforceerde (d.w.z. gladde voorrand) en geforceerde omstandigheden (d.w.z. met behulp van discrete ruwheidselementen). De resultaten laten zien
hoe belangrijk het is om meerdere parameters in overweging te nemen bij het schatten
van de kritische FFS-hoogte. De niet-geforceerde gevallen geven aan dat correlaties met
n parameter (d.w.z. gebaseerd op de hoogte van de kern van de dwarsstroom wervel of de
dikte van de grenslaagverplaatsing) niet voldoende zijn om de dynamiek van deze complexe stromen universeel vast te leggen. Analyse van de geforceerde gevallen laat zien
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dat naast lokale parameters (d.w.z. staphoogte en kern van de dwarsstroom wervel), de
FFS-invloed op de omslag afhangt van de stabiliteitskenmerken van de inkomende instabiliteitsmodus.
Het vierde hoofdstuk presenteert een gedetailleerde kwantiﬁcering van de ontwikkeling van crossﬂow-instabiliteit onder invloed van een voorwaarts gerichte stap. De resultaten laten zien dat de geforceerde monochromatische stationaire CF-wervels een abrupte verandering in hun traject ervaren als ze interageren met de stapgeometrie. Wanneer de grenslaag de stap nadert, wordt een toename van de verticale snelheidscomponent en een versterking van de dwarsstroomwervels waargenomen. In de buurt van
de stap bereiken de wervels maximale versterking, terwijl ze stroomafwaarts worden gedempt. De kleinere FFS-gevallen vertonen een lokaal stabiliserend effect op de primaire
stationaire modus en zijn harmonischen, terwijl in de gevallen van een grotere staphoogte omslag optreedt. De analyse van de tijdsafhankelijke snelheidsﬂuctuaties laat
zien dat de snelheidsﬂuctuaties in het gebied geassocieerd met type I secundaire instabiliteiten, toenemen voorbij de FFS-rand. Desalniettemin, in de laagste FFS-gevallen, vervallen deze snelheidsﬂuctuaties uiteindelijk onder de onverstoorde conﬁguratie (d.w.z.
zonder een FFS) niveaus. Dit gedrag is gekoppeld aan een nieuw vertragingseffect voor
omslag voor de laagste onderzochte staphoogte.
Het vijfde hoofdstuk presenteert een gedetailleerde analyse van de stap-genduceerde
onstabiele verstoringen en de daaruit voortvloeiende laminair-turbulente omslag. De
resultaten laten zien dat de aanwezigheid van de FFS onder de onderzochte omstandigheden leidt tot ofwel een kritisch (d.w.z. geleidelijke omslag) of een superkritisch omslagsgedrag (d.w.z. een omslag die abrupt plaatsvindt richting de FFS-locatie). Analyse
van de onstabiele stromingskenmerken voor de kritieke gevallen laten tijdsafhankelijke
snelheidsﬂuctuaties zien die sterk lijken op het verloop van de basisconﬁguratie (d.w.z.
in lijn liggen met de ontwikkeling van secundaire instabiliteiten). Derhalve vindt de afbraak van de laminaire stroming zijn oorsprong aan de buitenzijde van het oplopende
gebied van de CF-wervels. Daarentegen is voor de superkritische FFS de laminaire afbraak afkomstig van de binnenkant van het oplopende gebied, wat een onverwachte
uitkomst is. Bewijs wijst op het bestaan van een onstabiel mechanisme dat mogelijk
wordt ondersteund door lokaal verbeterde spanwijdte-gemoduleerde schuiving en het
recirculatiegebied stroomafwaarts van de FFS-rand. Dit mechanisme lijkt de abrupte
omslag van de stroom in superkritische stapgevallen te regelen.
Het zesde en laatste hoofdstuk presenteert de conclusies, aanbevelingen en een vooruitzicht die speciﬁek een Swept Transition Experimental Platform (STEP) beschrijft voor
de voortzetting van gedetailleerd onderzoek naar oppervlakte-onregelmatigheden aan
de TU Delft.
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PART I
B ACKGROUND

1
I NTRODUCTION
“But nature did not deem her business to make the discovery of her laws easy for us."
– In letter from Albert Einstein to Erwin Freundlich, September 1911‡ –

This chapter sets the context, relevance and objectives of the research encompassed in this
doctoral dissertation by providing a comprehensive review on the development of crossﬂow instability and the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition inﬂuenced by surface irregularities.

Parts of this chapter are published in:
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2020 Inﬂuence of a forward facing step surface irregularity on swept
wing transition. AIAA Journal 58(12), 5243-5253.
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2021 Impact of a forward-facing step on the development of crossﬂow
instability. Journal of Fluid Mechanics 924, A34.
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, 2022 M. Unsteady interaction of crossﬂow instability with a forwardfacing step. Journal of ﬂuid Mechanics, 939, A19.
‡Beck, A., & Howard, D. (1995). The collected papers of Albert Einstein: The Swiss years correspondence 19021914 Volume 5 (English Translation), Princeton University Press, pp. 201-202.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines over a century at Schiphol Airport. Left: First KLM passenger
aircraft a 4-seater Fokker F.II (image obtained from [5]), Right: Latest aircraft in the KLM ﬂeet, a 132-seater
Embraer E-195-E2 (image obtained from [6]).

1.1. M OTIVATION
n over a century, civil aviation has evolved to become an important contributor of
the world economy1 . The foundations of commercial aviation date back to 1919
when single or twin-engine First World War (WWI) bombers were re-purposed for
civilian transportation [2].
On the 7 of October 1919 a group of intrepid investors founded an airline under the
name Koninlijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij voor Nederland en Kolonien [see 3], later to
become the renowned KLM (Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij) airline. KLM commercial operations began ofﬁcially on the 17t h of May 1920 with a ﬂight from London
to Amsterdam using a leased De Havilland DH-16 WWI bomber [4]. At the same time,
KLM presented its ﬁrst dedicated passenger aircraft, a 4-seater Fokker F.II [5], a picture
of which is shown on the left of ﬁgure 1.1. During its ﬁrst year of operations, KLM completed 584 ﬂights transporting around 345 passengers and 22 tons of freight using four
aircraft [5].
Nowadays, the latest model in KLM’s ﬂeet (Embraer E195-E2 shown on the right of
ﬁgure 1.1) is capable of transporting 132 passengers per ﬂight. One hundred years after
its foundation, KLM transported over 35 million passengers and 599,320 tons of freight
with a ﬂeet of 229 aircraft [7]. Technological developments in the aviation industry transformed this extraordinary method of transportation into an ordinary one. To illustrate
this, ﬁgure 1.2(a) shows the exponential growth of the historic passenger trafﬁc measured in Revenue Passenger Kilometer (RPK)2 between 1960-2017 [8]. Forecasts by Airbus in 2019 [see 9] and Boeing in 2021[see 10] indicate that the worldwide commercial
aircraft ﬂeet would need to nearly double in the following decades to cope with this upward trend in demand.
The unfolding COVID-19 pandemic has been particularly challenging for the commercial aviation industry. In 2020 only 1.8 billion passengers travelled by air around the

I

1 In 2019, the commercial aviation direct economic activity accounted for 1.1% of the global GDP [1].
2 The RPK is an industry metric of the volume of passenger trafﬁc.
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(a)
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1

Figure 1.2: Volume of passenger trafﬁc measured in industry metric Revenue Passenger Kilometer RPK. (a)
Historical trends through major economic crisis (ﬁgure reproduced from [8]) (b) Estimated impact of COVID19 pandemic based on different recovery scenarios (ﬁgure reproduced from [8]).

world. This ﬁgure contrasts heavily with the 4.5 billion passenger a year earlier in 2019
[11, 12]. This pandemic qualiﬁes as the most severe crisis for the aviation industry since
the end of the Second World War (WWII) in 1945 [11]. Nonetheless, its effect is not expected to inﬂuence the long-term demand considerably since estimates of the annual
RPK show only a temporary decay as shown by Grewe et al. [8] and reproduced in ﬁgure 1.2(b).
The projected market growth of the commercial aviation industry clashes with the
reduction of emissions required to limit the effects of global warming in the near future.
The emission of carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (NOX) and contrail cirrus formation are the main contributions of the aviation industry to the ongoing climate change
[13]. Although the aviation industry has considerably increased its efﬁciency (i.e. reduced gCO2/RPK), the expansion of the market in the last forty years has resulted in a
nearly monotonic increase in CO2 emissions [13]. In 2018, the civil aviation industry
accounted for 2.4% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions [13]. Environmental concerns regarding the industry footprint on climate change led recently to the development
of the carbon offsetting and reduction scheme (CORSIA) by the International Civil Aviation Organization [14]. With the enforcement of this resolution by 2027, and the rising
social awareness on global warming, the aviation industry needs more energy-efﬁcient
aircraft.
Increasing the performance of high-subsonic transport aircraft by reducing the total
drag is an active area of investigation. Figure 1.3 shows a typical breakdown of the total
drag of a Boeing 737 commercial airliner in cruise conditions. A detailed description of
each component contributing to the total drag can be found in the classical textbook by
Torenbeek [15, Ch.4].
Figure 1.3 shows that of special consideration to the aerodynamic performance of
the aircraft is the skin-friction drag component since it accounts for over half of the total drag budget [see 16–19]. Exploiting the fact that at comparable Reynolds numbers
a laminar boundary-layer will produce signiﬁcantly less skin-friction drag than a turbulent boundary-layer, an attractive solution to reduce this drag component is to apply
Laminar Flow Control (LFC) techniques to stabilise the boundary-layer ﬂow and extend
5
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Figure 1.3: Drag component breakdown typical of a Boeing 737 during cruise (M = 0.785 at 12km), showing
that the major contribution to the total drag is provided by the skin-friction. The data has been obtained from
[20]. The background illustration from a 737-500 has been re-adapted from [21]

the regions of laminar ﬂow on the outer surface of the aircraft. Estimates by Schrauf [17]
indicate that a typical transport aircraft could beneﬁt from a 16% total drag reduction if
the boundary-layer ﬂow on the wing, horizontal tail, ﬁn, and nacelles remains laminar
for over 40% of their surface. For an in-depth historical review of LFC techniques, the
reader is referred to Joslin [16], while more recent updates can be found in Arnal and
Archambaud [18] and Saric et al. [19].
The idea of Laminar Flow Control pivots on the stabilisation of the boundary-layer
ﬂow against the growth of various instabilities such as Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves,
Attachment-line instability and contamination, Görtler vortices and Crossﬂow (CF) vortices. The growth of any of these instabilities leads to an anticipation of the laminar–
turbulent transition. A comprehensive review of available control strategies for each of
these instabilities is provided by Saric et al. [19].
Despite the promising technological advancements in LFC techniques, their performance is highly dependent on the smoothness of the aerodynamic surface, which in
practical applications is far from ideal. Manufacturing requirements and operational
conditions result in two-dimensional (i.e. panel joints, seals and seams) and threedimensional (i.e. rivets, fowl and insect strikes) surface irregularities. These irregularities can reduce the effectiveness of LFC techniques by perturbing the boundary-layer
ﬂow and promoting a premature laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition. Consequently, understanding the impact of these surface features on boundary-layer transition is of paramount importance for the practical application of LFC techniques and the
accuracy of transition prediction models required for the reliable design and optimization of laminar ﬂow components.

1.2. F UNDAMENTALS OF SWEPT WING TRANSITION
Technological developments during WWII revolutionized the aviation industry during
the post-war period. One of the most signiﬁcant inventions of this era is the jet engine. The additional power offered by this engine resulted in faster aircrafts capable of
reaching Mach numbers closer to unity (M = U∞ /a ∞ ). As the aircraft speed approaches
6
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Figure 1.4: Notional schematic illustrating the change in drag coefﬁcient (C d ) with increasing Mach number
and expected changes in the ﬂowﬁeld, based on [22].

the one of sound3 (a ∞ ), a strong increase in wave drag occurs. Consequently, early attempts to ﬂy at speeds within the transonic regime (i.e. 0.8 < M ∞ < 1.2) failed. Figure 1.4 schematically illustrates the ﬂow conditions and the associated increase in wave
drag (i.e. drag-divergence) as M ∞ approaches unity. The boundary-layer ﬂow in highsubsonic aircraft can locally achieve supersonic conditions (M > 1). The free-stream
Mach number (M ∞ ) at which this ﬁrst occurs is deﬁned as the critical Mach number
(M cr , see ﬁgure 1.4). Beyond M cr , the regions of supersonic ﬂow lead to the onset of
shockwaves (SW), which induce ﬂow separation increasing the wave drag strongly. The
Mach number at which this behaviour occurs is known as the Mach Divergence Drag
number (M d d ).
Henceforth, to enhance the aerodynamic performance of high-subsonic transport
aircraft, it is desirable to increase the M cr to postpone the drag-divergence. Common
wing design techniques to increase M cr involve reducing the airfoil thickness, using supercritical airfoils4 , applying area ruling5 and using swept wings.
The potential of swept wings to increase the critical Mach number was described by
Busemann in the Volta Conference in 1935 [22]. During the WWII period, several investigations into the development of swept wings were conducted in Germany. A comprehensive review of these ﬁrst efforts is compiled by Hamel [24].
Anderson [22] and Vos and Farokhi [25] explain that the swept wing advantage over
a non-swept one lies on the fact that by applying sweep, the thickness to chord ratio of
the airfoil shape in the streamwise direction is virtually reduced, given that the airfoil
thickness remains constant but the streamwise chord increases (c X = c x / cos Λ). This,
in turn, leads to a milder pressure coefﬁcient and an increase in the critical Mach number with respect to the non-swept wing. Nevertheless, the application of this simple
and revolutionary idea leads to a complicated three-dimensional boundary-layer. This
boundary-layer ﬂow is the object of study in this doctoral dissertation and is of particular
importance to modern high-subsonic transport aircraft, as their wings, horizontal tails,
and ﬁns are swept.
p

3 The speed of sound is calculated as: a = γRT , at sea-level and 15°C is 340.6m sec−1
∞
K
4 Airfoil shape designed to avoid a strong shockwave formation, see Bertin and Cummings [23, Sec.9.3.2].
5 Aircraft design strategy to reduce transonic drag, see Bertin and Cummings [23, Sec.9.4.1].
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Figure 1.5: General schematic of laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition: (a) Boundary-layer concept. (b)
Notional depiction of transition process. (c) Schlieren shadowgraphy visualization of the transition process readapted from [26]. (d,e) Notional laminar and turbulent boundary-layer velocity proﬁles.

1.2.1. B OUNDARY- LAYER THEORY
The boundary-layer concept is a cornerstone in modern ﬂuid mechanics analysis. Since
its formal introduction by Prandtl [27]6 , the study of the ﬂow dynamics and stability in
this thin ﬂuid region has been of particular interest. Henceforth, a vast number of numerical and experimental investigations dedicated to this topic have been conducted as
historically described by Tani [29] and found in the classical textbook by Schlichting and
Gersten [30].
The brilliance behind Prandtl’s concept of a "frictional layer" is to consider that for
practical applications in low viscosity ﬂuids (e.g. air and water), the role of the viscous
forces in the ﬂuid dynamics is restricted to a thin region termed the boundary-layer.
Hence, the viscous forces can be neglected outside this region (i.e. external ﬂow) and the
ﬂow is considered inviscid. To illustrate these regions, ﬁgure 1.5(a) depicts a conceptual
diagram of the two-dimensional ﬂow around an airfoil. In this case, to satisfy the no-slip
boundary condition, a velocity deﬁcit occurs in the ﬂuid region near the airfoil’s surface.
The interface between the boundary-layer and the external ﬂow region is determined at
each streamwise position as the wall-normal height (δ99 ) at which u(y) = 0.99u e , with
u e being the ﬂow velocity away from the surface. Even though the spatial extent of the
boundary-layer region is somewhat limited, its ﬂow dynamics strongly impact the airfoil’s aerodynamic performance (e.g. skin-friction drag and ﬂow separation).
Typically, on an airfoil, the boundary-layer originates in a laminar ﬂow state from the
stagnation point. In the laminar portion of the boundary-layer, the transfer of momentum occurs at a molecular scale driven by the viscous shear-stress of adjacent ﬂuid layers
[23], as depicted in ﬁgure 1.5(b). As the boundary-layer ﬂow develops along the surface of the airfoil, environmental conditions (e.g. freestream turbulence, acoustic forcing and surface roughness) develop disturbances that can amplify inside the boundarylayer region. A detailed review of this process, known as receptivity, is provided by Saric
et al. [31]. The unstable growth of these disturbances can lead to the transition of the
boundary-layer from a laminar to a turbulent ﬂow state following different paths (i.e. AE) as described on the “roadmap” by Morkovin [32] presented in ﬁgure 1.6(a). A detailed
6 A commented English translation of this work is presented in Ackroyd et al. [28]
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Figure 1.6: (a) Roadmap to turbulence through several path A to E, ﬁgure based on [31, 32] (b) Comparison
of the estimated total skin-friction drag coefﬁcient for a laminar and turbulent boundary-layer on a ﬂat-plate
with zero-pressure gradient, ﬁgure based on [23]

description of this diagram can be found in Saric et al. [31] and Reed and Saric [33].
Once the boundary-layer becomes turbulent, the transfer of momentum occurs at a
macroscopic scale through eddies of different sizes [23], as depicted in ﬁgure 1.5(b). The
laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition occurs over a ﬁnite extent as captured on
the schlieren shadowgraphy visualizations by Rasheed et al. [26], shown in ﬁgure 1.5(c).
Figure 1.5(d,e) depicts notional laminar and turbulent boundary-layer velocity proﬁles. The macroscopic momentum transfer in the turbulent boundary-layer increases
the ﬂuid velocity near the wall. This results in higher wall-shear stress (τ = µ(∂u/∂y| y=0 ))
and an increase in the local skin-friction drag coefﬁcient (C f = τ/(0.5ρu e2 )) with respect
to the laminar one.
Figure 1.6(b) shows a comparison of the total skin friction drag coefﬁcient (i.e. integrated local skin friction) in a laminar and turbulent boundary-layer on a ﬂat plate at
zero-pressure gradient. The results illustrate that a considerable increase in skin-friction
drag occurs when the boundary-layer becomes turbulent. Consequentially, the development of control techniques to maintain and extend the laminar ﬂow region is critical to
decrease future aircraft power consumption.

1.2.2. B OUNDARY- LAYER DEVELOPMENT AND INSTABILITIES
The boundary-layer ﬂow in a swept wing develops in a three-dimensional manner. The
free-stream velocity (U∞ ) is decomposed into a streamwise (u ∞ , i.e. normal to the leading edge) and spanwise (w ∞ , i.e. parallel to the leading edge) velocity component, as
shown on the inﬁnite swept wing schematic in ﬁgure 1.7(a). The inﬁnite swept wing assumption implies that the wing has no taper or twist and the airfoil shape is constant
along an "inﬁnite" span (i.e. tip and root effects neglected). Henceforth, in conﬁgurations on which this assumption is applicable, the boundary-layer analysis is simpliﬁed
by considering that the spanwise velocity (w e ) external to the boundary-layer is constant
and equal to the freestream spanwise velocity (w ∞ ). The simpliﬁed formulation of the
boundary-layer equations is known as 2.5D and will be discussed in more detail in §2.3.
9
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of the boundary-layer in an inﬁnite swept wing: (a) Development of inviscid streamline
on an inﬁnite swept wing. (b) Three-dimensional boundary-layer velocity proﬁle. Figure based on [34] and
[35]

In the limiting case of a non-swept wing (i.e. Λ = 0°), the ﬂow stagnates near the leading edge (i.e. u e = 0 and w e = 0). For a swept wing (i.e. Λ > 0°), in contrast, the ﬂow near
the leading edge forms an attachment line due to the spanwise velocity component being w e = w ∞ . In an inﬁnite swept wing the spanwise velocity component w ∞ is constant
and has the direction as shown in the schematic on ﬁgure 1.7(a). Considering the velocity distribution shown on the inset on ﬁgure 1.7(a), the streamwise external velocity (u e )
will progressively increase until reaching a maximum at the point of minimum pressure
(C p min ) curving the inviscid streamline, as schematically depicted. In the external ﬂow
region, the centripetal force due to the inviscid streamline curvature is balanced by the
pressure forces across the streamline [see 34, 35]. Nevertheless, the momentum deﬁcit
inside the boundary-layer breaks this balance of forces and leads to a secondary ﬂow
known as crossﬂow [see 34, 35].
A direct consequence of this secondary ﬂow is the generation of a three-dimensional
boundary-layer velocity proﬁle (depicted in ﬁgure 1.7b), where an inﬂectional instability,
known as crossﬂow (CF) instability originates [34–36]. Figure 1.7(b) shows the decomposition of this three-dimensional velocity proﬁle into a velocity component tangent (u s )
and normal (w s ) to the inviscid streamline. The latter is the well known crossﬂow component.
This three-dimensional boundary-layer ﬂow is susceptible to four different types of
instabilities, depicted in ﬁgure 1.8 [see 34–37]: (a) Attachment line instability or contamination; (b) A centrifugal instability driven by concave surface curvature and manifesting
as counter-rotating vortices (i.e. Görtler vortices); (c) A streamwise instability driven by
streamwise adverse pressure gradients and manifesting as Tollmien-Schlichting waves;
(d) Crossﬂow instability, which manifests as co-rotating vortices (i.e. CF vortices). For
completeness, a summary of each instability is presented next.
ATTACHMENT L INE
As discussed previously, in the limiting case of a non-swept wing (i.e. Λ = 0°) a stagnation line divides the ﬂow between the pressure and suction side of the wing. Instead,
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of different boundary-layer instabilities which can develop in a swept wing: (a) Attachment line instability or contamination. (b) Görtler instability. (c) Tollmien-Schlichting waves instability. (d)
Crossﬂow instability

in swept wings, an attachment line driven by the spanwise velocity component (w ∞ )
separates the ﬂow on each side of the wing, as depicted in the notional schematic in ﬁgure 1.8(a). Early experiments on swept wings and cylinders showed that under certain
conditions, premature laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition can originate from
the attachment line [e.g. 38–40]. Based on the ﬂow conditions at the root of the wing,
two different regimes have been observed and referred to as leading-edge contamination and attachment-line instability [see 41, 42].
A leading-edge contamination occurs when disturbances from a turbulent boundarylayer (i.e. wing-body junction, pylons etc...) propagate along the attachment-line and
trip the boundary-layer on the swept surface [18, 37, 41, 42]. This phenomenon was
observed and analyzed in more detail during the ﬂight program of the X-21 LFC demonstration aircraft [38]. Subsequent experimental studies showed that the leading edge
geometry (i.e. its radius of curvature) plays a major role in determining the stability
of the attachment-line boundary-layer [e.g. 39, 40, 43]. Henceforth, a simple criterion
p
(R̄ = (U∞ R sin Λ tan Λ)/(ν∞ + eν∞ ) ≤ 247) based on experimental observations is commonly used to determine the conditions at which leading-edge contamination can be
expected. As indicated by Reed and Saric [41] the calculation of R̄ involves calculating
the surface radius (R) normal to the leading-edge and replacing the airfoil geometry by
an equivalent ellipse7 to calculate its thickness to chord ratio (e).
In practical applications on a commercial transport aircraft, large values of R̄ often
occur [42]. Gaster [44] presented the well-known "Gaster Bump" device to mitigate this
effect. The idea behind this device is to produce a stagnation point using a bump-like
fairing at the wing root, to avoid the propagation of the wing-body junction boundarylayer towards the swept wing leading edge [41, 42]. By employing this device, an increase
in R̄ to values between 350 to 400 has been reported [e.g. 42, 45]. More recently, Fiore et
7 Following Vos and Farokhi [25, Ch.8] the equivalent ellipse thickness to chord ratio is: e = (2r /c )/(t
x
max /c x ).
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al. [42] studied the use of higher-efﬁciency chevron-shaped anti-contamination devices
to extend further this limit for application in high-subsonic transport aircraft.
If contamination is avoided, then a laminar boundary-layer will propagate along the
leading edge of the swept wing. In the backward swept conﬁguration (i.e. Λ > 0°), the
direction of propagation will be from root towards the tip, as shown in ﬁgure 1.8(a).
As this laminar boundary-layer propagates along the span, it can destabilize, and the
laminar–turbulent transition can occur near the leading-edge of the swept wing [41, 42].
Henceforth, the development of instabilities in this boundary-layer is an ongoing area of
investigation. Based on the current knowledge, an acceptable design criterion at which
the boundary-layer has been observed to remain laminar at the leading-edge is given
when R̄ ≤ 583 [see 41].
G ÖRTLER VORTICES
Early experiments by Liepmann [46] on the boundary-layer ﬂow over a concave surface
revealed an upstream shift of the transition front when compared to a ﬂat surface case
(i.e. no curvature). Liepmann [46] attributed the reduction in the critical Reynolds number to the theoretical work by Görtler [47]. Görtler suggested that a boundary-layer developing over a concave surface can experience a centrifugal instability in the form of
counter-rotating streamwise vortices (i.e. Görtler vortices). Subsequent experimental
investigations [e.g. 48, 49] captured the development of these vortices under different
conditions in boundary-layer ﬂows.
The origin of the Görtler instability is traced to the imbalance of pressure and centrifugal forces in the boundary-layer ﬂow [50]. This centrifugal instability has been observed in boundary-layers developing over concave surfaces or at locations where there
is a considerable streamline curvature [50, 51]. Floryan [49] and Saric [52] provide a detailed review of the principal research efforts in the study of this instability.
As depicted in ﬁgure 1.8(b), the Görtler vortices are streamwise oriented spanwise
periodic structures [52]. The counter-rotating nature (inset in ﬁgure 1.8b) of the vortices
results in a strong mean-ﬂow distortion due to transfer of high momentum ﬂuid towards
the wall (i.e. downwelling) and low-momentum ﬂuid away from it (i.e. upwelling)[49,
52]. This momentum exchange leads to the formation of a characteristic mushroomshaped pattern in the downwelling region.
The boundary-layer transition to turbulence is dictated by the amplitude saturation
of the Görtler vortices and the development of secondary instabilities driven by the spanwise and wall-normal velocity gradients [52]. Two main types of secondary instability
modes have been reported in different numerical and experimental investigations [e.g.
53–56]. The ﬁrst type, known as "sinuous mode" (i.e. meandering), is an oscillation
driven by the spanwise velocity gradients. The second type, known as "varicose mode",
has been related to the development of horse-shoe vortices driven by the wall-normal
gradients [49, 52]. Detailed numerical studies by Li and Malik [54] have shown that the
spanwise wavelength of the vortices plays an important role in determining the dominance of one mode over the other (i.e. short-wavelength vortices lead to stronger spanwise gradients and dominance of the sinuous mode).
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Figure 1.9: Flow visualizations (ﬂow from left to right) re-adapted from Saric [57] of the boundary-layer ﬂow
showing the development of Tollmien-Schlichting Waves using a smoke wire technique. The experiments are
conducted at u ∞ = 6.6 m s−1 and the TS-waves are forced at a frequency of 39Hz using a vibrating ribbon the
reference amplitude is taken at branch II: (Ia) TS-waves at an amplitude u 0 = 0.2%u ∞ . (IIa) H-type breakdown
of TS-waves at an amplitude u 0 = 0.4%u ∞ . (IIIa) K-type breakdown of TS-waves at an amplitude u 0 = 1%u ∞
(b) Close-up view of the K-type non-staggered peak-valley pattern

T OLLMIEN -S CHLICHTING WAVES
The Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves are a well-known viscous instability. Its name has
been attributed after Tollmien [58] and Schlichting [59], whose pioneering efforts led
to the successful determination of the stability of the Blasius boundary-layer ﬂow (i.e.
two-dimensional, zero-pressure gradient ﬂow). The TS instability manifests as a travelling wave that propagates in the boundary-layer ﬂow towards the trailing edge, as depicted schematically in ﬁgure 1.8(c) and observed in the ﬂow visualization by Saric [57]
re-produced in ﬁgure 1.9(Ia). Herbert [60] and Kachanov [61] provide detailed reviews
on the study of this instability.
Schubauer and Skramstad [62] experimentally proved the existence of the instability
and showed its characteristic double-lobed disturbance proﬁle. More recently, Ross et
al. [63] revised and extended these experiments to different free-stream conditions. At
small amplitudes (i.e. ≈ 0.1%u ∞ ), the behaviour of the TS-Waves follows closely the one
predicted by linear stability theory [64]. Henceforth, the amplitude of the TS-Waves decays upstream of branch-I (i.e. stability diagram neutral curve), ampliﬁes from branch-I
until branch-II and decays again after branch-II [50, 64]. In contrast, at higher amplitudes, the TS-Waves nonlinearly saturate downstream of branch-I [50].
Detailed experiments by Klebanoff et al. [65] showed that the TS-Waves undergo a
spanwise modulation when reaching large amplitudes [64], as shown in ﬁgure 1.9(b).
Moreover, this amplitude saturation signals the development of secondary instabilities,
which rapidly amplify and lead to the breakdown of the laminar ﬂow and transition to
turbulence as depicted in ﬁgure 1.9(IIIa). Different numerical and experimental studies
on the development of TS-waves secondary instabilities have categorized the breakdown
of the boundary-layer ﬂow into a K-type or H-type (also known as N-type) [see 50, 64].
In either K or H type breakdown, the spanwise modulation of the TS-waves creates
strong shear layers from which a series of Λ vortices originate [50, 64]. The difference
between the types of breakdown lies in the topological arrangement of the Λ vortices,
and their dominance is dependent on the TS-Waves’ initial amplitude [50]. In the K-type
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(high initial amplitude), the Λ vortices are aligned, while in the H-type (lower initial amplitude), they are staggered along the span direction [50, 64]. Both types of breakdown
are shown in ﬁgure 1.9.
Research into Laminar Flow Control has shown the dominance of TS-waves in transition on swept wings, featuring a moderate sweep angle between 0° ≤ Λ ≤ 25° [see 16].
Henceforth, control techniques in these cases entail tailoring the pressure distribution
to reduce the adverse pressure gradient regions, which enhance the growth of TS-waves
[16]. Unfortunately, strong adverse pressure gradient regions occur in swept wings beyond the pressure minima point as the pressure recovers. The effect of pressure changeover on the TS-waves ampliﬁcation and their interaction with CF instability has been
studied by Wassermann and Kloker [66].
C ROSSFLOW INSTABILITY
As described previously, the ampliﬁcation of the attachment-line, streamwise and centrifugal instabilities are suppressed by avoiding a large leading-edge radius, strong regions of adverse pressure gradient and concave surfaces [19]. Henceforth, the development and breakdown of CF vortices has been a long-standing topic of interest as it
remains the dominant instability in the laminar–turbulent transition in swept wings.
The origin of the inﬂectional CF instability is related to the development of a threedimensional boundary-layer (see notional velocity proﬁle in ﬁgure 1.7b). In contrast to
TS-waves cases, a favourable pressure gradient, such as the one prescribed by a natural
laminar ﬂow (NLF) airfoil, leads to a destabilizing effect. The instability manifests in
the boundary-layer ﬂow as a series of co-rotating vortices, which develop in a direction
closely aligned with the inviscid streamline direction as depicted in ﬁgure. 1.8(d) [see 34,
35, 37].
Early experiments revealed the development of the CF instability and its implication
on the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition in swept conﬁgurations [see 67, 68].
In particular, Anscombe and Illingsworth [68] observed a considerable reduction in the
extension of laminar ﬂow with increasing sweep angle and the formation of streaky surface patterns on transition measurement using sublimation techniques. Since then, a
considerable number of investigations have been conducted to understand and control
the CF instability. Detailed reviews of these efforts are provided in [34, 35, 37, 69–71].
Both experimental and numerical studies reveal that the CF vortices can remain stationary or travel along the span. The dominance of either stationary or travelling CF modes
in the laminar–turbulent transition is dependent on receptivity mechanisms related to
the surface roughness of the wing and disturbances outside the boundary-layer ﬂow.
In experiments, valuable information on the dominance of either type of primary
CF instability mode in the transition process can be retrieved using ﬂow visualization
techniques. The appearance of a "jagged" or "sawtooth" laminar–turbulent transition
front pattern (ﬁgure 1.10Ia,IIa-IIb) has been traced to the breakdown process typical
of stationary CF vortices [see 34, 35, 72, 73]. As the stationary CF vortices saturate, a
rapidly growing secondary instability leads to their local breakdown characterized by
contiguous turbulent wedges forming along the span. In contrast, when the transition
is dominated by travelling CF vortices, a more smooth (i.e. non wedged) time-averaged
transition front is observed due to the movement of CF vortices along the span.
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Figure 1.10: Experimental visualization of jagged transition fronts (Ia,IIa-IIb, ﬂow from left to right) and stationary CF vortices (Ib, ﬂow from bottom to top) : (Ia) Naphthalene identiﬁcation of jagged transition front
and surface streaky pattern, re-adapted from [74]. (Ib) Hydrogen bubble visualization in water tank, readapted from [34]. (IIa) Oil ﬂow visualization of jagged transition front and surface streaky pattern, re-adapted
from [75]. (IIb) Infrared thermography visualization of jagged transition front and surface streaky pattern,
re-adapted from [76]

Receptivity Considerable numerical and experimental efforts have been devoted to
study the receptivity mechanisms in swept wings [e.g. 34, 73, 77–82]. When considering
the study of environmental disturbances, a distinction is made between acoustic (i.e.
long wavelength) and vortical (i.e. short wavelength) disturbances [34]. Detailed experiments conducted by Deyhle and Bippes [77] showed that the receptivity of CF instability
to acoustic disturbances is of minor importance when compared to the vortical ones (i.e.
free-stream turbulence).
Bippes [34] reported the dominance of the travelling modes over the stationary ones
in the laminar–turbulent transition at high turbulence levels (i.e. Tu > 0.15%). Nevertheless, White et al. [83] found that the surface roughness of the model plays an equally
important role in the receptivity process. The results indicate that the turbulence intensity level is not sufﬁcient to determine the dominance of travelling modes over stationary
ones. Instead, it is the interaction of the free-stream ﬂuctuations with surface roughness
which leads to the growth of the travelling modes at high levels of free-stream turbulence.
Relevant to the low-turbulence level in-ﬂight environment [84] is the study of stationary CF vortices conditioned by the wing surface roughness. Müller and Bippes [85]
[see also 34] veriﬁed that the initial conditions of the stationary CF modes are related to
the surface roughness of the model. Subsequently, Deyhle and Bippes [77] and Reibert et
al. [86] reported the use of discrete roughness elements (DREs) to force monochromatic
CF vortices for the experimental study of stationary CF instability. Since then, the use
of DREs to condition the stationary CF vortices spanwise wavelength and their initial
amplitude has been widely adopted in experimental studies.
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Figure 1.11: Contours of time-averaged streamwise
p velocity along a constant plane in the span direction (i.e.

along z), 10 levels ū/ū e from 0 to 1 and vectors v̄ 2 + w̄ 2 /ū e , showing the structure of the CF vortices developing on the boundary layer ﬂow on a 45 degree swept wing model, reproduced from [71]

Primary Instability The stationary CF vortices distort the boundary-layer ﬂow by transferring high-momentum ﬂuid from the boundary-layer edge towards the wall (downwelling) and low-momentum ﬂuid from the wall towards the boundary-layer edge (upwelling), as depicted in ﬁgure 1.11. Consequently, alternating low and high shear regions
form near the wall and give rise to the spanwise periodic streaky surface sublimation
patterns, reported by Anscombe and Illingsworth [68] and commonly observed in experimental studies as shown in ﬁgure 1.10.
As the stationary CF vortices develop in the boundary-layer, the transfer of momentum leads to a nonlinear (i.e. interaction between disturbance and baseﬂow) distortion
of the boundary-layer ﬂow and amplitude saturation [34]. Interestingly, Bippes [34] and
Lerche [87] report that the interaction of travelling CF modes can nonlinearly reduce
the growth of stationary ones. The extended streamwise distance between the location of amplitude saturation of the stationary CF vortices and the onset of the laminar–
turbulent transition poses a challenge to the application of traditional transition prediction methods based on linear stability (i.e. OS, LPSE)[see 34–36].
Secondary Instability The nonlinear amplitude saturation of the stationary CF vortices is characterized by a highly modulated boundary-layer ﬂow with strong wall-normal
and spanwise velocity gradients and inﬂectional velocity proﬁles. From this distorted
ﬂowﬁeld, secondary high-frequency instabilities originate [34–36]. The overall consensus is that the secondary CF instability rapidly ampliﬁes leading to the breakdown of the
CF vortices and the laminar–turbulent transition.
One of the ﬁrst indications on the development of the secondary CF instability is
traced to experiments conducted by Poll [40], which showed the development of highfrequency disturbances prior to the laminar–turbulent transition on a swept cylinder
model. Since then, numerous experimental [e.g. 77, 88–90] and numerical [e.g. 91–97]
investigations have provided important knowledge on the development of secondary
instability within the highly distorted boundary-layer subject to primary stationary CF
instability.
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Figure 1.12: Contours of bandpass ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations and time-average ﬁelds (10 levels from 0 to
U∞ , solid lines) from hot-wire measurements on a 45-degree swept wing model re-adapted from [71]. The
frequency bands correspond to the secondary instability modes: (a)type-III (350Hz≤ f ≤ 550Hz) 10 levels from
0 to 0.24 U∞ , (b) type-I (5kHz≤ f ≤6kHz) 10 levels from 0 to 0.6 U∞ and (c) type-II (7kHz≤ f ≤8kHz) 10 levels
from 0 to 0.6 U∞ .

Several coherent ﬂuctuations have been identiﬁed, typically corresponding to either primary travelling modes or a secondary high-frequency instability of the KelvinHelmholtz type. The ﬁrst region of ﬂuctuations has been classiﬁed as a type-I mode [94,
98, 99] or z-mode [93]. This region coincides with the local minimum of the spanwise
gradient located at the outer side of the upwelling region of the CF vortices, as illustrated
on the hot-wire measurements by Serpieri and Kotsonis [71] presented in ﬁgure 1.12(b).
The second region of ﬂuctuations has been classiﬁed as type-II mode [94, 98, 99] or
y-mode [93]. This region coincides with higher levels of the wall-normal gradient and
manifests near the top of the CF vortices (ﬁgure 1.12c). Finally, the third region of ﬂuctuations known as Type-III mode [94, 95] has been observed near the wall on the inner
side of the upwelling region and coincides with the local maxima of the spanwise gradient (ﬁgure 1.12a).
The origin of the velocity ﬂuctuations in the region pertaining to type III has been
traced to the interaction between travelling and stationary CF instability modes [71, 89,
94, 99]. The type III instability can be considered as a primary CF instability with nonzero frequency. Nevertheless, in environments of enhanced stationary CF instability
modes, type III instability is identiﬁed through the "footprint" of the nonlinear interaction between stationary and travelling modes.
Conversely, the velocity ﬂuctuations in the regions pertaining to type I and II differ
entirely in nature from the type III, as they have been associated to secondary instabilities of Kelvin-Helmholtz type [see 95], which emerge on the strong velocity shears of the
saturated stationary CF vortices. These high frequency rapidly amplifying instabilities,
are extremely sensitive to small changes in the developing shears and lead to the breakdown of the CF vortices and transition to turbulent ﬂow [71, 89, 94]. Previous studies on
the mechanisms of these instabilities have shown the appearance of a secondary set of
structures that develop in the shear layer on the outer side of the upwelling region [see
71, 94].
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Control A considerable advance in understanding and controlling the CF instability
has been achieved in the last two decades. A summary of different LFC techniques for
cases dominated by CF instability can be found in the work of Messing and Kloker [100]
and Serpieri et al. [101] and Saric et al. [102].
Based on the experimental study by Reibert et al. [86], Saric et al. [36] proposed a passive strategy to control the development of stationary CF vortices by using DREs near the
leading edge of a swept wing. In the DRE control strategy, a selected sub-critical stationary CF instability mode is forced to inhibit the growth of the critical mode (i.e. naturally
dominant) and delay the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition. The initial success of this technique in wind tunnel conditions inspired subsequent numerical investigations, which conﬁrmed its transition delay capabilities [94, 96]. The detailed direct
numerical simulations (DNS) by Wassermann and Kloker [94] revealed that the success
of the control strategy lies in the mean-ﬂow distortion caused by forcing a sub-critical
stationary CF instability mode. The mean-ﬂow distortion delays the growth of the critical mode and postpones the onset of the secondary instability responsible for the laminar breakdown of the boundary-layer ﬂow. An up to date review of the current limitations (i.e. ﬂight environment validation) and experimental/numerical research efforts
towards enabling the DRE ﬂow control strategy is given by Saric et al. [102].
A general term (i.e. not necessarily restricted to passive control using DRE) for the
control strategy mentioned earlier was presented by Wassermann and Kloker [94] as upstream ﬂow deformation (UFD). Since the introduction of the DRE or UFD technique,
pneumatic actuators [103], wall suction/blowing [e.g. 100, 104], and plasma actuators
[e.g. 101, 105, 106] have been used to control stationary CF vortices.
Alternatively, numerical studies by Dörr and Kloker [107], showed that the CF instabilities could also be controlled by modifying the base-ﬂow, which result in a reduction
of the CF component inside the boundary-layer. Recently, the transition delay potential
of this strategy using plasma actuators has been experimentally conﬁrmed by Yadala et
al. [108] for low Reynolds number conditions.
Despite the technological advancements in LFC mentioned above, their performance
is limited by non-ideal surfaces with two-dimensional irregularities, which are commonly present in practical applications, as described in detail in the following section.

1.3. T WO - DIMENSIONAL SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
Two-dimensional (i.e. spanwise invariant) surface irregularities in the form of backwardand forward-facing steps and gaps have been a longstanding topic of interest for the design of laminar ﬂow components. These types of surface irregularities result from manufacturing requirements and operational conditions (i.e. panel joints, seals and seams)
as schematically depicted in ﬁgure 1.13. Henceforth, the need for a universal method
to determine the critical (i.e. transition advancement) step height or gap geometry has
driven numerous research efforts to study the laminar–turbulent transition inﬂuenced
by these surface irregularities.
T OLLMIEN -S CHLICHTING INSTABILITY WAVES DOMINATED CASES
In cases where TS waves dominate, early low-speed wind tunnel experiments on a ﬂat
plate model with steps and gaps were conducted as part of the X-21A demonstration
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Figure 1.13: Surface irregularities on aircraft surface panels, showing schematics of commonly used panel
joints and conceptualized types of surface irregularities resulting from these panel joints.

program [109]. The results indicate that the geometrical limits of surface irregularities
compatible with laminar ﬂow could be determined through a critical Reynolds number8
(Re h ) based on the step height or gap width. Subsequent investigations conducted by
Holmes et al. [110] on a T34-C aircraft extended the Re h criterion to consider different
step-edge shapes (i.e. rounded edge or chamfered edge) for forward-facing (FFS) and
backward-facing (BFS) steps. The results indicate that an increase in the critical Re h can
be obtained by modifying the step-edge geometry. Additional ﬂight tests by Zuniga et al.
[111] and Drake et al. [112] studied the effect of step-gap conﬁgurations on the laminar–
turbulent boundary-layer transition of a non-swept natural laminar ﬂow (NLF) leading
edge ﬁxture mounted beneath an F104G aircraft. More recently, Drake et al. [113, 114]
systematically studied the pressure gradient effect on the Re h criterion by using different
non-swept models in a low-speed wind tunnel and a novel towing facility. The results
highlight the dependence of the Re h criterion on the pressure gradient and show the
stabilising effect of a favourable pressure gradient on the boundary-layer ﬂow in cases
with steps.
An alternative criterion for determining manufacturing tolerances for laminar ﬂow
components is the use of ∆N -factor models. These models incorporate the surface irregularities’ inﬂuence in the widely used e N transition prediction method. Wang and Gaster
[115] conducted wind tunnel experiments on FFS and BFS on the surface of a non-swept
ﬂat plate model with zero pressure gradient at low turbulence conditions. The results
indicate a correlation between the reduction in the transition N -Factor and the relative
step height (h/δ∗ ). Moreover, a distinct laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition
behaviour was observed between FFS and BFS. In these experiments, FFS showed a less
detrimental effect on the boundary-layer ﬂow than BFS for the same step height and
8 In cases of steps, the critical Reynolds number is given by Re = (uh)/ν. Note that the velocity u used in
h

literature is not always consistent since the free-stream velocity, the external velocity at the step location
(Re he ) and the velocity in the boundary-layer at the step height (Re hh ) have been used.
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wind tunnel conditions. Furthermore, Costantini et al. [116, 117] experimentally investigated the effect of pressure gradient, surface temperature and Mach number on the
transition behaviour of FFS on a non-swept wing model in a cryogenic Ludwieg-tube
wind tunnel.
A number of investigations have been conducted at the French Aerospace Laboratory
(ONERA) to develop ∆N -factor models based on numerical simulations and experimental validation. The main results regarding step conﬁgurations are presented in [18, 118,
119]. A comprehensive review and extension of the work dedicated exclusively to gaps is
provided by Beguet et al. [120]. The results presented by Perraud et al. [119] indicate that
the inﬂuence of an FFS on the stability of the boundary-layer ﬂow strongly differs from
the one of a BFS of comparable height. Therefore, to account for these differences, the
∆N -factor in FFS cases is not modelled with a constant shift of the stability curve, but
instead a more complex ∆N model is proposed.
In a different strategy, Crouch et al. [121] experimentally determined ∆N - factor models based on the change in the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition location induced by steps on the surface of a non-swept ﬂat plate model under favourable and adverse pressure gradients. Crouch and Kosorygin [122] extended these empirical models
to consider variations in the step location, two-dimensional strips (i.e. FFS followed by
BFS), and shallow gaps. In addition, Crouch et al. [123] studied the effects of gaps in the
laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition on TS-dominated cases.
Recent numerical studies by Edelmann and Rist [124] and Zahn and Rist [125] have
provided important insight into the boundary-layer stability modiﬁcations induced by
two-dimensional surface irregularities for the further development of ∆N -factor models
for non-swept geometries. Furthermore, numerical simulations by Rizzetta and Visbal
[126] on a non-swept ﬂat plate geometry with FFS and BFS elucidated important aspects
of the step-induced transition mechanisms dominated by TS waves.
C ROSSFLOW INSTABILITY DOMINATED CASES
The limited applicability of the aforementioned studies to swept wing cases dominated
by CF instability led to parametric studies [e.g. 118, 127] and more detailed investigations
[e.g. 128–132] on the interaction of CF vortices with steps conﬁgurations. The results
from these studies highlight a complex interaction, occuring when surface irregularities
in the form of steps interact with the CF instability. Furthermore, previous studies [e.g.
118, 129] on CF instability indicate that conﬁguring a step as a forward-facing arrangement, instead of a backward-facing one, will result in a weaker destabilisation of the
subsonic boundary-layer. Henceforth, the main efforts in studying this type of surface
irregularity in swept geometries are discussed below to highlight the unresolved aspects
that the present dissertation aims to clarify.
In the last decade, the research group at the Flight Research Laboratory and the Computational Stability and Transition Laboratory of the Texas A&M University investigated,
numerically and experimentally (wind tunnel and ﬂight tests) different aspects of swept
wing transition under the inﬂuence of step surface irregularities. A summary of these
efforts and their results is provided by Tufts et al. [129]. Duncan et al. [127] conducted
experiments on a swept wing boundary-layer at low turbulence levels and demonstrated
that the interaction between the FFS and the stationary CF instability lead to the ampliﬁcation of the CF vortices downstream of the step position. More recently, Tufts et al.
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[129], performed detailed numerical simulations complementary to the ﬂight and wind
tunnel experiments presented by Duncan et al. [127, 133] and Crawford et al. [134]. The
numerical investigation conﬁrmed the ampliﬁcation of the incoming stationary CF vortices by the FFS for cases above a critical step height. Tufts et al. [129] suggested that due
to the spanwise pressure gradients in aft swept wings, the localised recirculation regions
upstream and downstream of the step form helical vortices, which travel along the span
of the wing. The transition advancement and ampliﬁcation of the stationary CF instability modes were attributed to a constructive interaction between the CF vortices and the
downstream helical vortex (i.e. past the step edge) when the FFS height exceeds the core
height of the CF vortices. Based on this interaction, Tufts et al. [129] proposed the use of
the unperturbed (i.e. no FFS) CF vortices core height as a governing metric to determine
a priori the criticality of a given FFS.
Although the idea of using the CF vortices core height as a metric provides a ﬁrstorder approximation of the critical FFS height, further experimental investigations [e.g.
130, 135, 136], which conﬁrmed the ampliﬁcation of stationary CF instability modes by
the FFS, found no evidence to support the constructive interaction proposed by Tufts et
al. [129]. Moreover, these experiments revealed that the stationary CF vortices amplify
at two distinct locations in the vicinity of the FFS.
Speciﬁcally, Eppink [130] studied the mechanisms involved in the FFS-CFI interaction and identiﬁed the ampliﬁcation of the primary instability in two regions. The ﬁrst
region appears to be related to a destabilisation of the stationary CF instability by the
strong inﬂectional velocity proﬁles generated by the adverse pressure gradient upstream
of the FFS. The second ampliﬁcation region was attributed to the growth of the primary
mode harmonics by streamwise oriented vortices originating from the modulated recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge. Interestingly, Eppink [130, 137] reported
the occurrence of high-frequency ﬂuctuations which coincide with the location of the
shear layer of this locally separated ﬂow. Furthermore, a detailed stability analysis by
Groot and Eppink [138] on these experiments revealed the convective nature of these
unstable perturbations and identiﬁed their development on the top part of the local ﬂow
recirculation regions downstream of the supercritical FFS (i.e. tripping at the step position).
In addition, Eppink [130] showed that a subcritical FFS case could lead to a premature boundary-layer transition if the amplitude of the CF vortices was increased. This effect was attributed to a stronger spanwise modulation of the recirculation region downstream of the step edge for the cases with larger initial amplitude.
Numerical simulations by Casacuberta et al. [139] on the steady FFS-CFI interaction
(i.e. simulating only stationary step-ﬂow features) showed that, as the primary CF disturbance reaches the FFS, it does not directly impinge on the step edge but lifts off the
surface and passes over it. This behaviour is in agreement with previous experimental
observations by [e.g. 130, 140]. In addition, the numerical results of Casacuberta et al.
[139] identiﬁed a series of near-wall perturbation streaks downstream of the FFS edge developing at the spanwise wavelength of the stationary CF vortices. Given that the wavelength of these secondary perturbations coincides with the primary CF disturbance, they
manifest as a secondary peak near the wall superimposed on the disturbance proﬁle as
shown in Tufts et al. [129] and Eppink [130]. Under certain conditions (e.g. large FFS
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at low-amplitude of the CF vortices) the identiﬁed near-wall peak can exceed the magnitude of the one corresponding to the primary CF disturbance. Thus, Casacuberta et
al. [139] propose a set of metrics to adequately determine the growth of the primary CF
disturbance in these conditions.
Finally, to mitigate the effect of an FFS on transition, Eppink and Casper [135] successfully applied onﬂat plate model dominated by stationary CFI the step-edge chamfering (i.e. slanted step face) strategy by Holmes et al. [110]. Eppink and Casper [135]
showed that a variation in the angle of the FFS face reduced the recirculation region
and CF reversal. This topological change leads to a weaker destabilisation of the primary CF instability mode and a transition postponement with respect to the straight
FFS (i.e. vertical step face). More recently, Ivanov and Mischenko [141] used a series
of two-dimensional strips (i.e. FFS followed by a BFS) along the span of a swept wing to
stabilise the CFI following the theoretical analysis and concept presented by Ustinov and
Ivanov [142]. The experiments by Ivanov and Mischenko [141] showed a postponement
of the laminar–turbulent transition for strips oriented parallel to the leading edge and at
18 degrees with respect to the leading edge.
The aforementioned studies and the discrepancies between the mechanism proposed by Tufts et al. [129] and Eppink [130] highlight numerous unresolved aspects which
require further study before the interaction between the FFS and CF vortices can be fully
unveiled. Speciﬁcally, the dependence on the amplitude of the CF vortices, nonlinear
interactions at the FFS, and laminar breakdown mechanisms are key features requiring
experimental and numerical analysis within a range of governing parameters.
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The research encompassed within this doctoral dissertation entails studying the development and breakdown of the crossﬂow (CF) vortices when interacting with a surface
irregularity in the form of a forward-facing step (FFS). As discussed in §1.1, understanding the impact of surface irregularities on the laminar–turbulent transition is critical for
the application of cutting-edge laminar ﬂow control technologies to reduce the fuel consumption of modern transport aircraft.
The literature review on the interaction between FFS and CF vortices presented in
§1.3 indicates the limited studies concerning the experimental identiﬁcation of CF vortices in the vicinity of the step and highlights unknown aspects regarding the parameters governing their interaction, and the step-induced development, ampliﬁcation and
breakdown of the CF vortices. Henceforth, to further the understanding of the FFS-CFI
interaction, three main research objectives guided the work of this doctoral project:
• Objective A (Chapter 3): Investigate the applicability of current one-parameter
critical FFS criteria (i.e. based on CF vortex core height or boundary-layer displacement thickness) and identify additional key parameters playing a role in the
laminar–turbulent transition behaviour by systematically varying the Reynolds number and step height in both unforced (i.e. without DREs) and forced (i.e. with
DREs) experimental conditions.
• Objective B (Chapter 4): Investigate the inﬂuence of the FFS on the development
of the primary CF instability and its effects on the global transition location by
characterising in detail the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition behaviour
and quantifying the evolution of the CF vortices.
• Objective C (Chapter 5) Investigate the inﬂuence of the FFS on the CF vortices’
breakdown by characterizing in detail the development of the secondary CF instability and step-induced unsteady disturbances.
The dissertation’s outline is the following: Chapter 2 discusses the methodology used
during the execution of the experiments and processing of the data. Chapters 3 to 5
present a complete description and analysis of the experiments conducted to address
each of the main research objectives (A-C) in this dissertation. Finally, Chapter 6 presents
a general discussion of the main ﬁndings and outlook of future research.
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M ETHODOLOGY
This chapter ﬁrst introduces the wind tunnel facility, swept wing model and the manufacturing of forward-facing step surface irregularities. This is followed by an overview of the
measurement techniques and numerical methods used in the acquisition, processing and
interpretation of the experiments.

Parts of this chapter are published in:
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2020 Inﬂuence of a forward facing step surface irregularity on swept
wing transition. AIAA Journal 58(12), 5243-5253.
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2021 Impact of a forward-facing step on the development of crossﬂow
instability. Journal of Fluid Mechanics 924, A34.
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2022 Unsteady interaction of crossﬂow instability with a forwardfacing step. Journal of ﬂuid Mechanics, 939, A19.
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2.1. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP

2

n line with the research objectives presented at the end of Chapter 1, a series of
experiments have been conducted on a 45 degree swept wing model (known as M3J)
at the Low Turbulence Tunnel of the Delft University of Technology. This section
provides an overview of the experimental setup by providing an in-depth description of
the wind tunnel facility, the swept wing model, and the creation of the FFS on the model’s
surface.

I

2.1.1. L OW TURBULENCE WIND TUNNEL FACILITY LTT
A low turbulence environment (Tu < 0.15%, [see 34]) is an essential element for the development of stationary CF vortices, as described in §1.2.2. Thereby, the use of the Low
Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) located at the Delft University of Technology has been key to
the research presented in Chapters 3 to 5.
A detailed description of the construction and characteristics of the LTT facility is
presented by Dobbinga and Van Ghesel Grothe [143]. The plan to build a Low-Speed
Laboratory (ﬁgure 2.1a) containing a high-quality wind tunnel facility for detailed aerodynamic research at TU Delft started in 1946 and was completed in the fall of 1953 [see
143]. The vertical arrangement of the LTT wind tunnel is quite peculiar since it is part
of the construction of the TU Delft Low-Speed Laboratory (ﬁgure 2.1a) , as shown in the
cut-out diagram of the building in ﬁgure 2.1(b). Therefore, except for the ﬁnal part of the
contraction, interchangeable test-section, and the initial part of the diffusor (shown in
ﬁgure 2.2a) the wind tunnel is predominantly manufactured out of reinforced concrete.
The LTT facility is an atmospheric, low-turbulence, closed-return, and subsonic tunnel, which can reach a speed of 117 m/s (421 km/h) at the measurement site [143]. The
main elements of this tunnel are indicated in ﬁgure 2.1(b) and described hereinafter. The
airﬂow is driven by a six-blade propeller located on the ground ﬂoor (1). A shaft couples
this propeller to a 525 kW DC electric engine installed on a room external to the wind
tunnel circuit. The propellers’ swirl on the airﬂow is minimized through a combination
of guiding vanes and a spider-wave like grid. The divergent channel downstream of the
propeller (2) decelerates the airﬂow before it is redirected vertically and then horizontally into the settling chamber by two rows of corner vanes (3a and 3b).
At the entrance to the settling chamber (4a), the airﬂow velocity is reduced even further through an increase in the tunnel’s cross-sectional area and an expansion screen.
Immediately downstream, the airﬂow passes through seven anti-turbulence screens (4b)
built out of phosphor bronze (see table 2.1). Next, the airﬂow experiences a gradual
velocity increase (ratio of 17.9:1, [143]) at the contraction (5) until it reaches the interchangeable octagonal test section (6) containing the in-house designed M3J swept wing
model. The test-section features a height of 1.25 m, a width of 1.80 m, and a length of 2.60
m. The test section’s vertical walls are slightly divergent to account for the solid blockage effect by the wind tunnel’s boundary-layer at the measurement region. Although the
overall pressure in the wind tunnel is higher than the atmospheric value, a gap at the end
of the test-section ensures a pressure equilibrium at the measurement region [143].
Finally, downstream of the test-section and before it arrives back to the propeller, the
airﬂow experiences a velocity reduction and a pressure increase in the diffusor (7) and
a vertical and horizontal re-direction by a set of corner vanes (3c and 3d). In addition,
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(a) Low-Speed Laboratory Building

(b) Low Turbulence Tunnel cutout A-A

A

Test-section
1.80m
1.25m

2

A

(3b)

(4a)

(4b)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(3c)

2.60m

12.5m
(3a)

Flow direction
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(1)

(3d)

31.2m

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Low Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) at the TU Delft Low Speed Laboratory: (a) Diagram of the Low-speed Laboratory Building showing the LTT cut-out A-A, re-adapted from [143]. (b) Cut-out
diagram A-A showing the different sections of the wind tunnel system re-adapted from report LSW91-1.
Table 2.1: Geometrical details of the LTT anti-turbulence grids, Dobbinga and Van Ghesel Grothe [see 143]

Anti-turbulence Grid No
Distance between wire centers [mm]
Wire Diameter [mm]

1
0.9
0.3

2
3
4
5
6
1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.1
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

7
1.1
0.2

the corner vanes (3c and 3d) feature a cooling system to regulate the airﬂow temperature
during long periods of operation. The temperature (TC ) of the ﬂow is monitored at the
wind tunnel’s contraction using a Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD-Pt100)1 and
the atmospheric pressure (P A ) is measured outside the wind tunnel’s test-section using
a digital barometer2 . From these measurements the ﬂuid density3 (ρ) and the reference
kinematic viscosity4 (ν) are calculated.
During operation, the pressure difference (∆P b = P t ,4 − P s,5 ) between the turbulence
grids (P t ,4 ) and the end of the contraction (P s,5 ) is measured using a digital pressure
gauge5 . Then, from this pressure difference, the reference dynamic pressure at the testsection (P q,6 ) is determined based on an empty test-section calibration curve and the
p
reference wind tunnel velocity obtained using: U∞ = 2P q,6 /ρ.
1 Platinum resistance temperature detector (Pt100), estimated accuracy (±0.4°C at 20°C)
2 Digital Barometer by MENSOR (mensor.com), model: CPT6100, accuracy: 0.01% of reading
3 Calculated as ρ = P /(R(273.15 + T )), [kg / m3 ] using the speciﬁc gas constant R = 287.05, [N m / kg K]
A
C
4 Calculated as ν = µ/ρ, [m2 /s] using Sutherlands’ equation: µ = 1.458 × 10−6 {T 1.5 /(T + 110.4)}, [kg/ms]
K
K
5 Digital pressure gauge by MENSOR (mensor.com), model: DPG2101 (0-0.5 psi), accuracy: 0.010%FS
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Figure 2.2: (a) Photograph of LTT wind tunnel at the measurement room. (b) Variation of turbulence intensity
(Tu) with free-stream velocity (U∞ ) and number of active anti-turbulence screens (7-▲ , 5-•, 2-■ and 0-♦).
Measurements obtained from [75] and conducted with M3J model installed (bandpass ﬁltered between 2 and
5000 Hz).

As part of the turbulence intensity characterization of the LTT facility, Serpieri [75]
conducted velocity measurements in the centre of the test section with the swept wing
model installed using hot-wire anemometry. The turbulence intensity6 (Tu) results reproduced from Serpieri [75] for different combinations of free-stream conditions and active anti-turbulence screens are presented in ﬁgure 2.2(b). Using all seven anti-turbulence
screens at the free-stream conditions under which the wind tunnel was operated during
the current work (i.e. 25 m/s ≤ U∞ ≤ 55 m/s, grey region in ﬁgure 2.2b), the turbulence
intensity is Tu ≤ 0.03%. Henceforth, the combination of this experimental facility and
swept wing model provides sufﬁcient conditions for the investigation of stationary CF
instability, as shown by Serpieri and Kotsonis [71].

2.1.2. M3J S WEPT WING MODEL
The wind tunnel model used in this work was designed in-house [see 75, pp.43-56] and
manufactured by Glasfaser-Flugzeug-Service GmbH. The swept wing known as M3J, is
built out of glass-ﬁber reinforced epoxy resin and sealed with a polyester gel coat dyed
in black. The model features a streamwise chord of c X = 1.27 m, a span of b = 1.25 m,
and a sweep angle of 45 deg. This model has been extensively used at TU Delft for the
detailed study of the primary and secondary CF instability and boundary-layer control
[e.g. 71, 90, 101, 108].
Figure 2.3(a) presents a cross-sectional view of the wind tunnel test-section. The
swept wing model is mounted vertically and spans the entire height of the test-section,
as shown by the photograph in ﬁgure 2.4(a). This study uses two different spatial coordinate systems, and their origin coincides with the intersection between the leading
edge and the wing mid-span. In the ﬁrst coordinate system (X , Y , Z ), the X -direction
is aligned with the wind tunnel ﬂoor. In the second coordinate system (x, y, z) the xdirection is perpendicular to the leading edge.
6 Turbulence intensity bandpass ﬁltered between 2 and 5000 Hz and calculated as: Tu=1/U
∞
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Figure 2.3: Experimental Setup: (a) Cross-sectional schematic of the swept wing model installed in the LTT
test-section (ﬂow direction left to right, c X = 1.27m and b = 1.25m) showing the FFS (grey area) and DREs.
(b) Airfoil geometry 66018M3J. (c) Streamwise (i.e. along the X coordinate) pressure coefﬁcient distribution at
α = 3° Re c X = 3.7 × 106 on the pressure side of the model (max UC p = 0.001).
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Figure 2.4: Photographs of experimental setup: (a) M3J swept wing model installed in LTT test-section. (b)
Discrete roughness elements (DREs) installed on the M3J leading edge region. (c) Final installation of FFS
surface add-on on swept wing model.

The model pressure distribution is measured using a total of 92 streamwise oriented
(i.e. along X -coordinate) pressure taps equally divided on the upper (outboard) and
lower (inboard) side of the model as depicted on the diagram in ﬁgure 2.3(a). Note
that all the static pressure (P s ) measurements presented in this work are recorded on
the "pressure side" of the model using a digital pressure scanner system7 . The nondimensional pressure coefﬁcient (C p , equation 2.1) is calculated with the reference dynamic (P q,6 ) and static pressure (P s,6 ). The reference static pressure (P s,6 = P t − P q,6 ) is
7 Pressure scanner by TE Connectivity (te.com), model: DTC-Initium (1 psi channels), accuracy: 0.10%FS
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calculated using the total pressure (P t ) obtained from a pitot-static tube located inside
the test-section during the measurements.
C p (X ) =

2

P s (X ) − P s,6
P q,6

(2.1)

The wing features a modiﬁed symmetric NACA 6-series (66018) airfoil, as shown in
ﬁgure 2.3(b) and Appendix A [see also 75, Ch.3]. At a mild angle of attack (α = 3◦ ) the
streamwise pressure distribution (pressure side of the wing) shows a favourable pressure
gradient up to X /c X ≈ 0.65 (see ﬁgure 2.3c), prohibiting the ampliﬁcation of TS-waves
instability. Moreover, the lack of concave surfaces and a small leading edge radius (approximately 1% of the chord) lead respectively to the suppression of Görtler-type instabilities and attachment line contamination. These design features ensure an exclusive
ampliﬁcation of CF instability, as shown in Serpieri and Kotsonis [71].
To study fundamental features of CF dominated transition, the M3J is aerodynamically designed to achieve inﬁnite swept wing conditions at the measurement region
[144]. Although wall liners were initially designed and manufactured for this model,
previous experimental results demonstrated that the aspect ratio is sufﬁcient to achieve
spanwise invariant conditions [71]. The small variation between the upper and lower
pressure measurements at α = 3◦ and Re c X = 3.7 × 106 presented in ﬁgure 2.3(c) conﬁrms the validity of this approach.
Due to the extreme sensitivity of CF instability to surface roughness, great care was
taken to ensure a consistent and polished surface, especially near the leading edge region. The surface roughness was monitored using a surface proﬁlometer8 . The resultant
root mean square roughness of the wing surface is R q ≈ 0.2 µm [75].
In addition, to study the impact of an FFS on a particularly unstable stationary CF
instability mode, Discrete Roughness Elements (DREs) are used in the vicinity of the
leading edge (ﬁgure 2.4b) to force a single fundamental CF instability mode featuring a
spanwise wavelength corresponding to the spacing of the elements (λz,D ) in a strategy
similar to Saric et al. [36], Serpieri and Kotsonis [71], and White and Saric [89].
The DREs were manufactured in-house from an adhesive transfer vinyl ﬁlm using a
custom laser cutting system. In the cases presented in Chapters 3-5 their nominal diameter is d D = 2 mm and the nominal height is either k D = 100 µm or 200 µm as indicated
in Tables 3.1,4.1 and 5.1. A recent detailed characterization of the DREs geometry presented in Zoppini et al. [145], indicates that this nominal values would lead to an average
ﬁnal diameter of d¯D = 1.772±0.017 mm and respective heights of k̄ D = 114.7±2.3 µm and
217.9 ± 3.1 µm after the manufacturing and application of the elements.

2.1.3. M ANUFACTURING OF SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
In this work, FFS irregularities are created on the surface of the existing M3J swept wing
model following a foil add-on strategy similar to the one presented by Holmes et al.
[110] and Perraud and Seraudie [118]. Therefore, polyethylene terephthalate foils (Vivak® PETG) are cut to match a 45 degree rhomboid shape with a width of 500 mm a
length of 1025 mm using a rolling blade on a computer numerical control Gerber ma8 Proﬁlometer manufactured by Mitutoyo (mitutoyo.com), model: SJ-301
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Figure 2.5: In-situ measurements of the step geometry using a Micro-Epsilon 2950-25 laser proﬁlometer: (a)
black lines show laser proﬁlometer MicroEpsilon 2950-25 measurement, for visualization purposes a surface
interpolation is presented. (b) Calculated step height from each measured proﬁle along the span diection z,
solid line indicated the average step height h̄ and dashed lines indicate h̄ ± σh

chine (model DCS 2500). The add-on spanwise extent is limited by the upper and lower
row of pressure taps as shown in ﬁgure 2.3(a) to simplify its installation.
During the experiments, the custom-sized foils are installed on the surface of the
M3J swept wing using a specialized repositionable tape9 . In addition, the step height
of the ﬁnal installation (ﬁgure 2.4c) is characterised by traversing a laser proﬁlometer10
along the extent of the surface irregularity. The laser proﬁlometer measures the individual location of 1280 laser points projected on a line on the model’s surface. The result
is a two-dimensional proﬁle of the step geometry as shown by the solid black lines in
ﬁgure 2.5(a). From this proﬁle, the step height (h) is determined by projecting a linear
ﬁt based on the measurement upstream and downstream of its location. This procedure
is followed for each proﬁle to determine the spanwise variation of the step as shown in
ﬁgure 2.5(b). Afterwards, the average step height (h̄) and standard deviation (σh ) are
determined. These are the values reported in tables 3.1,4.1 and 5.1 for the different experiments presented in this dissertation.

2.2. M EASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
This section provides an overview of the ﬂow measurement techniques employed during the experimental investigations in Chapters 3 to 5. First, a detailed description of the
methodology to identify the laminar–turbulent transition location and spatial organization of the CF vortices using infrared thermography is presented. This is followed by a
general overview of the particle image velocimetry and hot-wire anemometer measurement techniques to characterize the CF vortices’ steady and unsteady interaction with
forward-facing steps.

9 Repositionable tape manufactured by 3M (3m.com), model: 9425HT
10 Laser proﬁlometer manufactured by Micro-Epsilon (micro-epsilon.com), model: 2950-25, resolution of 2 µm
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2.2.1. I NFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
Infrared (IR) Thermography has proven to be a valuable experimental method to determine the surface temperature distribution and near-wall heat transfer properties in
many different ﬂuid mechanics investigations. A comprehensive overview of fundamental aspects of heat radiation theory, technical features of IR cameras and applications in
ﬂuid mechanics is presented by Astarita and Carlomagno [146]. Moreover, a recent review of IR measurements for the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition identiﬁcation, with particular emphasis on the development of Differential Infrared Thermography (DIT), is presented by Wolf et al. [147].
The idea to identify the location of the laminar–turbulent transition using IR measurements is based on the relation between the skin-friction coefﬁcient and the convective heat transfer coefﬁcient11 at a given Prandtl number12 dictated by the Reynolds analogy13 . The analogy implies that an increase in wall shear stress resulting from a turbulent
boundary layer increases the surface heat transfer. Therefore, when a model is actively
heated (i.e. model surface temperature higher than the free-stream ambient temperature), a lower surface temperature is registered in the turbulent regions compared to the
regions where the ﬂow remains laminar. As discussed below, the difference in surface
temperature between the laminar and turbulent portions of the boundary-layer is exploited to identify the transition location. In particular, the use of IR Thermography has
proven to be a robust and efﬁcient method for the analysis of swept wing transition [e.g.
148–150].
D ETECTION OF LAMINAR – TURBULENT TRANSITION
In the experiments presented in Chapters 3 to 5, IR measurements are extensively used
to determine the transition location on the M3J swept wing model. During the measurements, the M3J model is actively irradiated by six halogen lamps of 400 W and one of
1000 W located on different optical access ports on the test-section. The thermal equilibrium of the system ensures a minimal variation in the surface temperature of the model.
The destabilizing effect of uniform wall heating in TS-dominated boundary-layers
is well-known [e.g. 30, 50, pp.460-462, pp.207-462]. Nevertheless, in cases dominated by
crossﬂow instability a milder destabilizing effect is expected[see 74]. Eppink and Wlezien
[151] observed that a change in wall temperature has its main inﬂuence on the travelling crossﬂow modes. More recently, Lemarechal et al. [152] used Temperature Sensitive
Paint (TSP) to identify transition location on the boundary-layer of a swept wing model
dominated by stationary crossﬂow modes. The results show that for a ratio Tm /T f ≤ 1.04
corresponding to the temperature on the model (Tm ) to the one of the ﬂuid (T f ), no
change in transition location was observed. Therefore, a minimal inﬂuence of the wall
heating on the transition location is expected during the IR measurements presented in
Chapters 3 to 5.
Surface thermal maps are acquired on the pressure side of the model (surface emissivity 0.94) using an IR camera14 with an uncooled focal plane array (FPA) sensor of
11 Stanton number: St = q̇/[ρu c (T − T )], [see 23, p.185]
e p e
w
12 Indicates the relation between the thermal and velocity boundary-layers (Air at 15°C, Pr = µc /k = 0.738)
p
13 The Reynold analogy for Pr 6= 1 indicates: St = C /(2Pr0.667 ), [see 23, pp.186-188]
f
14 Infrared Camera manufactured by Optris GmbH (optris.global), model: PI640
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of transition location identiﬁcation (ﬂow from left to right), showing the IR source images
I¯A (Re c X = 2×106 ) and I¯B (Re c X = 2.17×106 ) with lighter (higher temperature) and darker (lower temperature)
regions.

640px × 480px with a 17 µm px pitch. The FPA sensor is sensitive to a spectral range
of 7.5-13 µm and features a Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) of 75 mK.
The PI640 IR camera is calibrated by the manufacturer to operate using either a wideangle, a mid-angle, or a narrow-angle lens with focal lengths of f = 10.5, 18.7 or 41.5 mm,
respectively. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of the methodology15 followed for the determination of the transition location using the thermal maps acquired by the IR camera.
The process begins with a geometrical transformation, as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(Ia-Ib).
During this procedure, the halogen lamps irradiate the model, and a reference IR image of an ad hoc calibration target on the model’s surface is acquired, as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(Ia). The calibration target consists of a rectilinear grid16 of black dots printed on
a ﬂexible white surface. Thereafter, a polynomial distortion correction [see 153, pp.100107] is applied on these measurements to account for the airfoil curvature and camera
position (the results are shown in ﬁgure 2.6Ib). The geometrical transformation obtained
15 The building blocks of the custom algorithm are based on MATLAB image processing toolbox.
16 The custom target consist of black dots of 10mm and spacing between dots of 100mm.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the wavelength identiﬁcation of the CF vortices (ﬂow from left to right) forced (λz,D =
5.5 mm) case without FFS (α = 3°,Re c X = 2.5 × 106 ): Left, IR source images I¯IR-A . Right, spatial power spectral
density (PSD).

in this procedure is applied to all the measurements. Note that, although the coordinate
system and origin coincides with the one indicated by ﬁgure 2.3(a), the subscript (s) denotes surface coordinates.
For the global transition location, the more suitable wide-angle lens ( f = 10.5mm)
is mounted on the IR camera. A typical measurement consisted of approximately 50
infrared images acquired at a sampling rate of f ≈3.5Hz. From these measurements, a
distortion corrected time-average thermal map in the analysis region (blue area in ﬁgure 2.6Ib) is obtained, as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(IIa). Then, based on the concept presented
by Raffel and Merz [154] and Raffel et al. [155] a differential infrared thermography (DIT)
technique is applied on consecutive temperature ﬁelds with increasing Reynolds number. This technique minimises the background noise and decreases the possibility of a
spurious identiﬁcation of the transition front. Note that in the active heating modality,
the lower temperature corresponds to the turbulent part of the boundary layer ﬂow and
the higher temperature to the laminar region, as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(IIa).
Figure 2.6(IIa-IIc) illustrates the DIT method by presenting the time-averaged IR images I¯A (α = 3°, Re c X = 2 × 106 ) and I¯B (α = 3°, Re c X = 2.17 × 106 ) and calculating the DIT
as I¯D I T = I¯A − I¯B as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(IIc). Subsequently, a suitable global threshold to
binarize the I¯D I T is obtained from the image histogram (ﬁgure. 2.6IIIa), following Otsu’s
method [see 153, 156, pp.747-751]. Subsequently, the local transition location is identiﬁed using the gradient of the binarized I¯D I T and a linear-ﬁt is performed along the span,
as shown in ﬁgure 2.6(IIIb).
Finally, the reference transition location is extracted at the mid-domain height from
the linear ﬁt. Note that the conﬁdence bands (dashed lines in ﬁgure 2.6IIIb-IIIc) of the
ﬁt indicate the uniformity of the transition front (i.e. jagged or smooth) and thus provide
important insight into the dominant transition-inducing instability. More speciﬁcally,
the stationary CF modes form a well-deﬁned jagged pattern of localised wedges in the
transition front, while travelling modes essentially "blur" the transition front, reducing
the spanwise variance of the transition location.
D ETECTION OF CROSSFLOW VORTICES FEATURES
In addition to the global transition location, the thermal maps from IR measurements
can provide a qualitative representation of the CF vortices’ thermal footprint. This can
be further used to extract the spatial organization of coherent structures in the boundary
layer as they interact with the FFS.
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Therefore, a spatial power spectral density (PSD) analysis was performed on the distortion corrected time-average thermal map, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.7. In this case, the
ﬁeld of view (FOV) of the IR camera is rotated 45◦ (i.e. the sensor height was oriented
parallel to the LE direction). Thus, the spectral analysis is conducted on the thermal intensity proﬁles along the spanwise (z) component (i.e. the height of the IR images). For
this type of measurements, the narrow-angle lens ( f = 41.5mm) is preferred to obtain a
resolution of around 2.5 px/mm on the thermal intensity proﬁles. This analysis makes it
possible to determine the wavelength of the CF vortices based on their thermal footprint
at the model surface and monitor changes as they interact with the ﬂow near the FFS.

2.2.2. H OT- WIRE ANEMOMETRY
The Hot-wire Anemometry (HWA) is a reliable single-point measurement technique in
which the ﬂuid’s velocity is determined by exploiting the convective heat transfer of a
heated wire-sensor. An introduction to the HWA measurement technique and its application in different ﬂuids (e.g. air, water, polymer solutions and mercury) is found in the
textbook by Lomas [157]. In addition, Bruun [158] offers a complete overview of fundamental and practical aspects for the use of HWA.
The HWA is a well-established ﬂow measurement technique, which has been a fundamental pillar in the development of experimental ﬂuid mechanics. In Chapter 5, HWA
measurements are extensively used to characterize the unsteady FFS-CFI interaction. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the measurement system employed in this work is presented in
ﬁgure 2.8. Three main components comprises the measurement system: (I) the HWA
probe and wire-sensor; (II) the Wheatstone’s bridge; (III) an analogue to digital acquisition equipment.
Depending on the experimental requirements, different types of HWA probes are
available off-the-shelf from established manufacturers (e.g. Dantec Dynamics, TSI Incorporated). However, custom probes manufactured by a skill-full experimentalist are
not uncommon. For the interested reader, a set of practical recommendations to manufacture and repair HWA probes are given by Lomas [157, pp.43-54]. In this work, a
miniature ceramic body boundary-layer probe17 is used, as shown in ﬁgure 2.8(I). A particular feature of this probe is the “fork-like” shape of the prongs to facilitate near-wall
boundary-layer velocity measurements. The sensor on the probe consists of a tungsten
wire with a nominal diameter (d w ) of 5 µm and a length (l w ) of 1.25 mm (nominal aspect
ratio l w /d w = 250).
During operation of the HWA system, the probe is connected to a Constant Temperature Anemometer (CTA) Wheatstone’s bridge18 . A simpliﬁed schematic of a CTA mode
Wheatstone’s bridge is presented in ﬁgure 2.8(II). In its simplest form, the Wheatstone’s
bridge is an electric circuit containing four arms (a-d) with one resistor each. A particular feature of this electrical circuit is that when the ratio of the resistors is R b /R a = R d /R c ,
no current will ﬂow between points (1) and (2), and the bridge is said to be “balanced”.
In HWA applications, one of the resistors is replaced by the HWA probe and a second one
is replaced by a variable resistor, as shown in ﬁgure 2.8(II) for arm (c) and (d).
Before the bridge is initiated, the probe operating resistance must be determined
17 Miniature boundary-layer probe manufactured by Dantec (dantec-dynamics.com), model: 55P15
18 CTA bridge manufactured by TSI (tsi.com), model: IFA-300
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of Constant Temperature Anemometer (CTA) hot-wire system: (I) Hot-wire boundarylayer probe. (II) Constant temperature Wheatstone’s bridge simpliﬁed electric diagram based on [157]. (III)
Digital Acquisition system.

and the variable resistor adjusted so that the bridge starts in an unbalanced condition
(i.e. electrical current between points 1 and 2). A feedback ampliﬁer senses the unbalanced bridge and automatically changes the temperature-dependant resistance19 of the
tungsten wire sensor by increasing the current of the circuit until the operating conditions where the bridge is in balance [see 157, 158, pp.93-98, pp.45-48]. From this point
onwards, any variation in the wire-sensor through convective heat transfer by the surrounding ﬂuid will be compensated by the feedback ampliﬁer to maintain a constant
wire-sensor resistance and temperature (i.e. Constant Temperature Anemometer).
A digital acquisition system20 (ﬁgure 2.8III) registers and converts the change in voltage across the bridge (i.e. point 3 and 4) into the corresponding ﬂow velocity based on
an in-situ calibration. The calibration procedure entails measuring simultaneously the
HWA voltage and a reference ﬂow velocity using a pitot-static probe. Then a relation between the output voltage and ﬂow velocity is determined by ﬁtting a fourth-order polynomial through the measurements at different reference velocities [see 158, pp.92-101].
When applying this calibration curve, a correction for variations in atmospheric pressure
and ﬂow temperature is applied [see 159].
The orientation of the probe’s wire-sensor is essential to understand the measured
velocity. A single-wire probe, such as the Dantec 55P15, offers a very compact design
and simple operation at the expense of the inability to differentiate between velocity
components and their direction, leading to a forward-reverse ﬂow ambiguity [see 158,
pp.234-264]. Jørgensen [160] proposes that the effective velocity measured by the wiresensor is given by equation 2.2 [see 158, pp.71-73].
Q=

q

q n2 + k 2 q t2 + h 2 q b2 .

(2.2)

As shown in ﬁgure 2.9, this is a combination of the velocity normal (q n ), tangential
19 The sensor resistance is given by: R = R (1 + α(T s − T )), R and T is the reference sensor resistance and
s
o
o
o
o

temperature and α is the material-dependent temperature coefﬁcient of resistivity [157, pp.36-39]

20 DAQ system manufactured by National Instruments (ni.com), chassis: NI cDaq-9174, modules: NI9234
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of HWA probe orientation: (a) Probe velocity decomposition into tangential (q t ), normal
(q n ) and binormal (q b ) to the wire sensor. (b) Orientation of the wire-sensor effective velocity Q with respect
to the swept wing leading edge aligned velocity components (u, v, w).

(q t ) and bi-normal (q b ) to the wire-sensor. The contribution of the q t and q b is determined by a yaw (k) and pitch (h) factors. Although these factors can vary between individual probes, an accepted value for a standard plated hot-wire probe is 0.2 and 1.05,
respectively [158, pp.71-73].
In all the measurements, the wire-sensor of the HWA probe is mounted vertically (i.e.
aligned to the Z axis) and orthogonal to the X -coordinate direction, as illustrated on the
diagram in ﬁgure 2.9(b). Therefore, based on the relation proposed by equation 2.2, the
effective velocity measured by the HWA is given by equation 2.3.
Q=

p
(u cos Λ + w sin Λ)2 + k 2 (w cos Λ − u sin Λ)2 + h 2 v 2

(2.3)

Considering the higher sensitivity of the wire-sensor to the velocity component normal to the wire (q n ) and the nearly-parallel orientation of the prongs to the model’s surface, the velocity conversion in this work is simpliﬁed as: Q 2 = (u cos Λ + w sin Λ)2 + v 2 .
The LTT wind tunnel facility is equipped with an automated traversing system capable of translating the HWA probe along the X , Y and Z directions with a resolution of
2.5 µm in each axis. The probe is mounted on a counterbalanced steel sting of approximately 2.5 meters long. Despite the heavy construction of the sting, inevitable mechanical vibrations affecting the measurements within the characteristic resonance frequencies are detected. Eppink and Wlezien [151] present an effective method to verify these
vibrations by bandpass ﬁltering the velocity ﬂuctuations at the frequency of interest and
qualitatively comparing the resulting ﬂow-ﬁeld with the time-average wall-normal velocity gradients.
Additionally, special care must be taken to avoid any electromagnetic interference
(EMI) from the traversing system’s stepper motors or the wind tunnel’s engine. A practical strategy to minimize the EMI is to wrap the cable connecting the HWA probe to the
Wheatstone’s Bridge around several toroid magnets21 to form a “coil-like” arrangement.
Moreover, it is recommended to ground all the HWA electrical systems and connect them
to a clean power supply.
A series of wall-normal boundary layer scans were conducted along the z-direction
to form measurement planes at different streamwise locations to characterize the de21 Toroid epoxy covered magnets manufactured by Ferroxcube (ferroxcube.com), model: TX36/23/15-3E5
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velopment of the CF instability. At each X /c X station, the measurement plane’s starting
position along the span has been adjusted using reference IR measurements to track
the evolution of the CF vortices. Furthermore, when performing boundary-layer HWA
measurements, is important to consider that the measurement points near the wall are
affected by spurious heat transfer, leading to the so-called "tail". Hence, it is customary
to commence the measurements at a given position away from the wall and later retrieve
the wall location through extrapolation of the velocity proﬁle [see 161]. In addition, the
use of a micro alignment telescope22 has been proven to be a valuable tool to monitor
the position of the wire near the wall.

2.2.3. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical ﬂow measurement technique which indirectly determines a ﬂuid’s velocity through the displacement of tracing particles. A major
advantage of PIV over single point-measurements (e.g. HWA, Laser Doppler Velocimetry and pressure measurements) is the spatial correlation of the velocity measurements.
Thus, depending on the PIV variant used, two or three velocity components can be measured instantaneously in an entire plane (i.e. Planar PIV 2D2C and Stereo PIV 2D3C) or
volume (i.e. Tomographic PIV 3D3C). A complete overview of fundamental and practical
aspects for the use of PIV can be found in Adrian and Westerweel [162] and Raffel et al.
[163].
In the experiments presented in Chapter 4, planar PIV (i.e. two velocity components
measured in a plane 2D2C) is extensively used to characterize the impact of an FFS on
the development of CF vortices. Figure 2.10(I) schematically presents the main elements
of a planar PIV measurement system: (a) tracer particles; (b) illumination unit; (c) imaging unit. In addition, ﬁgure 2.10(II) shows a photograph of the planar PIV system on the
top part of the LTT test-section during measurements on the M3J swept wing model. In
the remainder of this section, a brief overview of each element used during the experiments is presented. More detailed information on each PIV subsystem can be found in
Adrian and Westerweel [162] and Raffel et al. [163].
During the measurements, the wind tunnel’s closed circuit is homogeneously seeded
with water-glycol droplets23 using a specialized fog machine24 located in a vent on the
diffusor (section 7 in ﬁgure 2.1) downstream of the test section.
The principal assumption in a PIV system is that the tracer particles faithfully follow
the ﬂuid’s motion. The metric used to asses the tracing ﬁdelity of the particles is given
by the Stokes number (Stk = τp /τ f ), which indicates the ratio of the particle response
time (τp )25 to a characteristic time of the ﬂuid ﬂuctuations (τ f )26 . An adequate tracing
ﬁdelity for practical purposes is obtained when Stk < 0.1 [163, p.34]. For the experiments
presented in Chapter 4, the tracing ﬁdelity is Stk = 0.05 when considering twice the time
period of the secondary CF instability of type-II (see ﬁgure 1.12) as the characteristic
time of the ﬂuid ﬂuctuations (i.e. τ f = 1/16000).
22 Micro alignment telescope manufactured by Taylor-Hobson (taylor-hobson.com), model: 112-2582
23 Water-glycol average particle diameter and density: d¯ ≈ 1 µm and ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m3
p
p
24 Water-glycol fog machine manufactured by SAFEX GmbH (safex.de), model: Twin-Fog DP
25 Particle’s time delay to adapt to a ﬂuid’s velocity step change: τ = d 2 (ρ /(18µ)) [163, p.34]
p
p p
26 According to Raffel et al. [163, p.34], in turbulent boundary layer cases τ can be: τ = δ /u .
99 e
f
f
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Figure 2.10: Planar PIV system: (I) Schematic of the system showing (a) Flow with tracer particles, (b) Laser
unit , (c) Imaging system, (d) Resulting image pairs, and (e) Laser-image timing diagram for double-pulse
operation. (II) Photograph of planar PIV system in operation at the LTT test-section. (III) Tracer particles in
the laser-sheet across the FFS.

As the seeding recirculates in the closed circuit of the LTT wind tunnel, the seeding
particles cross through the measurement region illuminated by a laser. This process is
shown schematically in ﬁgure 2.10(Ia) and on actual PIV measurements on an FFS in
the M3J swept wing in ﬁgure 2.10(III). The illumination unit consists of a low-repetition
dual cavity 200 mJ Nd:YAG laser 27 . This dual-pulsed PIV laser operates in the greenlight spectrum (i.e. λL = 532 nm) at a maximum repetition rate of 15 Hz. Through a set
of carefully selected spherical and cylindrical optics [see 163, pp.77-80], the laser beam
with a diameter of around 6.35 mm is shaped into a plane with a thickness of about one
millimeter in the measurement region.
Images of the illuminated tracer particles at the measurement region are acquired by
the imaging unit, as schematically shown in ﬁgure 2.10(Ic). The camera28 features an sCMOS sensor with a size of 2560 × 2160 pixels, a 6.5 µm pixel pitch (δpx ) and a digital output of 16-bit. The camera is located outside the wind tunnel as shown in ﬁgure 2.10(II).
The selection of the most suitable camera objective (i.e. focal length) is dependent on
the desired ﬁeld of view (FOV) and the distance between the measurement plane and the
camera. In particular, in the current experiments, the use of teleconverters29 has proven
to be a viable solution to increase the focal length of a given objective. In the experiments presented in Chapter 4, this optical conﬁguration yields a magniﬁcation factor30
of M = 0.9, necessary for the detailed measurement of the boundary layer ﬂow near the
FFS location.
The PIV system is operated in a double-frame/single exposure mode; a synchronization diagram between the illumination and imaging units is shown in ﬁgure 2.10(Ie). The
27 Dual-pulsed PIV laser manufactured by Quantel (quantel-laser.com), model: Evergreen2 EVG00200.
28 PIV camera adapted by LaVision (lavision.de), model: Imager sCMOS CLHS
29 Teleconverter manufactured by Kenko (kenkoglobal.com), model: Teleplus HD-2X-DGX
30 The optical magniﬁcation is the ratio of the image (z ) to the object (Z ) distance: M = z /Z = l δ /L
px px O
0
0
0 0
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of PIV velocity evaluation: (I) Image pairs at time t a and t b . (II) Image cross-correlation
map and interrogation window (I a ) and (I b ) discretization. (III) Velocity evaluation using particle displacement (∆x and ∆ y ), pixel pitch (δpx ), optical magniﬁcation factor (M ) and time interval between image pairs
(∆t ).

dashed orange lines indicate the exposure of the ﬁrst and second frame while the green
markers show the laser pulses. Starting at t = t 0 , a pulse from the laser’s ﬁrst cavity is shot
and the light scattered by the tracer particles is recorded in the image (i.e. ﬁrst frame) as
shown in ﬁgure 2.10(Id). Then, after a short time delay (∆t ) the pulse from the laser’s
second cavity is shot and an image recorded on the second frame. The repetition rate of
this process is given by the sampling frequency ( f s = 1/T ).
For each measurement a set of image pairs at time t a = t 0 and t b = t 0 + ∆t are obtained, as shown in ﬁgure 2.11(I). Subsequently, each image at t a and t b is divided into
interrogation windows (I W ) where, the statistical particle shift on the images during the
time delay ∆t is obtained from a cross-correlation analysis. A description of the crosscorrelation for general image analysis is found in Gonzalez and Woods [153, pp.915-917],
while a detailed overview of its application to PIV measurements is found in Raffel et al.
[163, pp.150-188].
In essence, the cross-correlation algorithm ﬁnds the horizontal (x s ) and vertical (y s )
shift resulting in the best match of similarity between two images. In the case of PIV,
the shift required to match the particle intensity in the interrogation windows from the
image pairs (ﬁgure 2.11II) determines the average displacement of the particles during
the time delay ∆t . The cross-correlation analysis involves moving around a template
(I a ) from the interrogation window of the ﬁrst frame (i.e.t a = t 0 ) and comparing it to
the corresponding region (I b ) extracted from the interrogation window of the second
frame (i.e.t b = t 0 + ∆t ) by calculating the normalized correlation coefﬁcient (c I I ) given
by equation 2.4. This process is repeated to form a map containing the values of the
correlation coefﬁcient (c I I ) for all possible shifts (x s and y s ), as schematically shown in
ﬁgure 2.11(II). From the identiﬁcation of the peaks, the average particle displacement
in the horizontal (∆x ) and vertical (∆ y ) direction is determined. Thereafter, using the
cameras pixel pitch (δpx ) and the optical magniﬁcation factor31 (M ) (obtained from a
physical-space transformation based on an optical calibration target with known markers) the average velocity is calculated using the time delay ∆t as shown in ﬁgure 2.11(III).
31 The optical magniﬁcation is the ratio of the image (z ) to the object (Z ) distance: M = z /Z = l δ /L
px px O
0
0
0 0
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Therefore, the adjustment32 of ∆t during the experiment is of great importance. A
short ∆t will result in nearly no particle motion between image pairs, while with a large
∆t the particle pattern will differ entirely. During the experiments presented in Chapter 4, an average particle displacement of 12 px was obtained in the free-stream. In this
work, Davis 10 software by LaVision was used for the laser synchronization, image acquisition and evaluation using an advanced multi-stage cross-correlation [e.g. 163, pp.169182].
In addition, an important consideration is the seeding density measured as particles
per unit pixel area (N ppp = N I /I W 2 ). A low concentration would lead to a small number
of image particles (N I ). Furthermore, the out-of-plane33 (FO ) and in-plane34 (FO ) loss of
pairs could lead to an even lower number of effective particles (N p = N I F I FO ) on which
the cross-correlation is evaluated. A practical recommendation given by Raffel et al. [e.g.
163, p.224] is that N p > 5 for an accurate estimation of the particle displacement.

2.2.4. M EASUREMENT ERRORS
The errors in a measurement technique can be categorized into systematic errors (i.e.
also known as bias) and random errors. During a measurement, the magnitude and sign
of the systematic errors (minimized with calibration) is ﬁxed, while the ones of the random errors vary. A general overview of uncertainty analysis methods to estimate these
errors can be found in Coleman and Steele [164].
A detailed description of the different measurement errors inherent to the use of
HWA can be found in Bruun [158]. Error sources in HWA are related to: HWA probe
disturbances, velocity calibration, signal interpretation in high-turbulence intensity, and
reversed ﬂow ambiguity. In the case of PIV, Sciacchitano [165] presents a detailed overview
of the different error sources affecting the measurements. Error sources in PIV are related
to: misalignment and synchronization of the system, particle tracing capability, imaging
of the particles, laser-light illumination, ﬂow topology, and image evaluation techniques.
Considering that the known systematic errors in the measurement techniques have
been corrected, the uncertainty of the random errors in the velocity mean value (Uū )
and standard deviation (Uσu ) of a measurement series can be estimated following the
methodology described by Sciacchitano and Wieneke [166] using equations 2.5 and 2.6.
σu
Uū = p
Neff
Uσu = p

σu
2(Neff − 1)

(2.5)

(2.6)

32 A ∆t which leads to a particle movement of 1/4 of the initial I W is often adequate Raffel et al. [163, p.156]
33 Out-of-plane factor: F = (1 − |∆z|/∆z ) [163, p.207]
0
O
34 In-plane factor: F = (1 − |∆x|/D )(1 − |∆y|/D ), with multipass F → 1 [163, p.207]
I
I
I
I
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Where σu is the sample standard deviation35 of the measurement series and Neff is
the effective number of samples. When the samples are uncorrelated in time, the total
number of measurements NT can be used as NT = Neff . In this dissertation, this condition occurs for the PIV measurements due to the low sampling frequency (i.e. f s =
15Hz). Instead, the high sampling frequency (i.e. f s = 51.2 kHz) of the HWA leads to
measurements correlated in time. In this case, the effective number of samples Neff =
NT /(2T I /∆t ) is based on the integral time scale T I . Smith et al. [167] describe in detail
the methodology to determine the integral time-scale T I from the autocorrelation of the
measurement series. An indication of the average random error for the time-average
PIV and HWA results inside the boundary-layer can be obtained using equations 2.5 and
2.6. For the PIV measurements: Uw̄ = 0.11 %w e , Uσw = 0.10 %w e and Uv̄ = 0.08 %w e ,
Uσv = 0.07 %w e . For the HWA measurements UQ̄ = 0.18 %Q e and UσQ = 0.13 %Q e .
Finally, the spatial resolution is an important limitation of any measurement technique. Considering that the hot-wire sensor length is parallel to the surface, the maximum spatial resolution in the vertical direction is given by the diameter of the wire
(d w ≈ 5µm), while in the case of the PIV, the maximum spatial resolution is given by the
interrogation window and overlap considered. In the experiments presented in Chapter 4, the ﬁnal interrogation window is 12×12 pixel (80 × 80 µm) at 75% overlap which
results in a ﬁnal vector spacing ∆ y of 20µm. An indication of the size of the smallest eddies in a turbulent ﬂow are indicated by the Kolmogorov length η ∼ (ν3 /ϵ)1/4 and time
τη ∼ (ν/ϵ)1/2 microscales [see 168, p.20]. Approximating the kinetic energy dissipation
rate as ϵ ∼ u e3 /δ99 , at conditions36 representative of the experiment in this dissertation:
η ∼ 4.8µm, τη ∼ 1.6µs, and f η ∼ 623kHz. Comparing these values to the resolution and
acquisition frequency of the measurement techniques, highlights the inherent limitations when conducting experiments.
However, of special importance to the experiments in this dissertation are two ratios. The ﬁrst one is the ratio of the smallest step height (h) to the ﬁnal spacing (∆ y ) of
the velocity measurements. The second, the ratio of the maximum frequency of interest
( f I )(i.e. type-II secondary instability f I ≈ 8000 Hz) to the sampling frequency of the measurements ( f s ). In Chapter 4, for the PIV measurement h A 3 /∆ y ≈ 18 and f s / f I ≈ 0.002,
while in Chapter 5, using the HWA measurements h A /∆ y ≈ 5 and f s / f I ≈ 6.

2.3. N UMERICAL METHODS
The approximate spanwise invariant conditions shown in the measured pressure distribution in ﬁgure 2.3(c), indicate the adequacy of the inﬁnite swept wing assumption.
Based on this assumption, and using the measured pressure distribution, laminar boundary layer solutions and their linear stability are calculated using an in-house numerical
code. This in-house solver has been previously used in the study of swept wing ﬂows
[e.g. 71, 75, 108, 169]
An important consideration for this dissertation is that the numerical analysis of the
boundary-layer is only conducted on cases without FFS and only used to determine refq

35 The sample standard deviation is given by: σ = (1/(N − 1)) PNT (u − ū)2 )
u
T
i =1 i
36 Estimation of Kolmogorov microscales based on: u = 24.6 [m/s] , ν = 14.17 × 10−6 [m 2 /s] and δ
e
99 =

2.7 [mm]
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erence parameters such as: displacement thickness at the step position (δ∗h ), nominal
spanwise wavelength for the DRE (λz,D ), and estimated CF vortices core height y c [see
129].
L AMINAR BOUNDARY- LAYER SOLUTION
The boundary-layer is solved perpendicular to the leading edge with coordinate system x, y, z (ﬁgure 2.3a) and velocity components given by u, v and w. The dynamics
of an incompressible three-dimensional (3D) ﬂow are governed by the continuity (equation 2.7a) and the momentum (equation 2.7b-2.7d) equations. A simpliﬁed form of these
equations is obtained when considering the steady solution of a boundary-layer ﬂow in
a swept wing of inﬁnite span [see 30, 170, pp.223-224, pp.342-344]. As an indication, the
terms discarded during the simpliﬁcation of equation 2.7 are color shaded.
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(2.7c)

(2.7d)

The assumption of an inﬁnite span leads to a spanwise invariant condition where
∂/∂z = 0 (i.e. terms in
discarded) and a constant spanwise velocity external to the
boundary-layer ﬂow w ∞ = w e = cst. Moreover, the consideration of a steady solution
implies ∂/∂t = 0 (i.e. terms in discarded). Lastly, the 2.5D formulation (equation 2.8) is
obtained by discarding the remaining terms in , after an order of magnitude analysis37
using the boundary-layer assumptions (i.e. u >> v, w >> v and δ << c x ). Note that, in
the 2.5D formulation, the z-momentum equation (equation 2.8c) is decoupled from the
others.
∂u ∂v
+
=0
∂x ∂y
u
u

∂u
∂u
1 ∂p
∂2 u
+v
=−
+ν 2
∂x
∂y
ρ ∂x
∂y

∂w
∂2 w
∂w
+v
=ν 2
∂x
∂y
∂y

(2.8a)
(2.8b)
(2.8c)

An important implication of the boundary-layer assumptions for experimental measurements is that the pressure variation across (i.e. ∂p/∂y ≈ 0) the boundary layer is
37 Analogous to the process in 2D boundary layers [see 30, pp.145-149]
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negligible . Thus, the static pressure measured at the wall can be used to determine the
external velocity distribution (u e ) and used as a top boundary condition (i.e. u| y=∞ =
u e and w| y=∞ = w e = w ∞ ) for the numerical calculations considering that ∂p/∂x =
−ρu e (d u e /d x).
The external velocity distribution u e (x) is determined from the experiments by ﬁrst
decomposing the wind tunnel free-stream velocity (U∞ ) into the respective streamwise
(u ∞ = U∞ cos Λ) and spanwise (w ∞ = U∞ sin Λ) components. Then, using the measured
pressure coefﬁcient C p (equation 2.1), the total velocity external to the boundary-layer
is calculated using equation 2.9a. Finally, based on the inﬁnite swept wing condition
(i.e. w ∞ = w e = cst) the external velocity of the boundary layer u e (x) is calculated using
equation 2.9b. In addition, the no-slip (u| y=0 = w| y=0 = 0) and non-penetration (v| y=0 =
0) boundary conditions are speciﬁed at the wall when solving the 2.5D boundary-layer
equations.
q¡
¢
2
Ue (x) = 1 −C p (X ) U∞
q
2
u e (x) = Ue (X )2 − w ∞

(2.9a)
(2.9b)

Based on the experimental conditions, the in-house TU Delft code solves equations 2.8a2.8c in an orthogonal grid (airfoil curvature not accounted) through a marching method
along a stretched x-coordinate matching the length of the surface coordinate on the airfoil. The marching method is initiated using a Falkner-Skan-Cooke solution [see 171].
The discretization in the stream-wise direction follows a second-order ﬁnite difference,
while a Chebyshev spectral collocation method is used for the wall-normal direction [see
172, 173, Ch.3].
S TABILITY ANALYSIS
The stability analysis concerns the evaluation of the ampliﬁcation or decay of disturbances in a steady laminar boundary-layer solution known as baseﬂow. An overview of
stability analysis is provided in Schlichting and Gersten [30], Mack [171], and Criminale
et al. [174]. In particular, the linear stability theory (LST) formulation has been traditionally used in the study of different boundary-layer ﬂows [see 45, 175].
Detailed reviews of different stability methods in swept wing ﬂows can be found in
Bippes [34], Arnal and Casalis [70], and Reed et al. [175]. An important consideration
when studying the stability of boundary-layers dominated by CF instability is that the
ampliﬁcation curves (i.e. N -factors) are highly dependent on the employed stability formulation given possible nonlinear effects developing at late stages of the ampliﬁcation
and transition of CF instability modes [see 176]. Due to its simplicity, the LST formulation has been previously used in the design and analysis of experiments to estimate the
spanwise wavelength (λz ), frequencies (ω), propagation angle (Ψ = arctan(βr /αr )), and
core-height (y c ) of the CF vortices [e.g. 34, 71, 108, 129]. Accordingly, in this dissertation,
LST is used as an additional tool for the design of the experiments.
The stability of the boundary-layer solution obtained from the 2.5D formulation (equation 2.8) is evaluated only for reference cases without FFS using the Orr-Sommerfeld (OS)
equation. Boundary-layer stability analysis aims to estimate the ampliﬁcation or decay
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of small velocity and pressure perturbations. Therefore, the instantaneous components
q = 〈u, v, w, p〉 are decomposed into a perturbation q0 = 〈u 0 , v 0 , w 0 , p 0 〉 and a baseﬂow
q̄ = 〈ū, v̄, w̄, p̄〉 the decomposition is given by equation: q = q̄ + q0
Considering the parallel-ﬂow assumption, which implies that the baseﬂow is dependent on the (y) coordinate and the wall-normal velocity v̄ ≈ 0, the aforementioned decomposition is substituted into equation 2.7. Thereafter, the nonlinear terms (i.e. the
product of perturbations) are discarded by considering that the amplitude of the perturbations is small when compared to the baseﬂow components. The result is a set of
linearized parallel-ﬂow perturbation equations. A detailed description of the aforementioned procedure can be found in Mack [171] and Saric [177].
The LST formulation assumes a wave-like solution38 , as indicated in equation 2.10.
In this ansatz, the shape of the vertical perturbation is given by ϕq (y), the streamwise
and spanwise wavenumber are given by α and β, and the frequency by ω.
q 0 (x, y, z, t ) = ϕq (y)e i (αx+βz−ωt )

(2.10)

When the perturbations amplify in time, the wavenumbers (α = αr and β = βr ) are
considered real numbers39 (i.e. no ampliﬁcation in space) and the frequency (ω) complex (i.e. temporal formulation). Instead, when the perturbations amplify in space (i.e.
spatial formulation), the frequency is considered real (ω = ωr ) and the wavenumbers
complex (i.e. α = αr +αi and β = βr +βi ). In the spatial formulation, the imaginary parts
of the wavenumbers (i.e. αi and βi ) determine the spatial growth40 and their sign will
indicate if the baseﬂow is stable (αi > 0 or βi > 0), neutral (αi = 0 or βi = 0) or unstable
(αi < 0 or βi < 0) to the disturbances under consideration.
The stability of the baseﬂow is then evaluated using the Orr-Sommerfeld (OS) equation 2.11. The OS equation is obtained by substituting the LST ansatz into the linearized
parallel-ﬂow perturbation equations. Then, these equations are recast into a single fourthorder equation in terms of the vertical perturbation eigenfunction ϕv given by equation 2.11. A detailed description of the steps involved in obtaining the OS equation can
be found in Mack [171] and Saric [177].
µ

d2
− α2 − β2
d y2

¶2

·
d 2u
d 2w
ϕv − Re − i α 2 − i β
dy
d y2

µ

d2
− α2 − β2
+ (i αu + i βw − i ω)
d y2

(2.11)

¶¸
ϕv = 0

When analysing cases dominated by CF instability, it is customary to use the spatial
stability formulation (i.e. α and β are complex and ω is real). This assumption is based
on experimental evidence [see 34], which showed the convective (i.e. spatial, rather than
temporal growth) nature of the instability. This implies that in the case of stationary CF
disturbances in an inﬁnite swept wing, the frequency is ωr = 0 and the spanwise growth
is βi = 0. In addition, the spanwise wavenumber (βr = 2π/λz ) is speciﬁed depending
38 Considering Eulers’ formula: e i θ = cos θ + i sin θ
39 Note that the subscript r is used for real numbers while i is used for the imaginary ones.
40 Substituting the complex form of the wavenumbers into equation 2.10: e −(αi x+βi z) e i (αr x+βr z−ωt )
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on the spanwise wavelength (λz ) of the stationary CF instability mode of interest. As
a result, the solution of the OS equation (equation 2.11) leads to the determination of
α = αr + αi given a ﬁxed Re,βr ,ωr and the baseﬂow proﬁles u and w.
An important consideration to solve equation 2.11 is that the perturbations must follow the no-slip and non-penetration boundary conditions at the wall and decay at an inﬁnite distance from it. Thus, the boundary conditions are given by: ϕv | y=0 = d ϕv /d y| y=0 =
0 and ϕv | y=∞ = d ϕv /d y| y=∞ = 0. The stability calculations are performed with an inhouse numerical code using Chebyshev spectral collocation and the companion matrix
method for the treatment of the eigenvalue problem given by the OS equation [see 172,
178, Ch.3].
Finally, the ampliﬁcation curve (N -factor) of individual stationary CF instability modes
can be estimated by integrating the spatial growth rate (αi ) at a ﬁxed spanwise wavelength (λz = 2π/βr ) and frequency (ωr = 0) along the x coordinate following equation 2.12
[see 70].
Z xL
N (x, λz , ω) = −
αi (x, λz , ω)d x
(2.12)
x0

Where x 0 is the ﬁrst position at which the CF instability mode becomes unstable.
The ﬁnal result of the stability analysis is the envelope (Nenv (x, ω) = max |λz {N (x, λz , ω)})
of N -curves of unstable spanwise wavelengths of the stationary CF instability modes
considered during the analysis.
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PART II
E XPERIMENTS

3
I NFLUENCE ON
TRANSITION BEHAVIOUR
This chapter considers the inﬂuence of the forward-facing step on the laminar-turbulent
transition behaviour under unforced (i.e. smooth leading edge) and forced conditions (i.e.
using discrete roughness elements). The results reveal the importance of considering multiple parameters when estimating the critical FFS height. The unforced cases indicate that
one-parameter correlations (i.e. based on the crossﬂow vortex core height or boundarylayer displacement thickness) are not sufﬁcient to universally capture the dynamics of
these complex ﬂows. Analysis of the forced cases shows that in addition to local parameters (i.e. step height and vortex core height), the FFS inﬂuence on transition depends on
the stability characteristics of the incoming instability mode.

Parts of this chapter are published in:
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2020 Inﬂuence of a forward facing step surface irregularity on swept
wing transition. AIAA Journal 58(12), 5243-5253.

3. I NFLUENCE ON TRANSITION BEHAVIOUR

3.1. B ACKGROUND
s described in §1.3, the quest to ﬁnd the critical step height at which an FFS
will produce an adverse effect on the boundary-layer transition (i.e. transition
advancement) of a swept wing ﬂow has motivated a number of investigations.
Speciﬁcally, Tufts et al. [129] performed a detailed numerical investigation and proposed
the Tufts-Reed criterion as a method to estimate the critical FFS height that will cause
transition advancement. The criterion is based on the observation that due to the inherent spanwise pressure gradient found in swept wings, the local recirculation region
upstream and downstream of the FFS edge will take the form of a helical ﬂow travelling
from root to tip for a backward-swept wing. The Tufts-Reed criterion suggests that when
the step height is higher than the core height of the incoming CF vortices, a constructive
interaction occurs between the CF vortices and the downstream helical ﬂow. Thereupon,
this interaction leads to a transition advancement and ampliﬁcation of the stationary CF
vortices.
Subsequent experimental investigations by Eppink [136] and Eppink & Casper [135]
found no evidence that could support the proposed physical mechanism upon which
the criterion is based. Instead, they observed that as the CF vortices approach the FFS,
they lift off the surface and do not directly impinge on the step edge. In addition, Eppink [137] observed a spanwise modulation of the local recirculation region (i.e. helical
ﬂow) downstream of the FFS edge, which resulted in isolated ﬂow regions and vortex
shedding.
Even though Eppink and Casper [135] are in agreement with the observations made
by Tufts et al. [129], verifying that the interaction of the CF vortices with the FFS leads
to their ampliﬁcaition, the results from Eppink [136] show that the initial amplitude of
the stationary CF instability modes plays an important role in the transition dynamics.
More speciﬁcally, premature transition for a previously subcritical FFS step height was
observed when increasing the height of the DREs used near the leading edge in order to
trigger and condition the CF instability mode.
Based on the aforementioned studies, the physical mechanisms which drive the interaction between the FFS and CF vortices remain partially unclear. Consequently, identifying the parameters necessary to adequately describe and scale transition behaviour
in cases of FFS-CFI interaction assumes a pivotal role towards enabling LFC on practical aerodynamic surfaces. Up-to-date research mainly focuses on the isolated study
of either unforced conditions (i.e. smooth leading edge) or single cases under a forced
monochromatic CF instability mode induced by DREs placed near the leading edge.
However, the systematic variation of Reynolds number and step height under both forced
and unforced conditions is essential towards a better understanding of the salient interrelationship among key parameters.
Therefore, in agreement with the main research Objective A (presented in §1.4), local one-parameter correlations (i.e. based on CF vortex core height or boundary-layer
displacement thickness) to estimate the critical FFS height are evaluated, and additional
parameters which play an important role in the laminar-turbulent transition dynamics
in cases of FFS-CFI interaction are identiﬁed by conducting a wind tunnel experiment
where the FFS local and global inﬂuence on the laminar-turbulent transition is systematically varied in both unforced and forced cases for a wide range of conditions.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Setup: (a) Streamwise pressure distributions (α = 3◦ , Re c X = 3.7 × 106 ) measured on
the pressure side (max UC p = 0.001). (b) General schematic showing the FFS location, the IR analysis regions
(IR-A,IR-B) and details of the DREs. (Λ = 45◦ ,c X = 1.27 m ,b = 1.25 m).

3.2. E XPERIMENTAL SET- UP
3.2.1. I NFLOW CONDITIONS AND SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
The experimental study has been carried out on the M3J swept wing model in the Low
Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) described in §2.1.1. The measurements are conducted at a
ﬁxed angle of attack α = 3◦ and varying Reynolds number (Re c X ) between 2.5 and 4.5
million. The Reynolds number (Re c X ) used throughout is based on the reference (see
§2.1.1) wind tunnel velocity (U∞ ) and the streamwise chord length of the model c X =
1.27m. As described in §2.1.1 at the operating conditions of interest (i.e. 25 m s−1 ≤ U∞ ≤
55 m s−1 ) a low-turbulence intensity level (i.e. Tu ≤ 0.03%) has been reported for this
wind tunnel facility.
The in-house designed M3J swept wing model described in §2.1.2 was installed in the
LTT test section, as illustrated by the cross-sectional view in ﬁgure 3.1(b). The wind tunnel model pressure distribution was recorded by streamwise (X ) oriented pressure taps
connected to the multi-channel pressure scanner described in §2.1.2. From these measurements, the boundary-layer ﬂow on the pressure side of the model was numerically
solved following the procedure indicated in §2.3. Moreover, the small variation between
the upper and lower pressure measurements (α = 3◦ , Re c X = 3.7 × 106 ) presented in ﬁgure 3.1(a) conﬁrms the validity of the inﬁnite swept wing conditions.
In this study, the laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition is investigated under
both unforced and forced conditions as shown in Table 3.1. In the forced cases, DREs
were used to force single-wavelength fundamental CF instability modes. The roughness
elements were manufactured in-house by laser cutting an adhesive transfer vinyl ﬁlm.
As illustrated by ﬁgure 3.1(b) and indicated in Table 3.1, in all forced cases the DREs
were installed at x D /c x = 0.02 downstream of the M3J model leading edge. Based on
preliminary Linear Stability Theory (LST) estimations, the DREs were chosen to lie just
upstream of the neutral point, corresponding to the particular mode.
FFS surface irregularities were designed and manufactured as add-ons for the M3J
wind tunnel model, as described in §2.1.3. This work only considers sharp FFS geometries. The FFS step height was measured in-situ by traversing a Micro-Epsilon 2950-25
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Table 3.1: Geometrical parameters of tested conﬁgurations and nominal DREs settings.

3

Unforced Cases (without DRE’s)
ID
h̄ [µm]
σh [µm]
Clean-N
A-N
350
4
B-N
548
3
C-N
723
2

x h /c x
0.2
0.2
0.2

λz,D [mm]
-

d D [mm]
-

k D [µm]
-

x D /c x
-

Forced Cases (with DRE’s)
ID
h̄ [µm]
σh [µm]
Clean-F
A-F
350
4
B-F
548
3
C-F
723
2

x h /c x
0.2
0.2
0.2

λz,D [mm]
4.5/5.5/7.5
4.5/5.5/7.5
4.5/5.5/7.5
4.5/5.5/7.5

d D [mm]
2
2
2
2

k D [µm]
100
100
100
100

x D /c x
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

laser line scanner (reference resolution of 2 µm) along the spanwise extent of the surface irregularity. The average step height (h̄), standard deviation (σh ), and streamwise
location (x h /c x ) of the FFS surface irregularity are presented in Table 3.1 for all cases.

3.2.2. I NFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
Surface temperature measurements were acquired on the pressure side of the model using two Optris PI640 IR cameras (640px × 480px, uncooled focal plane array, 7.5-13 µm
spectral range, NETID 75 mK). The colored regions in ﬁgure 3.1(b) delimit their analysis
regions. The ﬁrst camera (IR-A, zoom-view, f = 41.5 mm) covers an area in the vicinity
of the FFS (160 mm × 80 mm centered at X /c X = 0.2 and Z /b = −0.06), while the second
camera (IR-B, wide-view, f = 10.5 mm) captures a larger portion of the model (1100 mm
× 210 mm centered at X /c X = 0.29 and Z /b = −0.12). During the measurements the
model was continuously irradiated by seven halogen lamps to increase the thermal contrast on the IR images, as described in detail in §2.2.1.
For every measurement a time-average temperature map is calculated from a series
of 55 images acquired at 3.7 Hz. Subsequently, an image perspective correction is performed on each temperature map to account for the airfoil curvature. Then, based on
the concept presented by Raffel and Merz [154] and Raffel et al. [155] a differential infrared thermography (DIT) technique is applied on consecutive temperature ﬁelds with
increasing Reynolds number. Next, the transition location is identiﬁed by calculating
the gradient of the binarized DIT image ( I¯D I T ), and a linear ﬁt of the transition front is
calculated for the analysis region as described in detail in §2.2.1.
To analyze the local inﬂuence of the FFS, the ﬁeld of view (FOV) of camera IR-A was
rotated 45◦ (i.e. the sensor height was oriented parallel to the LE direction) as shown
in ﬁgure 3.1(b) and a spatial power spectral density (PSD) analysis was performed on
the thermal intensity proﬁles along the spanwise (z) component (i.e. height of the IR
images) following the procedure described in §2.2.1. The spatial frequency resolution
(i.e. smallest resolved wavelength) stemming from the Nyquist limit of the sensor is 0.8
mm.
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Figure 3.2: Envelope of N -Factors curves (Clean-N) for α = 3° and Re c X = 3.7 × 106 . Clean-N (x t ,C /c x = 0.39,
NC = 8.9) and C-N ( x t ,I /c x = 0.24, N I = 6.4).

3.2.3. S TABILITY ANALYSIS
The stability of the laminar boundary-layer ﬂow solution calculated from the measured
pressure distribution from the Clean-N case (i.e. without FFS or DREs) was evaluated by
solving the linear Orr-Sommerfeld equation (OS) using the spatial theory formulation
[45] as described in detail in §2.3. The ﬁnal result of the stability analysis is the envelope
(Nenv ) of N -curves of unstable spanwise wavelengths of stationary CF instability modes.
As a means of comparison between the Clean-N case and the FFS cases, the change
in the N -Factor (∆Nenv = NC ,env − N I ,env ) introduced by the FFS is used. This approach
has been traditionally employed in the study of surface irregularities for both TS- and
CF instability dominated cases [e.g. 115, 118, 119, 121, 179]. It is important to note that
in contrast with TS waves dominated ﬂows, the estimated ∆N values in CF instability
dominated ﬂows are highly dependent on the employed stability formulation given possible non-linear effects developing at the late stages of ampliﬁcation and transition of CF
instability modes. Therefore, in this work the ∆N approach is used exclusively as an additional metric to study the inﬂuence of the FFS and by no means a ∆N model or general
conclusion regarding the modiﬁcation of the stability curves by the FFS can be made.
To illustrate the ∆N methodology, consider the conditions α = 3° and Re c X = 3.7 ×
106 . From the stability results in ﬁgure 3.2, it is possible to determine the N -Factors,
based on the transition location for the Clean-N (NC ,env = 8.9) and the C-N (N I ,env = 6.4),
and calculate the change in the N -Factor introduced by the FFS (∆Nenv = 2.5).
Finally, as outlined by Tufts et al. [129], the core height (y c ) of the CF vortices can
be estimated from a linear stability analysis based on the clean case (i.e. smooth no
surface irregularities). This is done by calculating the wall-normal height of 97% of the
maximum amplitude of the v-perturbation eigenfunction, corresponding to the most
ampliﬁed (i.e. maximum N -factor) stationary CF mode at the step location x h /c x .
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Figure 3.3: Transition location of unforced conditions for a range of Re c X at ﬁxed α = 3°. Shadowed regions
indicated the conﬁdence bounds of the transition identiﬁcation linear ﬁt.

3.3. U NFORCED CONDITIONS
This section presents the inﬂuence of an FFS surface irregularity on the unforced laminarturbulent boundary-layer transition of a swept wing. The transition location and the
spatial organization of the CF vortices for different FFS cases are determined based on
IR measurements acquired and processed as detailed in §3.2.

3.3.1. G ENERAL BEHAVIOR
The location of the transition front was determined for increasing Re c X at a ﬁxed angle
of attack (α = 3°) from the "wide-angle" thermal images of camera IR-B by following
the procedure outlined in §3.2.2. Figure 3.3 shows the results for the Clean-N and the
different FFS cases (A-N, B-N, and C-N).
For the lowest Re c X = 3.0×106 , transition in the Clean-N case occurs at x t ,C /c x = 0.55.
From this condition onwards, an increase in Re c X leads to a gradual upstream movement
of the transition front, reaching x t ,C /c x = 0.29 at Re c X = 4.4 × 106 . When a short FFS
(A-N: h̄ = 350 µm, see Table 3.1) is added, the transition behavior shows little to no difference when compared to the Clean-N case and only a slight deviation is observed for
Re c X > 3.9 × 106 . As the FFS step height (h) is increased, the deviation from the Clean-N
trend becomes increasingly evident. For the B-N (h̄ = 548 µm, see Table 3.1 ), this occurs for Re c X > 3.5 × 106 , while on the C-N case (h̄ = 723 µm,see Table 3.1), there is an
abrupt deviation for Re c X > 3.3 × 106 , where the transition front rapidly reaches a location near the step (x t ,I /c x = 0.23 at Re c X = 3.8×106 ). Moreover, when transition does not
occur near the FFS, a variation in the uniformity of the transition front is observed with
increasing step height. This behavior could possibly be due to an enhancement of the
amplitude differences of adjacent CF vortices by the FFS.
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Figure 3.4: IR-B thermal maps (ﬂow from left to right) displaying the effect of FFS (orange line) on the transition
front pattern at the unforced condition α = 3° and Re c X = 4.1 × 106 : (a) Clean-N, (b) A-N, (c) B-N and (d) C-N.
Table 3.2: Measured to critical step height ratio for Re c X = 4.1 × 106 at α = 3°

Criteria
Perraud and Seraudie [118]
Duncan Exp Fit [see 129, 180]
Tufts et al. [129]

A-N
(h̄/h c )
0.70
0.62
0.60

B-N
(h̄/h c )
1.10
0.97
0.94

C-N
(h̄/h c )
1.45
1.28
1.25

δ∗
= 332 µm, y c = 580 µm
h

Three different regimes are identiﬁed for a ﬁxed condition (Re c X = 4.1 × 106 and
α = 3°). The A-N case is in the subcritical regime, since the laminar-turbulent transition
process is nearly unaffected by the presence of the step (see ﬁgure 3.4b). Conversely,
the B-N case (ﬁgure 3.4c) lays in the critical regime, as the transition location moves upstream towards the step location, departing from the Clean-N case trend (ﬁgure 3.4a).
Finally, the C-N case is in the supercritical (i.e. tripped) regime, as transition occurs near
or directly at the step (ﬁgure 3.4d).
Eppink [136] and Eppink and Casper [135], have shown in detailed experimental
studies, that the process by which the stationary CF mode interacts with the FFS is rather
complex as it is dependent on different factors such as: initial amplitude of the CF vortices, strength of the two recirculation regions in the vicinity of the step and its subsequent generation of CF reversal. Thus, further physical understanding of this interaction is required to improve the available critical step height criteria since, to the best of
the authors knowledge, no general agreement has been reached regarding the local or
global parameters that should be used to estimate the FFS critical step height in a swept
boundary-layer.
Perraud and Seraudie [118] observed that the ratio between the step height (h) and
the local boundary-layer displacement thickness (δ∗h ) provided an indication for criticality. Duncan [180] performed an empirical ﬁt based on experimental data, and Tufts
et al [129] presented the Tufts-Reed criterion based on the ratio of the FFS height (h) to
the CF vortex core height (y c ), estimated through a linear stability analysis (§3.2.3) of the
boundary-layer ﬂow corresponding to the clean case (i.e. smooth no surface irregularities).
The ratio between the measured (h̄) and the critical step height (h c ) predicted by
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these different criteria is presented in Table 3.2. The critical ratio (h/δ∗h = 1.5) observed
in Perraud and Seraudie [118] for CF instability dominated ﬂows, leads to a slight underprediction of the tolerable FFS step height with respect to the criteria proposed by Tufts
et al. [129] and Duncan [180], as the latter predict a near critical condition for the case
B-N.

3

It is important to note that as described by Tufts et al. [129], there is a difference
among the deﬁnitions of the criteria. The deﬁnition presented by Duncan et al. [127]
and Duncan [180] deﬁnes as critical the step height that which cause the movement of
the transition location near or at the step. However, the deﬁnition presented by Tufts et
al. [129] is based on the step height that will measurably affect the transition process,
leading to a degradation of the laminar ﬂow and ampliﬁcation of stationary CF modes.

3.3.2. G LOBAL INFLUENCE
To characterize the global inﬂuence of the FFS on the laminar-turbulent boundary-layer
transition, the reduction in the critical N -factor (i.e. ∆N ) induced by the addition of the
step was calculated for each case, as described in §3.2.3. The linear stability calculations (LST) were performed on a calculated boundary-layer ﬂow based on the Clean-N
pressure distribution. Additionally, the core height (y c ) of the CF vortices was estimated
following the procedure described by Tufts et al. [129] and outlined in §3.2.3.
For the cases A-N, B-N and C-N, the resulting change in transition location (∆x t =
(x t ,I −x h )/(x t ,C −x h )) corresponding to different combinations of the ratio h̄/δ∗h and y c /h̄
is represented in ﬁgure 3.5(a). Note that, when ∆x t is close to unity, the addition of an
FFS results in a negligible upstream shift of the transition location (x t ,I ) with respect
to the corresponding clean case (x t ,C ). In contrast, when the value is close to zero, the
transition location is near the step. Moreover, the change in the ampliﬁcation factor ∆N factors (§3.2.3) is presented in ﬁgure 3.5(b). When surveying these results, note that an
increase in Re c X results in a decrease in δ∗h and y c .
Based on the identiﬁed transition location in ﬁgure 3.3 and the thermal visualizations
of the transition front pattern presented in ﬁgure 3.6, it is clear that the B-N case behaves
subcritically up until Re c X = 3.5 × 106 . An increase in Re c X (y c /h̄ = 1.16, h̄/δ∗h = 1.57
in ﬁgure 3.5a) changes the transition front pattern (see ﬁgure 3.6b), and the transition
location departs from the trend indicated by Clean-N (see ﬁgure 3.3) and approaches
the FFS location. Correspondingly, as transition occurs near the step (see ﬁgure 3.5a),
there is a clear rise in ∆N induced by the step, see ﬁgure 3.5(b). A similar behavior at
Re c X = 3.4 × 106 occurs for the C-N case (y c /h̄ = 0.93, h̄/δ∗h = 2, in ﬁgure 3.5).
Comparing the case A-N to C-N in ﬁgure 3.5(b), indicates that when y c /h̄ >> 1 the
addition of an FFS results in a negligible effect in the laminar-turbulent transition process, which leads to a mild reduction in the N -factors. In contrast, when y c /h̄ << 1 the
transition process is highly affected by the FFS, resulting in a strong reduction of the N factors. In this respect, the results are in agreement with the general behaviour observed
by Rius-Vidales et al. [179]. Nevertheless, the results in ﬁgure 3.5 suggest that the y c /h̄
ratio corresponding to the critical regime is not unique since for the C-N case the critical
condition occurs at a lower y c /h̄ and higher h̄/δ∗h ratio than the one of the B-N case.
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ten levels of ln(P /P̄ maxz ) from -2.5 to 1) displaying the effect of an FFS (orange line) for the unforced condition
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3.3.3. L OCAL INFLUENCE
The local inﬂuence of the FFS on the laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition process was studied using the camera IR-A "zoom-view", which images a region encompassing 0.15 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.25 oriented as described at the end of §3.2.2. From these measurements it is possible to determine the stationary CF instability spatial organization
by analyzing the time-average thermal footprint caused by wall shear stress of the CF
vortices.
The IR-A thermal measurements and their corresponding spatial PSD analysis at
Re c X = 3.7 × 106 and α = 3◦ are presented in ﬁgure 3.7. The Clean-N case spatial PSD
(ﬁgure 3.7a) suggests no identiﬁable dominant wavelength (λz ) of the CF vortices up
until x/c x = 0.23, where there is an evident peak at a wavelength of λz = 6 mm.
The addition of a subcritical FFS (A-N: h̄ = 350 µm) results in two distinct peaks with a
clear wavelength and amplitude at the step location (λz = 7 mm and 5 mm at x/c x = 0.2),
which are very close to the dominant CF mode wavelength (λz = 6 mm), ﬁgure 3.7(b). As
the step height is increased towards the critical condition (B-N: h̄ = 548 µm), ﬁgure 3.7(c),
there is an evident increase in the amplitude of the identiﬁed peaks in the PSD at the FFS.
Finally, it is important to note that when transition occurs downstream of the IR-A
measurement region (i.e x t /c x > 0.25) the addition of the FFS shows no change on the
wavelength of the dominant CF instability mode as shown in ﬁgure 3.7(b) and (c) where
the λz = 6 mm wavelength is still dominant downstream of the step.

3.4. F ORCED CONDITIONS
The ﬁndings presented in §3.3 suggest that for the tested conditions, there is a nonunique inﬂuence of the FFS on the laminar-turbulent transition of the boundary-layer
ﬂow on the swept wing model. This is particularly evident when one-parameter correlations are attempted, for example, with h/δ∗h or y c /h. These observations highlight the
complex interaction between an FFS surface irregularity and the incoming CF vortices.
In relation to the observations of Eppink [136] and Eppink and Casper [135], in addition
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to the primary variables such as FFS height, boundary-layer thickness and core height
of the CF vortices, it appears that the local characteristics of the CF instability such as
spanwise wavelength and amplitude potentially play a role in deﬁning the interaction
mechanics. Moreover, Tufts et al. [129] noticed a dependence between the FFS adverse
effect and the spanwise wavelength of the primary CF instability mode, which can possibly be attributed to the change in core height of the CF vortices. To further clarify these
effects, this section assesses the inﬂuence of an FFS when interacting with conditioned
monochromatic stationary CF instability modes.
Prior to the investigation, an LST analysis was conducted for the ﬂow corresponding
to the Clean-N case at Re c X = 2.5 × 106 and α = 3◦ , as indicated in §3.2.3. The stability
analysis shows that a spanwise wavelength of λz = 4.5 mm will correspond to an earlygrowth stationary CF instability mode with respect to the most ampliﬁed mode (i.e. maximum N -factor) at the step location as shown in ﬁgure 3.8. Consequently, a spanwise
wavelength of λz = 5.5 mm will correspond to a mid-growth CF instability mode and a
λz = 7.5 mm wavelength corresponds to a late-growth mode. To be noted, given the linear assumption in the stability analysis presented in ﬁgure 3.8(a), non-linear effects such
as possible saturation of the CF instability forced modes are not accounted for. For each
of the FFS cases A-F, B-F and C-F (Table 3.1) at Re c X = 2.5 × 106 and α = 3◦ , these CF instability modes were individually forced near the model leading edge (x D /c x = 0.02, thus
upstream of the neutral point) using DREs of equal nominal height and diameter (see table 3.1), so that the initial amplitude of these modes can be assumed to be approximately
equal.
The use of DREs narrows the band of modes that de-stabilize the boundary-layer ﬂow
by enhancing the stationary CF instability mode corresponding to the DREs spanwise
wavelength (λz,D ). The DREs were manufactured and installed as indicated in §3.2.1. An
overview of the forced cases is presented at the bottom of Table 3.1.
Finally, it must be noted that for the results presented in this section, the estimated
CF vortex core height (y c ) pertains to the forced CF instability mode (λz,D ) and not to
the most ampliﬁed mode at the FFS location.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of IR-A thermal maps (top, ﬂow from left to right) and spatial PSD analysis (bottom,
ten levels of ln(P /P̄ maxz ) from -2.5 to 1) displaying the effect of an FFS (orange line) for the mid-growth CF
instability mode forced cases F-5.5 (λz,D = 5.5mm) at α = 3◦ and Re c X = 2.5 × 106 .

3.4.1. M ID - GROWTH CROSSFLOW INSTABILITY MODE
In the mid-growth case, a stationary CF instability mode corresponding to a spanwise
wavelength of λz,D = 5.5 mm was forced for each of the FFS cases A-F, B-F, and C-F as
indicated in Table 3.1. The LST calculations (curve F-5.5 in ﬁgure 3.8a) show that at
Re c X = 2.5 × 106 and α = 3◦ , this mode is rigorously growing at the FFS location and continues to be unstable downstream. The strong ampliﬁcation of this mode in the region
0.15 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.25 is conﬁrmed by the spatial PSD analysis of the infrared thermographic
measurements of camera IR-A (ﬁgure 3.9a), indicating distinct and coherent CF vortices
evenly spaced at the forcing wavelength. To asses the inﬂuence of the FFS on the forced
laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition process, the change of transition location
(∆x t ) is represented by the curve F-5.5 in ﬁgure 3.10b. Note that for the same Re c X each
forced case will result in a different clean transition location (x t ,C ). Hence, the calculation of ∆x t for each case is referenced to its respective clean (i.e. no FFS) transition
location.
The addition of a short FFS (A-F-5.5: h/δ∗h = 0.82, ﬁgure 3.10) results in a subcritical
regime FFS behavior, as there is a negligible change in the transition front, ﬁgure 3.10.
On the other hand, the addition of higher FFS (B-F-5.5: h̄/δ∗h = 1.28, and C-F-5.5: h̄/δ∗h =
1.69) leads to a strong upstream shift of the transition front and a super critical regime
FFS behavior. Strikingly, the overall behavior of this forced case (F-5.5) differs with that
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observed for the unforced case represented by curve (N) in ﬁgure 3.10(b). In the unforced
case, a subcritical behavior is observed for all FFS even for less favorable conditions (i.e.
decrease in y c /h and increase in h̄/δ∗h .). This conﬁrms the hypothesis of a non-unique
FFS-CFI interaction which is inﬂuenced by particular characteristics of the instability.
The spatial PSD analysis in ﬁgure 3.9 indicates that an increase in step height exacerbates the inﬂuence of the FFS on the forced CF instability mode, since for all the cases a
peak at λz = 5.5 mm is evident. Note that this differs from the unforced case (presented
in ﬁgure 3.7 on §3.3) where two distinct peaks are located in the proximity of the FFS. The
comparison between these cases indicates that the peaks in the unforced case are likely
caused by competing CF instability modes at the FFS location, which become evident in
the infrared thermography visualizations due to an ampliﬁcation at the FFS.
Additionally, in ﬁgure 3.9 (b) a non-monotonic growth pattern in the IR signal distribution develops downstream of the FFS edge along the x-direction. This pattern resembles the growth-decay-growth behaviour of the primary CF instability mode observed by
Eppink and Casper [135]. However, given the nonlinear relation between the temperature signal at the surface of the model and the CF vortices amplitude, the origin of this
behaviour cannot be rigorously identiﬁed. Future dedicated velocity measurements will
aim at such identiﬁcation.
Finally, when transition occurs near the step, a series of "fork-like" patterns are observed downstream of the FFS (ﬁgure 3.9d). In agreement with Eppink [137], these results suggest that there is a strong spanwise modulation of the recirculating ﬂow in the
vicinity of the FFS. Thus, an in-depth study of this pattern spatio-temporal organization
might further the understanding of the complex interaction between the CF vortices and
FFS.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of IR-A thermal maps (top, ﬂow from left to right) and spatial PSD analysis (bottom,
ten levels of ln(P /P̄ maxz ) from -2.5 to 1) displaying the effect of an FFS (orange line) for the early-growth CF
instability mode forced cases F-4.5 (λz,D = 4.5mm) at α = 3◦ and Re c X = 2.5 × 106 .

3.4.2. E ARLY- GROWTH CROSSFLOW INSTABILITY MODE
For the early-growth case, a stationary CF instability mode corresponding to a spanwise
wavelength of λz,D = 4.5 mm was forced for each of the FFS cases A-F, B-F and C-F (Table
3.1). The LST calculations (curve F-4.5 in ﬁgure 3.8a) show that at Re c X = 2.5 × 106 and
α = 3◦ , this mode undergoes a strong ampliﬁcation upstream of the FFS location and
becomes increasingly stable downstream. This reconciles qualitatively with the IR imaging and corresponding PSD analysis for the Clean-F-4.5 case as shown in ﬁgure 3.11(a).
Furthermore, for the case B-F, the PSD analysis shows an evident amplitude decay of
the forced mode and an ampliﬁcation of a longer spanwise wavelength λz mode downstream of the FFS location (x h /c x = 0.2), as shown in ﬁgure 3.11(b).
In this case, the addition of short and medium FFS (A-F-4.5: h̄/δ∗h = 0.82 and B-F-5.5:
h̄/δ∗h = 1.28) height results in a subcritical FFS regime behavior as there is a negligible
shift of the transition front (curve F-4.5 in ﬁgure 3.10). A possible explanation for this
behavior, which contrasts with the observations pertaining to the mid-growth mode (F5.5 case), is that although the y c /h ratio is smaller for the F-4.5 case, the FFS ampliﬁes
a forced CF instability mode (λz,D = 4.5mm) which will be stable downstream of the
FFS and thus the adverse effect on the transition process is minimized. Nevertheless,
the addition of a higher FFS (C-F-4.5: h̄/δ∗h = 1.69) results in a super critical condition
similar to the C-F-5.5 case, leading to a transition location near the FFS.
3.4.3. L ATE - GROWTH CROSSFLOW INSTABILITY MODE
Finally, when forcing a late-growth mode (λz,D = 7.5mm) its dominance is evident in the
streamwise range 0.15 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.25, see ﬁgure 3.12(a). This is in agreement with the
LST predictions (curve F-7.5 in ﬁgure 3.8), suggesting that this mode will monotonically
grow upstream and downstream of the step location. Additionally, ﬁgure 3.12(b) shows
a second spanwise peak, near the FFS, at a wavelength close to the ﬁrst harmonic of
the forced CF instability mode. This behaviour suggests that if the FFS ampliﬁes a broad
range of spanwise CF instability modes as suggested by ﬁgure 3.7(b) and (c), the addition
of the FFS could lead to complex non-linear interactions.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of IR-A thermal maps (top, ﬂow from left to right) and spatial PSD analysis (bottom,
ten levels of ln(P /P̄ maxz ) from -2.5 to 1) displaying the effect of an FFS (orange line) for the late-growth CF
instability mode forced cases F-7.5 (λz,D = 7.5mm) at α = 3◦ and Re c X = 2.5 × 106 .

The "wide-view" IR measurements (curve F-7.5 in ﬁgure 3.10) indicate that the addition of a short FFS (A-F-7.5: h̄/δ∗h = 0.82) leads to a negligible change in the transition location. Nevertheless, with increasing FFS height (B-F-7.5: h̄/δ∗h = 1.28 and CF-7.5: h̄/δ∗h = 1.69) the step inﬂuence intensiﬁes, as the laminar-turbulent boundarylayer transition occurs near the FFS. This behavior is in agreement with the observations
corresponding to the mid-growth case (curve F-5.5 in ﬁgure 3.10) and differs from the
behavior of the unforced (curve N in ﬁgure 3.10) and early-growth (curve F-4.5 in ﬁgure 3.10) cases.
The discrepancies between the unforced, early-growth, mid-growth, and late-growth
cases for the B-F (h̄/δ∗h = 1.28) case, suggest that the inﬂuence of the FFS on transition is
not only determined by the conditions at the step, such as the estimated core height (y c )
of the CF vortices and boundary-layer displacement thickness (δ∗h ). In addition to these
parameters, characteristics of the CF instability mode in the vicinity of the step such as
wavelength, amplitude and the overall stability of the mode past the irregularity, appear
to also have an effect. Therefore, to determine the relation and relative importance of
each parameter, future sensitivity studies involving extensive testing are required.

3.5. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
The successful application of Laminar Flow Control on swept wings is currently hindered
by premature boundary-layer transition due to non-smooth surfaces. Forthwith, an experimental study was carried out at the LTT Wind tunnel facility of TU Delft to determine
the local and global inﬂuence of FFS on the laminar-turbulent transition of a swept wing
boundary-layer.
Previous research into the FFS-CFI interaction has been mainly limited to the isolated study of either unforced conditions (i.e. smooth leading edge) or forced monochromatic modes induced by DREs placed near the leading edge. In this work, important insight into the FFS-CFI laminar-turbulent transition dynamics is obtained by considering
cases under both unforced and forced conditions.
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Essential to the design of laminar ﬂow components is the estimation of the critical
FFS height (i.e. one which causes transition advancement). The results pertaining to the
unforced conditions show that the use of local one-parameter correlations (i.e. y c /h or
h/δ∗h ) might not be sufﬁcient to universally capture the laminar-turbulent transition dynamics in cases of FFS-CFI interaction. These ﬁndings highlight the need for additional
parameters to improve the estimation of the FFS inﬂuence on the laminar-turbulent
transition of stationary CF instability dominated ﬂows.
Consequently, a non-unique inﬂuence of the FFS was observed in the transition process for the cases pertaining to three different forced conditions (i.e. early, mid and late
growth CF instability modes). The results reveal that the inﬂuence of the FFS on the transition process is highly dependent on the local characteristics of the incoming CF instability mode. In particular, parameters such as mode amplitude and growth rate at the
step as well as its nominal stability (i.e. decay or growth) downstream of the FFS appear
to signiﬁcantly determine the response to the surface irregularity. These new insights
further conﬁrm the need for multi-parameter correlations for transition prediction in
laminar ﬂow components.
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4
I NFLUENCE ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CROSSFLOW VORTICES
This chapter presents a detailed quantiﬁcation of the development of crossﬂow instability
under the inﬂuence of a forward-facing step. The results reveal that the forced monochromatic stationary crossﬂow vortices experience an abrupt change in their trajectory as they
interact with the step geometry. As the boundary-layer intercepts the step an increase in
the vertical velocity component and an ampliﬁcation of the crossﬂow vortices is observed.
Near the step, the vortices reach maximum ampliﬁcation, while dampening downstream.
The smaller FFS cases show a local stabilising effect on the primary stationary mode and
its harmonics, while in the higher step cases transition occurs. The analysis of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations shows that the velocity ﬂuctuations in the region associated with
type I secondary instabilities increase past the FFS edge. Nonetheless, in the shortest FFS
cases, these velocity ﬂuctuations eventually decay below the clean conﬁguration (i.e. without an FFS) levels. This behaviour is linked to a novel transition delay effect for the shortest
step height investigated.

Parts of this chapter are published in:
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2021 Impact of a forward-facing step on the development of crossﬂow
instability. Journal of Fluid Mechanics 924, A34.
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4.1. B ACKGROUND
he main ﬁnding of the experiments presented in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales and
Kotsonis [181]) indicate that local one-parameter correlations based on the estimated CF vortex core-height or relative step height (h/δ∗ ) might not be sufﬁcient to universally capture the inﬂuence of an FFS on the laminar–turbulent transition
in cases dominated by stationary CF vortices. Moreover, the discrepancies between the
interaction mechanics proposed by Tufts et al. [129] and Eppink [130] described in §1.3,
highlight numerous unresolved aspects which require further study before the mechanisms of interaction between the FFS and CF vortices can be fully unveiled.
Moreover, except for the recent detailed measurements of Eppink [130], experimental identiﬁcation of velocity and instability development in the vicinity of the step is
mostly unavailable, and reconciliation between local to the FFS effects and global transition location is still absent from the published literature.
Therefore, in agreement with the main research objective B (presented in §1.4), a detailed description of the FFS impact on the local development and ampliﬁcation of the
CF instability and its effects on the global transition location is provided by conducting
measurements on a swept wing wind tunnel model using Infrared Thermography and
Particle Image Velocimetry.

T
4

4.2. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.2.1. I NFLOW CONDITIONS AND SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
Experiments have been conducted at the atmospheric closed return low-turbulence tunnel (known as LTT) described in §2.1.1. All reported measurements were performed on
the pressure side of the wing, for a ﬁxed angle of attack of α = 3 deg and a Reynolds number of Re c X = 2.3 × 106 . The Reynolds number (Re c X ) used throughout is based on the
reference (see §2.1.1) wind tunnel velocity (U∞ = 26.5 m s−1 ) and the streamwise chord
length of the model c X = 1.27 m.
The M3J swept wing model described in §2.1.2, was installed in the wind tunnel octagonal test section (2.6m × 1.80m × 1.25m; length × width × height). The static pressure
distribution on the model was measured using a multi-channel scanner (described in
§2.1.2) connected to two rows of 46 streamwise (X ) oriented taps at 24% and 76% of the
model span. At the nominal conditions of this study (Re c X = 2.3 × 106 ,α = 3 deg) the
streamwise pressure distribution (pressure side of the wing) shows a favorable gradient
up to X /c X ≈ 0.65 as shown in ﬁgure 4.1(a). The nearly invariant pressure along the span,
in agreement with Serpieri and Kotsonis [71], conﬁrms the adequacy of the inﬁnite swept
wing assumption for the boundary-layer and stability calculations in the measurement
region performed following the procedure described in §2.3.
As discussed previously, the objective of the investigation presented in this chapter
is to elucidate the interaction between an FFS irregularity and the incoming stationary
CF instability. However, the quest for experimentally simulating a representative scenario raises the question regarding which particular mode is more relevant. Several options are available; These entail focusing on the CF instability mode most ampliﬁed (i.e.
highest N) at the step location [e.g. 129, 181], or the most unstable mode (i.e. highest
growth rate) at the step. Another option is to investigate the overall most unstable mode
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Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup: (a) streamwise pressure coefﬁcient distribution at two spanwise locations at
α = 3 deg and Re c X = 2.3 × 106 measured on the pressure side (max UC p = 0.002); (b) general schematic (ﬂow
direction from left to right, b = 1.25 m) showing the FFS location, the IR analysis regions (IR-A,IR-B), planar
PIV set-up and details of DREs.

[e.g. 129, 130]. Considering the sensitivity of transition location to step height, the latter
option can be further narrowed down to investigating the transition-inducing mode at
clean conditions (i.e. no FFS). A preliminary stability analysis reveals that the most ampliﬁed stationary CF instability mode prior to transition features a spanwise wavelength
close to λz = 7.5 mm and exhibits a monotonic growth upstream and downstream of the
step location (x h /c x = 0.2). Therefore, following the deﬁnitions presented in Chapter 3,
the experiments in this chapter focus on the study of a late-growth CF instability mode
with respect to the most unstable at the step location.
To study the impact of an FFS on this unstable stationary CF instability mode, discrete roughness elements (DREs) are used to force a single fundamental CF instability
mode featuring a nominal spanwise wavelength of λz,D = 7.5 mm in the vicinity of the
leading edge. Motivated by a lack of experimental or numerical evidence pertaining to
the interaction of strongly ampliﬁed CF instability with steps and in line with the previous experiments presented in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181]), DREs with
a nominal height of k D = 100 µm and a diameter of d D = 2 mm were manufactured inhouse from an adhesive transfer vinyl ﬁlm using a custom laser cutting system. The
DREs were installed at x D /c x = 0.02 which is just upstream of the forced mode neutral
point according to LST calculations.
FFS surface irregularities were designed and manufactured as add-ons for the M3J
wind tunnel model, as described in §2.1.3 and illustrated by the gray region in ﬁgure 4.1(b).
The resulting FFS step height was characterised in-situ by traversing a Micro-Epsilon
2950-25 laser proﬁlometer (reference resolution of 2 µm) along 200 mm of the spanwise
extent of the surface irregularity, centred at mid-span. Table 4.1 indicates the resulting
average step height (h̄), standard deviation (σh ) and streamwise location (x h /c x ) of the
FFS surface irregularity for all tested conﬁgurations. As an indication of the relative size
of the FFS inside the boundary-layer ﬂow, the displacement thickness (δ∗h ) is computed
based on the aforementioned numerical boundary-layer solution for the streamwise ve67
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ID

Clean
A1−4
B3
C3
D3

h̄ [µm]

σh [µm]

x h /c x

δ∗h [µm]

y c [µm]

368
474
579
759

3
3
3
8

0.150/0.175/0.200/0.225
0.200
0.200
0.200

444
-

1029
-

Table 4.1: Geometrical parameters of tested conﬁgurations. For all cases the nominal DREs settings are:
λz,D =7.5mm, d D = 2 mm, k D = 100 µm, x D /c x = 0.02.
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locity (u) at the nominal step location (x h /c x = 0.2) for the clean case (i.e. without FFS).
Similarly, from the LST analysis the estimated CF vortex core height (y c ) based on Tufts et
al. [129] at the step location (indicated in Table.4.1) is extracted from the v-perturbation
eigenfunction corresponding to the CF instability mode featuring the spanwise wavelength enforced by the DREs (λz,D = 7.5 mm).
Finally, two different coordinate systems are used throughout this study with their
origin at the intersection between the leading edge and the wing midspan. As illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1(b), the ﬁrst coordinate system spatial coordinates (X , Y , Z ) and velocity components (U ,V,W ) are referenced according to the X -coordinate being parallel to the wind tunnel ﬂoor. In the second coordinate system, the spatial coordinates are
given by (x, y, z) and the velocity components (u, v, w). In this case, the x-coordinate is
perpendicular to the leading edge.

4.2.2. I NFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
Two Optris PI640 IR cameras (640px × 480px, uncooled focal plane array, 7.5-13 µm
spectral range, NETID 75 mK), designated as IR-A and IR-B, image the pressure side of
the model through small openings on the vertical wall of the test section. Camera IR-A
equipped with a telephoto lens ( f = 41.5 mm) images a region near the step. Conversely,
camera IR-B equipped with a wide-angle lens ( f = 10.5 mm) images a larger portion of
the model as illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1(b). The analysis region by camera IR-A has a dimension of 145 × 200 mm (centred at X /c X = 0.2 and Z /b = 0) and for camera IR-B 1000 ×
400 mm (centred at X /c X = 0.37 and Z /b = 0). During the measurements the model was
continuously irradiated by seven halogen lamps to increase the thermal contrast on the
IR images, as described in detail on §2.2.1.
The processing and extraction of the transition location from the measurements of
camera IR-B were performed using an in-house pattern recognition code and follow the
procedure describe in §2.2.1. The camera acquires 78 images at 3.5 Hz. For each measurement series, a time-averaged temperature map is calculated, and a physical space
transformation and distortion correction is applied to it. Subsequently, a differential infrared thermography technique (DIT)[154, 155] is applied to consecutive temperature
ﬁelds with increasing Reynolds numbers following the experiments presented in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181]).
Figure 4.1(b) shows that camera IR-A captures, in more detail, the thermal footprint
of the ﬂow structures in the vicinity of the FFS. By applying a spatial power spectral den68
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sity (PSD) analysis (described in §2.2.1) on the thermal intensity values along the spanwise (z) component of these measurements, the changes in the spatial organisation and
direction of the CF vortices induced by the FFS are examined. The spatial frequency
resolution (i.e. smallest resolved wavelength) stemming from the Nyquist limit of the
sensor is 0.86 mm.

4.2.3. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY
Quantitative measurements of the ﬂow dynamics and instability interacting with the FFS
have been enabled using planar PIV (2C-2DPIV), described in §2.2.3. Measurements on
a z-y plane normal to the surface and parallel to the leading edge (ﬁgure 4.1b) have been
conducted at various chordwise locations (0.17 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.25). These planes were imaged in streamwise increments of 5 mm (≈ 0.4% of c X ) for the majority of stations. Additionally, increments of 1 mm were used near the FFS. The translation was enabled using
an automated traversing system mounted outside of the wind tunnel test section capable of simultaneously moving the imaging and laser unit with a positioning accuracy of
± 6.2 µm.
The laser unit comprises a Quantel Evergreen Nd:YAG dual cavity laser (200mJ).
Through a set of spherical and cylindrical expansion optics, the laser beam is shaped
into a plane, with a thickness of approximately one millimetre. The plane propagates
along the z direction (i.e. parallel to the leading edge) as shown in ﬁgure 4.1(b).
During the measurements, the wind tunnel is homogeneously seeded with water–
glycol droplets using a SAFEX fog generator located in a vent downstream of the test section. The seeding recirculates in the closed circuit of the wind tunnel. Images of seeding
particles as they cross through the laser plane are recorded by two LaVision Imager sCMOS camera (sCMOS, 2560 × 2160 pixels, 16-bit , 6.5 µm pixel pitch) positioned outside
the test section as shown in ﬁgure 4.1(b). Each camera is equipped with a f = 200 mm
objective operated at f # = 11 and two 2X teleconverters.
Each measurement consists of 1200 image pairs acquired at 15 Hz per camera. For
each image pair, a multistage cross-correlation was performed using LaVision Davis 10
with a ﬁnal interrogation window of 12 × 12 px2 and overlap of 75%. Additionally, the
results of both cameras are stitched together to capture the development of two full CF
vortices in the measurement region. The ﬁnal analysis at each measurement location
has a dimension of 15 × 3 mm (W × H), a vector spacing of 20 µm.
4.2.4. B OUNDARY- LAYER FLOW STABILITY METRICS
The changes in the stability of the CF vortices induced by the FFS are studied by analysing
the streamwise evolution of the experimental spanwise steady disturbance proﬁle based
on the time-averaged planar PIV velocity measurements described in §4.2.3.
The methodology described by White and Saric [89] and Downs and White [73] indicates that the experimental steady disturbance proﬁle is equivalent to the spanwise root
mean square (〈〉z ) of the time-averaged perturbation, which for the spanwise compoP
nent is given by 〈ŵ(y)〉z = [1/n nj=1 (w(y, z j ) − w̄(y))2 ]1/2 . Subsequently, the streamwise
change in the steady disturbance can be determined by calculating the maximum of the
proﬁles along the y-coordinate as A M = max | y (〈ŵ(y)〉z ).
It is important to note, that according to perturbation analysis used in stability the69
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ory, the velocity perturbation (w 0 ) should be calculated by subtracting a basic state or
baseﬂow (W ) to the mean velocity component (w). Hence, in this context, ŵ 6= w 0 since
the experimentally measured spanwise average w̄(y) corresponds to a mean-ﬂow distorted ﬂow and not to a baseﬂow. Nevertheless, this approach has been traditionally
used as a metric to determine the growth and decay of CF instability modes in experimental conditions and is accordingly followed in the present study as well.

4.3. T RANSITION BEHAVIOUR AND TOPOLOGY
This section presents the inﬂuence of an FFS on the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer
transition. The determination of the transition location and the topology of the developing CF vortices is based on the IR measurements acquired and processed as indicated
in §4.2.2 for the different conﬁgurations indicated in table 4.1

4

4.3.1. I NFLUENCE ON TRANSITION LOCATION
The laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition location was determined for each conﬁguration based on the camera IR-B surface thermal maps. The time-averaged thermal
maps presented in ﬁgure 4.2(Ia) reveal a jagged transition front pattern which extends
along the span of the wing. The nature of this jagged pattern has been traced to the
breakdown process typical of stationary CF vortices [e.g. 34, 35, 72, 73]. As the stationary
CF vortices saturate, a rapidly growing secondary instability leads to a local breakdown
of the CF vortices characterised by contiguous turbulent wedges forming along the span
creating the so-called "jagged" or "sawtooth" transition front pattern. Therefore, the
appearance of this pattern indicates the dominance of stationary CF instability modes
over travelling modes. In contrast, when the latter dominate, a more smooth (i.e. nonwedged) time-averaged transition front is observed due to the movement of CF vortices
along the span.
The transition front location and variance along the span is identiﬁed from the surface thermal maps of camera IR-B following the DIT technique mentioned in §4.2.2 and
employed in Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181]. It is particularly noteworthy that the linear
ﬁt of the identiﬁed transition front locations (white dashed line in ﬁgure 4.2Ia) forms an
angle with the leading edge, which reduces with increasing step height. This behaviour
is related to the non-uniform wind tunnel blockage along the height of the wind tunnel
(i.e. along the Z -direction in ﬁgure 4.1b) which leads to slightly stronger favourable pressure gradients near the outboard side of the wing. Consequently, to quantify the effect
of the FFS height the transition location is extracted from the linear ﬁt at the middle of
the measurement domain (• marker in ﬁgure 4.2Ia). The results presented in ﬁgure 4.3
show that for the Clean conﬁguration (table 4.1) the laminar–turbulent transition occurs
at x t /c x = 0.42 (solid black line in ﬁgure 4.3a).
The addition of a moderate FFS (B 3 and C 3 in ﬁgure 4.3a) results in a critical regime
behaviour, as the boundary-layer transition front shifts upstream of the Clean conﬁguration as illustrated in ﬁgure 4.2(IIa-IIb). A further increase in step height (D 3 ) leads to a
supercritical regime behaviour with a substantial reduction in the extent of laminar ﬂow
as shown in ﬁgure 4.2(IIIa). These results indicate a gradual degradation of the laminar
ﬂow with increasing step height analogous to the behaviour observed by Crawford et al.
[134] and Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181] and somewhat different to the one presented
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Figure 4.2: The IR-B thermal maps (ﬂow from left to right) displaying the effect of an FFS (orange line) on
the transition front pattern, dashed white line indicates transition linear ﬁt and (•) marks its projection to the
mid-domain of the measurement : (Ia) Clean, (Ib) A 3 ; (IIa) B 3 ; (IIb) C 3 ; and (IIIa) D 3 .

by Duncan et al. [127] and Eppink [130] which showed that with increasing step height
the transition location more abruptly shifts towards the FFS location.
An important note must be made regarding the use of the terms critical and supercritical, which varies signiﬁcantly in previous works on roughness effects on transition.
Throughout the present study, the term critical is assigned to cases in which the step has
an identiﬁable effect on transition location, while the term supercritical refers to cases
in which transition location is very near or at the step location. A supercritical behaviour
essentially denotes ﬂow "tripping" due to the step. Therefore, the critical step height
deﬁnition used in this work is compatible with the one presented by Tufts et al. [129].
Notwithstanding the general adverse effects of an increasingly high FFS on transition, it is remarkable to note that a new transition behaviour is revealed when adding
a small FFS (A 3 in ﬁgure 4.3a-b) at these conditions. Counter-intuitively, the addition
of the FFS results in a favourable effect as transition postponement is observed instead
of advancement. At ﬁrst glance, this unexpected result is in disagreement with most of
previous experimental or numerical observations on surface irregularities, and common
wisdom alike. However, observations recently presented by Ivanov and Mischenko [141]
based on the concept presented by Ustinov and Ivanov [142] suggested a transition delay effect under the inﬂuence of rectangular (i.e. FFS followed by a BFS) surface reliefs.
Nonetheless, regarding surface irregularities in the form of only FFS, the behaviour observed in this work contrasts, with previous studies [e.g. 118, 127, 129, 130, 132, 135–137,
149, 179, 182]. As to the best of the authors’ knowledge the present case is the ﬁrst report
of a transition delay in a boundary-layer dominated by CF instability in the presence of
an FFS.
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Figure 4.3: Transition location: (a) ﬁxed step (x h /c x = 0.2) location for different FFS; (b) variation of the step
location (0.15 ≤ x h /c x ≤ 0.225) for small FFS (A).

Given the novelty of this result and the potential such delay behaviour can offer in
a LFC strategy, three additional conﬁgurations (A 1,2,4 , table 4.1) have been tested. The
objective of such variation was to exclude random and systematic measurement errors
that might bias the result, as well as to establish a range of governing parameters for
which the transition delay effect is observed. Figure 4.3(b), shows the effect of varying
the streamwise position of this small FFS (A) on the laminar–turbulent boundary-layer
transition. When the FFS is located at the most upstream location, A 1 , a slight transition
advancement is measured. However, as the FFS is translated downstream the detrimental effect of the step reduces for the case A 2 until a clear transition delay effect is observed
for the position of case A 3 (x t ,Clean /c x − x t ,A 3 /c x = −0.038). The upstream movement of
transition location for the cases A 1 and A 2 further conﬁrms the validity and physicality
of the transition delay effect. Nevertheless, the non-monotonic trend and rather narrow range of streamwise FFS locations for which the transition delay effect is observed
points to the existence of possibly conﬂicting mechanisms governing the observed transition location.
Towards further probing the effect, a subtraction of thermal maps pertaining to the
A 1−4 FFS positioned at several streamwise locations from the thermal map of the clean
case (∆I A 1−4 = I Clean − I A 1−4 ) for these conditions are shown in ﬁgure 4.4. The subtracted
thermal maps conﬁrm that the transition delay (dark regions) is not a localised or outlierdominated effect but occurs over a considerable spanwise extent of the measurement
region. Note that the differences in the delay effect on the outboard and inboard section of the wing are again related to the non-uniform blockage along the height of the
wind tunnel (i.e. Z -direction ﬁgure 4.1b). The global behaviour of transition location
with varying FFS height highlights the intricate ﬂow dynamics, which results from the
interaction between the FFS and the CF vortices, necessitating high-resolution velocity
measurements for further analysis. Notwithstanding the present observations, caution
needs to be exercised when interpreting or generalising these results since, in addition to
local parameters (i.e. step height, boundary-layer displacement thickness and CF vortex
core height) the inﬂuence of the FFS also depends on the stability characteristics of the
incoming CF instability mode, as shown in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181]).
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4.3.2. I NFLUENCE ON THE ORGANISATION OF THE CROSSFLOW VORTICES
The thermal maps of camera IR-A (ﬁgure 4.1b) provide a more detailed visualisation near
the step region by showing the thermal footprint of the CF vortices on the surface of the
wing model as alternating streaks of high (i.e. lighter) and low (i.e. darker) temperature
as presented in ﬁgure 4.5(Ia). This particular temperature distribution originates from a
variation in the heat transfer of the near-wall ﬂuid due to a change in the magnitude of
local skin friction coefﬁcient induced by the high and low shear regions on the baseﬂow
modulated by the CF vortices. Therefore, the local inﬂuence of the FFS on the CF vortex
thermal footprint is evaluated by calculating the spatial power spectral density (PSD), as
indicated in §4.2.2, from a series of spanwise (z-direction) temperature proﬁles extracted
at different streamwise locations.
The results for the Clean conﬁguration in ﬁgure 4.5(IIa), identify a series of CF vortices monotonically spaced at the spanwise wavelength of the forcing DREs (λz /λz,D = 1,
λz,D = 7.5 mm) for the entire measurement region. Upon the addition of a small FFS
(A 3 , ﬁgure 4.5IIb) a clear peak at the forced wavelength is observed at the step location
(x h /c x = 0.2 and λz /λz,D = 1). In addition, a second peak centred at the wavelength of
the forced mode ﬁrst harmonic (λz /λz,D = 0.5) at the step location is also present. This
behaviour occurs in all step cases in ﬁgures 4.5(IIb-IIc,IVa-IVb) and is in agreement with
Eppink [130] where an ampliﬁcation of the harmonics of the primary CF instability mode
has been reported near the FFS.
A close inspection of the thermal maps for the small (A 3 ) and moderate (B 3 ) FFS (ﬁgures 4.5IIb-IIc), reveal a non-monotonic ampliﬁcation pattern which develops along the
x-direction downstream of the FFS step edge at the wavelength of the primary CF instability mode (λz /λz,D = 1). This non-monotonic pattern corresponds to the observations
by Eppink and Casper [135] and Eppink [130] where it was found that as the CF vortices
interact with the step they experience a ﬁrst region of strong ampliﬁcation, followed by
an equally strong reduction and a second region of ampliﬁcation thus creating a growth–
decay–growth pattern of the CF vortices. The ﬁrst maximum in intensity is located close
to the step for all cases, while the ﬁrst minimum and second maximum move closer to
73
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CF vortices trajectories; (IVc) change in CF vortices trajectory due to FFS. (λz,D = 7.5 mm)

the step with increasing step height. Here, it is important to note that for cases C 3 and D 3 ,
a different mechanism is responsible for the appearance of the second maxima. More
speciﬁcally, in these cases, laminar–turbulent transition occurs within the measurement
domain. The pattern of the transition reveals spanwise modulations at the same wavelength as the forced CF vortices. At breakdown, the increased thermal contrast between
adjacent laminar and turbulent regions effectively produces the observed second maxima. Therefore, the analysis of the non-monotonic pattern is restricted exclusively to the
cases A 3 and B 3 for which the boundary-layer ﬂow remains in a laminar condition for
the entire measurement region. In addition, it must be stressed here that although the
IR imaging has been performed in radiometric conditions (i.e. surface temperature is
measured), the non-uniformity of irradiated energy from the halogen lamps as well as
the varying curvature and thermal conductivity of the wing model do not allow for direct
extraction of the surface heat transfer coefﬁcient. Nevertheless, the narrow ﬁeld of view
of IR-B largely mitigates these effects, allowing for a qualitative estimation of the amplitude of spanwise modulations in the near-wall shear around the step. In order to draw
conclusions on the origin of this behaviour in the thermal maps, quantitative velocity
measurements are essential, as described in the following sections.
The spatial spectral analysis employed here can be further exploited to gain insight
into the organisation of the incoming CF vortices near the step. As previously discussed,
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the thermal maps are representative of the local magnitude of the skin friction coefﬁcient, which in turn is related to the local velocity shear near the wall. In the cases
discussed above, the ﬂow near the step is predominantly laminar and is being actively
heated. As such, regions of high temperature (i.e. brighter color) represent low shear
areas and vice versa. The characteristic streaky pattern is then qualitatively correlated
with the modulation of the laminar boundary-layer typical of stationary CF instability.
Henceforth, the trajectory (d z ) of the coherent structures near the wing surface can be
inferred by unwrapping the spectral phase angle (ϕ) of successive (in streamwise direction) temperature proﬁles.
Figure 4.5(Ia) presents for the Clean conﬁguration a comparison of the trajectory of
the CF vortices (solid black line) with a reference line (dashed black line) featuring a
streamline angle of Ψ∗ = 45 deg (i.e. parallel to streamwise X −direction). The results indicate that the axis of the CF vortices is slightly tilted towards the inboard side of the wing
resulting in a near-wall streamline angle of approximately Ψ̄∗w = 42.6 deg, which closely
matches the one predicted by linear stability theory Ψ̄∗LST = 41.2 deg (dash–dotted line in
ﬁgure 4.5Ia). This behaviour is in agreement with previous experiments by Serpieri and
Kotsonis [71] which for similar conditions showed that the inclination of the near-wall
streamline differs also by a few degrees from the streamwise X -direction in the measurement region.
The collected trajectories for all cases are presented in ﬁgure 4.5(IIIc). As a reference for all cases, the Clean conﬁguration is given as a solid black line. Evidently, the
interaction with the FFS results in a modiﬁcation of the trajectory of the CF vortices
given by the colour-coded lines. Figure 4.5(IVc), shows the relative trajectory changes
(∆z = d z,SI − d z,C ) between the Clean (d z,C ) and the FFS (d z,SI ) cases. For the small FFS
case (A 3 ), as the vortices reach the FFS, their trajectory strongly curves towards the outboard side of the wing (i.e. positive z direction). Shortly downstream of the step edge,
the trajectory shows a very sharp turn towards the inboard side of the wing (i.e. negative
z direction) before bending outboard again and relaxing to a direction almost parallel to
the trajectory pertaining the Clean conﬁguration. Qualitatively, the observed behaviour
is similar for all the tested FFS cases, albeit intensifying with increasing step height. A
similar behaviour has been reported by Eppink [136] when analysing the inviscid and
near wall streamlines. In addition, Eppink [136] showed that near the FFS the bending of
the near-wall streamline is more pronounced than the one experienced by the inviscid
streamline.
The outboard–inboard–outboard trajectory near the step can be traced to a local
modiﬁcation of the pressure gradient by the FFS. Numerical simulations by Tufts et al.
[129] and experimental measurements by Duncan et al. [127] showed that the addition
of an FFS results in strong modiﬁcation of the pressure gradient near the step. Hence, as
the laminar boundary-layer and developing CF vortices approach the step, they will ﬁrst
encounter an adverse pressure gradient upstream of the step, followed by a localised
favourable pressure gradient at the step position and a second region of adverse pressure gradient as the ﬂow recovers downstream of the step. The inﬂuence of the FFS on
the near-step development and the modiﬁcation to the structure of the CF vortices will
be further analysed in §4.4.
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FFS (dashed black line indicated the numerical boundary-layer solution) and (c) boundary-layer properties.
(δ∗
w,r = 514µm)

4.4. D EVELOPMENT OF CROSSFLOW INSTABILITY WITH AN FFS
The global and local inﬂuence of the FFS on the transition behaviour and topology discussed in §4.3 suggest that complex ﬂow dynamics occur when CF vortices interact with
the FFS. This section explores the impact of an FFS on the development of the CF instability by comparing and contrasting the planar-PIV measurements for the Clean baseline
conﬁguration and the FFS cases as indicated on table 4.1.

4.4.1. I MPACT ON THE SPANWISE AVERAGED FLOW
As discussed in the previous section, the numerical simulations by Tufts et al. [129] and
experimental measurements by Duncan et al. [127] indicate that the addition of the FFS
results in a local modiﬁcation of the pressure ﬁeld which results in strong regions of
adverse and favourable pressure gradient. In this work, limitations on the experimental
set-up (ﬁgure 4.1) restrict the static pressure measurements to the Clean conﬁguration.
Nevertheless, the effects of the pressure gradient near the step are well captured in the
change of the near-wall ﬂow trajectories (ﬁgure 4.5IIIc,IVc) and the streamwise evolution
of the boundary-layer investigated using PIV measurements of the spanwise (w) and
vertical (v) velocity components presented in this section.
The velocity measurements are conducted in z-y planes (i.e. parallel to the leading
edge and normal to the wing surface, ﬁgure 4.1) at various x/c x stations. The mean ﬂow
w̄ z and v̄ z is calculated by averaging the time-averaged velocity components along the
spanwise direction at each x/c x station. Note, that based on the experimental set-up
(see ﬁgure 4.1b) a positive w̄ z value indicates an average outboard (i.e. from the root
towards the tip of the wing) ﬂow movement. For clarity, the vertical y ∗ -coordinate is
referenced to the clean baseline model surface, while the y-coordinate offsets the step
height at its location. In addition, the vertical coordinates are non-dimensionalised with
the displacement thickness δ∗w,r = 514 µm, extracted from the w spanwise velocity PIV
measurements at the most upstream plane (x/c x = 0.176) for the Clean baseline case.
A comparison of the FFS cases with the Clean conﬁguration at selected stations (ﬁg76
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Figure 4.7: Contours of spanwise mean ﬂow velocity (ﬂow direction from left to right) w̄ z (I) and v̄ z (II):
(a)Clean; (b) A 3 ; (c) B 3 ; (d) C 3 ; (e) D 3 . The solid black line denotes δ99,w (δ∗
w,r = 514µm).

ure 4.6) reconciles the existence of an adverse pressure gradient upstream of the step
which causes a deceleration in the boundary-layer ﬂow and a reduction in the spanwise
w̄ z average velocity component (ﬁgure 4.6Ib). This effect intensiﬁes as the step height
increases, and results in growth of the boundary-layer displacement (δ∗w ) and momentum (θw ) thickness upstream of the FFS location, as shown in ﬁgure 4.6(c). Conversely,
due to the favourable pressure gradient downstream of the FFS edge at x/c x = 0.204 (ﬁgure 4.6IIa) there is an acceleration of the boundary-layer ﬂow which leads to a reduction
in δ∗w and θw . Farther downstream, at x/c x = 0.239 (ﬁgure 4.6IIb), the velocity proﬁles
collapse to the Clean baseline condition except for the case D 3 (i.e. highest FFS), not
shown in the ﬁgure since it transitions to turbulent ﬂow around x t /c x ≈ 0.22 (ﬁgure 4.3a).
Experimental observations by Eppink [130] in the streamline-oriented reference frame,
indicate a decrease in the velocity component tangent to the streamline (u s ) and a decrease in the CF component (w s ) upstream of the FFS, which leads to a strong reversal
of the CF velocity proﬁle. These observations are in agreement with the near-wall trajectories presented in ﬁgure 4.5(IIIc,IVc), which shows that an outboard spanwise motion
occurs upstream of the FFS. In the present work, it becomes evident that the face of the
FFS forms the equivalent of an attachment line. As expected, due to the sharp FFS geometry near the step location, the incoming boundary-layer experiences a deceleration
in ū z . Although no surface irregularity or pressure gradient can form in the z direction,
the modiﬁcation of ū z directly couples to changes of w̄ z , through momentum coupling.
As such, a strong conversion of wall tangent velocity components (explicitly ū z and by
consequence w̄ z ) into a wall normal velocity component (v̄ z ) is occurring. Evidence of
this behaviour is shown in ﬁgure 4.7(IIa-IIe) in which all FFS cases lead to a considerable
increase in the spanwise-averaged time-averaged vertical velocity v̄ z at the step. For the
highest FFS case D 3 , the maximum vertical velocity reaches a value of approximately
10 per cent of the external spanwise velocity. These results are in agreement with Eppink [130] where similar levels of ampliﬁcation are reported. This rigorous upward ﬂow
movement by the FFS, which affects the boundary-layer ﬂow will be analysed in more
detail on the following sections.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of spatial ﬁltering of time-averaged spanwise velocity w contours (12 levels from 0 to 1,
z ∗ positive direction outboard) for the Clean case: (a) original velocity ﬁeld; (b) spectral decomposition; (c)
reconstructed velocity ﬁeld.

4.4.2. I MPACT ON THE TIME - AVERAGED FLOW
As elaborated in §4.2.1, the investigation of the inﬂuence of an FFS on the development
and breakdown of CF instability is facilitated using DREs near the leading edge to condition the wavelength and amplitude of the disturbances. This conditioning allows for
a highly periodic and uniform amplitude distribution for the ensuing CF vortices (ﬁgure 4.5), which further facilitates the extraction of pertinent information from the velocity ﬁelds in terms of spanwise spectral modes.
More speciﬁcally, for the analysis of the PIV measurements, the time-average and
standard deviation of the velocity components have been spatially ﬁltered using Fourier
transformations. As indicated on the diagram in ﬁgure 4.8, at each wall-normal position
in the measurement plane, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) has been applied on extracted
velocity proﬁles along the z-direction. Subsequently, a pertinent set of Fourier modes
are selected to reconstruct the velocity through the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
In addition to enhancing the velocity ﬁelds by reducing the measurement noise (which
typically appears at small wavelengths), this technique offers the possibility to isolate
the effect of the FFS on a particular harmonic of the CF instability mode. Hence, for the
remainder of the analysis, the reconstructed velocity ﬁelds (subscript R) are used unless otherwise noted. Moreover, the notation m(0, n) [see 34, 94] is used to indicate the
Fourier modes used during the reconstruction. Note that the ﬁrst index in parenthesis
corresponds to the frequency of the mode, which for the present study is zero, and indicates a stationary CF instability mode, while the second index (n) denotes multiples of
the spanwise wavenumber of the CF vortices forced by the DREs. In addition, when indiP
cated by the summation convention ( 5n m(0, n)), the velocity ﬁelds have been partially
reconstructed using the wavelengths contained between the primary forced CF instability mode (λz,D = 7.5 mm) and its ﬁfth harmonic (λz,D = 1.5 mm).
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the reconstructed ﬁelds for the spanwise (w̄ R ) and vertical
(v̄ R ) time-averaged velocity, respectively, for the Clean and FFS cases at selected loca78
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Figure 4.9: Contours of time-averaged spanwise velocity (z ∗ positive direction outboard), spatially ﬁltered
P
between 5n m(0, n): (a)Clean; (b)A 3 ; (c)C 3 ; and (d)change in trajectory of the CF vortices due to the FFS. Solid
black line denotes δ99,w (δ∗
w,r = 514µm and λz,D = 7.5mm)

tions upstream and downstream of the step. Note that the z ∗ -coordinate features a shift
with respect to the z-coordinate origin such that the CF vortices align between presented
streamwise stations. In the Clean conﬁguration, the spanwise velocity contours w̄ R presented in ﬁgure 4.9(Ia), show a pair of stationary corotating vortices. These stationary
vortices are evenly spaced at the forced wavelength (λz,D = 7.5 mm) for the entire measurement region as shown by the spatial spectral analysis on the thermal maps presented
in ﬁgure 4.5(IIa). These CF vortices develop inside the boundary-layer, where they transfer high momentum ﬂow towards the wall (downwelling region, ⊕ in ﬁgure 4.9Ia) and
low momentum ﬂow away from it (upwelling region, ª in ﬁgure 4.9Ia). As these structures evolve downstream, their amplitude and inherent distortion they impart on the
mean ﬂow increases [73, 89, 94]. For the condition under study, the initial amplitude
provided by the DREs results in a set of nonlinearly ampliﬁed vortices when reaching
the step location.
The interaction of the stationary CF vortices with the FFS results in topological modiﬁcations within the boundary-layer as shown in ﬁgure 4.9. As the CF vortices reach the
FFS (x/c x = 0.196, ﬁgure 4.9Ib-Ic) there is an evident increase of the transfer of low momentum ﬂow away from the wall (i.e. upwelling region). This corresponds well with the
general upward deﬂection and streamwise deceleration of the incoming ﬂow evident in
ﬁgure 4.6 and 4.7, as well as the observations of Eppink [130] which indicate an ampliﬁcation of the vertical velocity component near the FFS. At the same streamwise location,
the vertical velocity contours (v̄ R ) in ﬁgure 4.10(Ib-Ic) indicate a strong increase, especially on the inner section of the upwelling region. Henceforth, the overall increase of
vertical velocity at the step location is suggestive of the underlying ampliﬁcation of the
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Figure 4.10: Contours of time-averaged vertical velocity and spanwise velocity (grey line 12 levels from 0 to 1
P
same contours as in ﬁgure 4.9) z positive direction outboard, spatially ﬁltered between 5n m(0, n): (a)Clean;
∗
(b)A 3 ; (c)C 3 ; and d) D 3 . (δw,r = 514µm and λz,D = 7.5mm)

instabilities as a result of the ﬂow modiﬁcations incurred by the step.
The near-wall structures trajectory identiﬁed in §4.3 revealed an outboard–inboard–
outboard motion near the wall. In contrast to IR imaging, the PIV measurements facilitate the inspection of this ﬂow deﬂection away from the wall. Speciﬁcally, proﬁles of
spanwise velocity perturbation (ŵ R ) are extracted along the z-direction at the height of
the stationary disturbance proﬁle maxima (calculated as described in §4.2.4) for each
measurement plane. Successive spanwise proﬁles are compared using a vector convolution (i.e. cross-correlation). The result of this analysis is referenced to the most upstream
measurement plane and yields the relative location (d z ) along the z-direction assumed
by the CF vortices as they evolve downstream. Figure 4.9(d) shows the relative change
of trajectory (∆z = d z SI − d zC ) between the FFS cases (d z SI ) and the Clean conﬁguration (d zC ), conﬁrming that the outboard–inboard–outboard motion described by the
near-wall trajectory also occurs away from the wall, in proportional intensity to the FFS
height.
Eppink [136] reported an abrupt change of the near-wall streamline angle as the boundary layer ﬂow intercepts the FFS. Henceforth, to evaluate the spanwise motion effect as a
function of the distance from the wall, ﬁgure 4.11(Ia-IIb) shows a set of wall-parallel w¯R
and v¯R planes extracted away from the wall (400 µm above the height of the stationary
disturbance proﬁle maxima). The dashed lines in ﬁgure 4.11(c) indicate the relative shift
(∆z ) along the z direction calculated for each conﬁguration. Additionally, wall-parallel
planes extracted at a vertical location closer to the wall (200 µm below the height of the
stationary disturbance proﬁle maxima) are presented in ﬁgure 4.11(IIIa-IVb) with ∆z in
ﬁgure 4.11(d). A comparison of the ∆z above and below (ﬁgure 4.11c and d) the stationary disturbance proﬁle maxima conﬁrm that the outboard–inboard–outboard motion
intensiﬁes closer to the wall.
Summarising up to this point, the observed inﬂuences of the FFS on the develop80
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Figure 4.11: Wall-parallel contour maps of time-averaged spanwise and vertical velocity spatially ﬁltered beP
tween 5n m(0, n). The contours in rows I and II are extracted at 400µm above the height of the steady perturbation maxima (y A M ), while the contours in rows III and IV are extracted closer to the wall at 200µm below y A M
: (I,III) Clean; (II,IV) C 3 ; and panels (c,d) the corresponding relative change of trajectory (∆z = d z SI − d zC ).

ing boundary-layer reveal topological changes in both spanwise averaged ﬂow as well as
stationary CF vortices. As the incoming ﬂow approaches the step, a strong outboard–
inboard–outboard spanwise motion of the CF vortices is evident. This reﬂects the nonmonotonic changes in pressure imposed by the step shown in Duncan et al. [127] and
Tufts et al. [129]. This effect is stronger near the wall, where the deceleration in the base
ﬂow is larger. Consequentially, an intense ejection of vertical velocity is documented at
the vicinity of the step in agreement with Eppink [130], resulting from the upward deﬂection of incoming wall-tangent ﬂow as the latter engages with the step. The role of
the spanwise motion on the overall transition scenario cannot be conclusively inferred
by the presented measurements. However, potential candidate mechanisms can be proposed. A simple interpretation of this motion can be traced simply on the underlying
changes of the base ﬂow, which in turn can lead to modiﬁcations of the wavenumber
vector of an incoming instability. A different effect could be the potential appearance of
non-modal effects, in a mechanism similar to the well known lift-up effect active in regions of strong shear changes [e.g. 51, 183, 184]. Notwithstanding the active mechanism,
the relation between the outboard–inboard–outboard motion and the growth of the instability remains a point of interest. To elucidate this, fully three-dimensional velocity
measurements or detailed numerical simulations of these ﬂows are deemed necessary.

4.4.3. I MPACT ON PRIMARY CROSSFLOW INSTABILITY AND HARMONICS
As described in §4.2.4, the experimentally measured mode-shape of the stationary disturbance proﬁle is equivalent to the spanwise root mean square (〈〉z ) of the time-averaged
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Figure 4.12: Contours of steady disturbances proﬁles (ﬂow direction from left to right) 〈wˆR 〉z (I) and 〈vˆR 〉z (II)
P
spatially ﬁltered between 5n m(0, n). Location of lower (•) and upper lobe (▲) : (a)Clean (b) A 3 ; (c) B 3 ; (d) C 3 ;
∗
(e) D 3 . (δw,r = 514µm)

perturbation (ŵ R or v̂ R ). Previous experimental studies on CF instability [e.g. 71, 73, 89]
have used this metric in the analysis of the Euclidean sum of the vertical and streamwise velocity components measured by hot-wire anemometers. By merit of the chosen
imaging planes in the present study, the disturbance proﬁles have been calculated independently for each measured velocity component.
Figure 4.12 presents contour plots of the stationary disturbance proﬁles 〈ŵ R 〉z and
P
〈v̂ R 〉z calculated on the partial reconstructed ﬁelds (i.e. 5n m(0, n)) for all FFS cases.
The results for the spanwise disturbance proﬁles (〈ŵ R 〉z ) in ﬁgure 4.12(Ia-Ie) show a distinguishable lower lobe upstream of the FFS at x/c x = 0.18, situated near the wall at
y/δ∗w,r ≈ 1, which corresponds to the wall-normal maxima of these proﬁles (• markers
in ﬁgure 4.12Ia-Id). In addition, a second upper lobe is also identiﬁed (▲ markers in ﬁgure 4.12Ia-Id). The appearance of this feature has been linked to the mean ﬂow distortion
typical in the nonlinear stages of stationary CF instability development [89, 176]. Near
the step location at x/c x = 0.2 there is an evident ampliﬁcation of the spanwise disturbance proﬁles (〈ŵ R 〉z ) followed by a decay (x/c x > 0.21) in all measured cases. Moreover,
for x/c x > 0.22 the second upper lobe (▲ markers in ﬁgure 4.12Ia-Id) becomes increasingly evident, indicating a strong mean ﬂow distortion as shown in ﬁgure 4.9(IVa-IVc).
Previous studies have reported the development of a strong peak near the wall in the
disturbance proﬁles downstream of the step location (see ﬁgure 10 in Eppink [130] and
ﬁgure A5a in Tufts et al. [129]). In this work, a second peak near the wall is not evident in
the spanwise perturbation proﬁles 〈ŵ R 〉z , since as shown in ﬁgure 4.12(Ia-Ie) only one
lower lobe is present upstream and downstream of the FFS for all the conﬁgurations.
The lack of the near-wall structure in the present study can be attributed to unresolved
regions in the PIV planes, originating from wall reﬂections. Nevertheless, the vertical
perturbation proﬁles 〈v̂ R 〉z (ﬁgure 4.12IIa-IId) for the highest step case D 3 do reveal a
clear peak near the wall at the location of the FFS in agreement with Eppink [130].
Figure 4.13 presents the spanwise disturbance 〈ŵ R 〉z proﬁles extracted at selected
streamwise locations upstream and downstream of the FFS for the partial reconstructed
P
ﬁeld ( 5n m(0, n), ﬁgure 4.13Ia-IVa), primary forced mode (m(0, 1), ﬁgure 4.13Ib-IVb) and
ﬁrst harmonic (m(0, 2), ﬁgure 4.13Ic-IVc). In all FFS cases there is a considerable up82
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Figure 4.13: Selected proﬁles (a-c) of the steady disturbance 〈wˆR 〉z upstream and downstream of the FFS for
the primary CF instability modes and its ﬁrst harmonic. (d) Streamwise evolution of the steady disturbance
maxima wall-normal height (y A M ). (δ∗
w,r = 514µm)

stream effect which leads to a substantial increase in the proﬁles maxima (max(〈ŵ R 〉z ) y ,
ﬁgure 4.13IIa). It is noteworthy that the amplitude increase coincides with the localized
increase in the vertical velocity component (v), the region of outboard spanwise motion of the CF vortices (ﬁgures 4.9d and 4.5IVc) and possible reversal of the CF velocity
component (Eppink [130] ﬁgures 8 and 9).
Figure 4.13(d), shows the streamwise evolution of the wall-normal location of the
lower lobe (i.e. closer to the wall) maxima (y A M ) of the spanwise steady disturbance proﬁles 〈ŵ R 〉z for the partial reconstructed ﬁeld. Note that the y-coordinate reference is
the model surface and therefore it has been offset by the step height. In agreement with
Eppink [130, 136] as the CF vortices approach the step they experience an increase in
y A M , essentially lifting off the surface before reaching the FFS edge. Just downstream
of the step edge (x/c x = 0.204, ﬁgure 4.13IIIa) there is a decrease in y A M as there is a
reduction in the boundary-layer displacement thickness (δ∗w in ﬁgure 4.6c) and a sudden sharp increase in the maximum amplitude of the primary stationary disturbance
(m(0, 1), ﬁgure 4.13IIIb). The highest step height (D 3 ) is responsible for the maximum
ampliﬁcation. Similarly, the 〈ŵ R 〉z proﬁles corresponding to the reconstructions using
only the ﬁrst harmonic (m(0, 2), ﬁgure 4.13Ic-IVc) show a considerable ampliﬁcation at
the step location.
In addition to changes in disturbance amplitude, the strong ampliﬁcation of the primary disturbance mode m(0, 1) near the FFS edge results in a signiﬁcant mean ﬂow dis83
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Figure 4.14: Steady disturbance proﬁle amplitudes: (Ia) lower lobe amplitude (A L ); (Ib) upper lobe amplitude
(AU ); (IIa) primary CF instability mode (m(0, 1)) maximum amplitude; (IIa) ﬁrst harmonic (m(0, 2)) maximum
amplitude; (IIb) IR-B PSD extracted at λz = 7.5mm; (IIIb) primary CF instability mode (m(0, 1)) standard deviation along the span direction of the wall-normal gradient at y/δ∗
w,r = 0.68.

tortion and saturation of the CF vortices. This mean ﬂow distortion is evident in the
change of the shape of the mode which leads to the development of two clearly distinguishable local maxima, as shown in ﬁgure 4.13(IVb). In a smooth wing CF instability
development, the appearance of this second upper lobe signals a typical nonlinear development of stationary CF instability, which results in a strong mean ﬂow distortion and
the onset of secondary instability modes [89, 176]. Nevertheless, in this case, breakdown
of the CF vortices only occurs for the case C 3 at x t /c x ≈ 0.27 and D 3 at x t /c x ≈ 0.22 as
indicated on ﬁgure 4.3(a).
P
Based on the partial reconstruction (i.e. 5n m(0, n)), the amplitudes of the disturbance proﬁle 〈ŵ R 〉z lower (A L ) and upper (AU ) lobes are presented in ﬁgure 4.14(Ia-Ib).
The results for the FFS cases indicate that the amplitude of the lower lobe (A L ) intensiﬁes rapidly upstream of the step and reaches a maximum value just downstream of the
step edge. Hereinafter, as the amplitude of the upper lobe increases (AU ) (i.e. stronger
mean ﬂow distortion), there is a steep decay in A L which leads to values below the Clean
baseline case (black line in ﬁgure 4.14a). Once this minimum is reached a second region
of growth is observed for the cases A 3 and B 3 , which do not undergo laminar breakdown
in the region 0.18 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.25 as indicated by the IR thermal maps on ﬁgure 4.5(Ib-Ic).
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The overall ampliﬁcation trend is in good agreement with the detailed experimental
work presented by Eppink and Casper [135] and [130], where a similar ampliﬁcation–
decay–ampliﬁcation pattern has been observed on the 〈û〉z perturbation peak amplitude. Moreover, the results presented in ﬁgure 14 in Eppink [130] indicate that the slope
of the second region of growth becomes steeper with increasing step height.
Evidence of this ampliﬁcation–decay–ampliﬁcation pattern was previously presented
in the spectra of the IR thermal maps (ﬁgure 4.5) for the small (A 3 ) and moderate (B 3 )
cases. As noted before, for cases C 3 and D 3 , the second ampliﬁcation maxima in the IR
maps are instead related to the laminar–turbulent transition front. Therefore, the analysis of this pattern is restricted to the cases A 3 and B 3 for which the boundary-layer ﬂow
remains in a laminar condition for the entire measurement region. To further probe
the correlation between the growth of the CF vortices and the pattern observed in the
spectral analysis of IR-A thermal maps, the power content (P ) pertaining to the primary
forced mode (λz /λz,D = 1) is shown in ﬁgure 4.14(IIb). At each streamwise location P is
normalised with the value corresponding to the most upstream (x/c x = 0.176) location
(P 0 ). In addition, ﬁgure 4.14(IIIb) presents the standard deviation along the span direction of the wall-normal velocity gradient (∂w̄ R,z /∂y) at y/δ∗w,r = 0.68 above the wall.
The results presented in ﬁgure 4.14(IIb,IIIb) show a striking correlation, reconciling the
ampliﬁcation–decay–ampliﬁcation pattern in the spectra of the IR thermal maps to local changes in the surface heat transfer properties due to variations in wall shear (i.e.
changes in ∂w ¯R,z /∂y) related to the ampliﬁcation of the CF instability by the step.
Figure 4.14(IIIa) suggests a similar ampliﬁcation and decay trend for the harmonic
(m(0, 2)) past the step location. These results are in agreement with previous observations [e.g. 130, 181] and support the spatial analysis of the IR measurements in ﬁgure 4.5,
which showed an ampliﬁcation of the ﬁrst harmonic at the step location for all the FFS
cases. However, it is striking to note the relatively "delayed" ampliﬁcation of this ﬁrst
harmonic compared with the primary mode. For each FFS case, the peak of m(0, 2) occurs downstream of the corresponding peak of m(0, 1). This behaviour further suggests
a (partially) indirect inﬂuence of the higher harmonics by the FFS. More speciﬁcally, the
primary CF instability increases in amplitude due to interaction with the FFS, inherently
forcing nonlinear ampliﬁcation of higher harmonics as well as mean ﬂow distortion. In
addition, future fully three-dimensional measurements in this region are deemed necessary to characterise a possible deformation of the recirculation region downstream of
the FFS location.
Eppink [130] proposed that the ﬁrst region of growth is linearly caused by a destabilisation of the stationary CF instability modes due to the strong inﬂectional proﬁles
caused by the adverse pressure gradient near the step. In turn, the second region is attributed to a non-linear development due to the modulation of the recirculation region
downstream of the FFS edge, which resulted in streamwise oriented vortices which amplify the harmonics of the primary mode. The behaviours observed by Eppink [130] and
the ones explained in this work, highlight the sensitivity and complexity of the FFS-CFI
interaction.
Based on the ﬁndings presented so far, the steady interaction of the CF vortices with
the FFS can be summarised as follows. As the CF vortices travel towards the FFS they
experience an adverse pressure gradient which results in an outboard spanwise mo85
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tion (ﬁgure 4.5IVc and 4.9d), a decrease in the wall-tangent velocity components (ﬁgure 4.6Ib) and an increase in the amplitude of the spanwise (w) disturbance proﬁle (ﬁgure 4.13IIa) when compared with the clean conﬁguration. In addition, at the step, a portion of the wall-tangent velocity component converts into a strong vertical (v) velocity
component due to the upward deﬂection (ﬁgure 4.7IIa-IIe). This vertical component is
very localised and appears to reach a maximum on the inner side of the upwelling region
of the CF vortices. Downstream of the step, there is a further ampliﬁcation of the spanwise (w) disturbance proﬁle (ﬁgure 4.14Ia at x/c x ≈ 0.205) and a sudden inboard spanwise motion (i.e. favourable pressure gradient). This strong ampliﬁcation drives a further increase of mean ﬂow distortion and rise of non-linear interactions (ﬁgure 4.9 and
4.14). This leads to a saturation of the primary CF vortices (ﬁgure 4.14Ia at x/c x ≈ 0.21),
and subsequent increase in harmonic amplitude. Farther downstream, the stationary
CF instability decays and the CF vortices experience an outboard spanwise motion (i.e.
adverse pressure gradient). Finally, a second region of growth enhanced by the nominal
favourable pressure distribution of the wing develops for the smaller FFS cases.
One of the most signiﬁcant outcomes of the aforementioned observations is revealed
when comparing the transition location behaviour evaluated using the IR imaging maps
(ﬁgure 4.3) and the amplitude growth of the stationary CF instability near the FFS step
presented in ﬁgure 4.14. For all cases of FFS investigated in this work, the partial reconP
structed ( 5n m(0, n)) amplitude at the downstream end of the PIV domain is lower than
the Clean case. This is certainly expected for the two highest step cases (C 3 and D 3 ), as
the imminent breakdown of the vortices downstream of the step effectively breaks the
spanwise modulation, ‘smoothening-out’ the apparent amplitude. However, for the two
smaller step cases (A 3 and B 3 ), the laminar boundary-layer survives the passage over the
step and emerges apparently stabilised in the downstream vicinity of the step. Naturally
this effect is localised, as the CF vortices start growing again, as evident in ﬁgure 4.14(Ia)
as well as from the appearance of the second maxima in the thermal maps spectra (ﬁgure 4.5IIb,IIc). In addition, ﬁgure 4.6 conﬁrms the spanwise averaged ﬂow recovery to the
Clean case at x/c x ≈ 0.24. In combination, it becomes apparent that the drastic effects
of the FFS on the transition location cannot be traced solely to the evolution of stationary instabilities, highlighting the importance of temporal ﬂuctuations. Henceforth, the
following discussion focuses on the effect of the FFS on the unsteady disturbances.

4.4.4. I MPACT ON THE UNSTEADY DISTURBANCES
As described in detail in §1.2.2, the analysis of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations in speciﬁc
regions within the CF vortices provides important information regarding steady and unsteady instability development and eventual laminar breakdown. Due to the inherent
relation between unsteady secondary instabilities and mean velocity gradients, the latter are ﬁrst inspected. The interaction of the stationary CF instability with the FFS results
in a topological modiﬁcation of the structure of the CF vortices which further manifests
as alterations in the vertical and spanwise velocity gradients presented in ﬁgure 4.15. As
already shown, downstream of the FFS edge (x/c x = 0.204, ﬁgure 4.9IIb-IIc) the sudden
and abrupt increase in w̄ z leads to a substantial decrease in the boundary-layer momentum thickness (δ∗w , ﬁgure 4.6c) when compared with the Clean conﬁguration. This transfer of high-momentum ﬂuid towards the wall increases the vertical gradient (∂w̄ R /∂y)
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near the wall in the downwelling region of the CF vortices as shown in ﬁgure 4.15(IIbIId). In addition, a localised region of negative vertical gradient (∂w̄ R /∂y) is found at the
centre of the upwelling region near the wall for the moderate (C 3 ) and high (D 3 ) steps.
While the inclusion of the steps produces notable effects on the vertical gradient near
the wall, the effect is largely minimal at the cusp of the stationary CF instability (area
C), where type II secondary instability is expected to grow. This behaviour reconciles
with the observations in §4.4.2, where the major deﬂection and shearing motion experienced by the stationary CF vortices was identiﬁed to be largely oriented in the spanwise
direction.
The strong changes in amplitude as well as spanwise shearing motion of the stationary CF vortices past the step edge resulted in noticeable changes in the spanwise velocity
gradients, which are predominantly located at the outer and inner sections of the upwelling regions. In contrast to the vertical gradient, changes in the spanwise gradient
are global and affect both positive (i.e. inner, area A in ﬁgure 4.15IIIa) and negative (i.e.
outer, area B in ﬁgure 4.15IIIa) gradients. Particularly the outer spanwise gradients have
been typically associated with the growth of type I secondary instability. In all monitored
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FFS cases, the step induces higher gradient levels than in the Clean conﬁguration near
the step (ﬁgure 4.15IVa-IVd). This inﬂuence is already evident slightly upstream of the
step as shown in ﬁgure 4.15(IIIa-IIId).

4

While the intensiﬁcation of the spanwise gradient is consistently observed for all
cases in the vicinity of the step, the downstream development of ∂w̄ R /∂z is highly dependent on the step height. In the case of the highest FFS (D 3 ), the interaction of the
stationary CF instability with the step leads to an abrupt ampliﬁcation, saturation and
breakdown of the CF vortex structure as shown in ﬁgure 4.15(Vd). The interaction of
the stationary CF instability with the moderate step case (C 3 ) follows a similar trend as
the CF vortices experience a strong ampliﬁcation near the step followed by saturation
(x/c x ≈ 0.21). This leads to a loss in spanwise coherence and decrease in the intensity of
the spanwise gradients (ﬁgures 4.15IVc-VIc) prior to laminar breakdown, which occurs
at x/c x ≈ 0.27 (ﬁgure 4.3a).
In contrast, for the small FFS cases A 3 and B 3 (not shown in ﬁgure 4.15) the CF vortices do not experience breakdown in this streamwise region. Yet, the spanwise gradient experiences a signiﬁcant decay farther downstream of the step . Particularly for the
shallowest case A 3 , the spanwise gradient at x/c x = 0.239 (ﬁgure 4.15VIb) is in fact rendered lower than the corresponding Clean case at the same streamwise location. This is
a direct consequence of the stabilisation and decrease in amplitude of the stationary CF
instability, as identiﬁed in ﬁgure 4.14.
The signiﬁcant changes in both vertical and spanwise velocity gradients due to the
step can further be associated with the development and growth of unsteady shear layer
instabilities, widely acknowledged to play an important role in the breakdown of CF instability dominated ﬂows. Figure 4.16 presents a set of contour plots of spanwise temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) at selected streamwise locations upstream and downstream of the FFS location. Time-resolved HWA measurements, on the same conﬁguration as the present Clean case and similar ﬂow conditions by Serpieri and Kotsonis [71,
90], identiﬁed type I/II instabilities in the frequency range between 3.5 and 8 kHz and
type III modes in the range between 350 and 550 Hz, albeit for a lower DRE amplitude.
Considering the low repetition-rate of PIV acquisitions employed in the present study
(i.e. 15 Hz), spectral analysis and frequency ﬁltering are not applicable. Nevertheless,
the long sampling time (i.e. 80 s) ensures that the ﬂuctuating velocity ﬁeld represents an
ensemble of both low- and high-frequency disturbances, which can be considered temporally uncorrelated. Furthermore, these instabilities are strongly localised within the
structure of the stationary CF instability, allowing direct evaluation of the development
of each type.
The results for the Clean baseline case in ﬁgure 4.16(Ia-VIa), show a local maximum
of ﬂuctuations at the location corresponding to a type III mode (A in ﬁgure 4.16Ia). Monitoring a downstream location (ﬁgure 4.16Va) indicates a decaying interaction between
weak travelling CF instability modes and the forced stationary CF vortices, as the magnitude of the ﬂuctuations in this region decrease. To better illustrate this decaying behaviour, ﬁgure 4.17 presents average values of spanwise velocity gradient and temporal
ﬂuctuation amplitude extracted within areas A and B indicated in ﬁgures 4.15 and 4.16.
The two extraction areas are deﬁned for each plane and step case as isolines of 85% of
the local maximum amplitude of unsteady ﬂuctuations on the inner and outer side of
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isolines of 85% of the local maximum amplitude of unsteady ﬂuctuations on the inner and outer side of the
upwelling region.

the upwelling region. Naturally, values corresponding to area A refer to positive spanwise gradients and type-III dominated ﬂuctuations, while values corresponding to area
B refer to negative gradients and type-I dominated ﬂuctuations.
Figure 4.17(b) conﬁrms the decay in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) in region A corresponding to type III instabilities in the Clean baseline case (black line) in
the range of x/c x > 0.2. The addition of small (A 3 ) to moderate (C 3 ) steps result in a
further reduction of velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) in this region. Evidently, the addition
of the FFS leads to a reduction in the interaction between travelling and stationary CF
instability modes. Furthermore, it is striking to note that this stabilising effect is already
active upstream of the FFS (compare ﬁgures 4.16Ia-Id). This behaviour strongly suggests
a change in stability characteristics of the incoming boundary-layer. Considering the
ﬁndings described in ﬁgure 4.14, for the same streamwise range (0.18 < x/c x < 0.2), the
primary stationary CF instability appears to destabilise and increase in amplitude. The
concurrent dampening of type-III modes can then be associated with a combination of
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4.16): (a) positive (area A) and negative (area B) a averaged spanwise velocity gradients; (b) averaged velocity
ﬂuctuations in area A; (c) averaged velocity ﬂuctuations in area B.

(possibly conﬂicting) linear effects (i.e. change of the stability of the mean boundarylayer due to the FFS modiﬁcation) and nonlinear interaction between stationary and
travelling modes. The exact identiﬁcation of the relative signiﬁcance of these two effects
requires a combination of parameter variations in high-resolution experiments as well
as accurate numerical simulations in the near-step region.
Considering the development of secondary instabilities, detailed experimental studies have shown that as the stationary vortices saturate, the strong mean ﬂow distortion results in the development of streamwise and spanwise velocity shears [e.g. 71, 89].
These give rise to high-frequency inviscid instabilities of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type. In
the present study, the primary CF instability arrives at the FFS location at a relatively
high and constant amplitude of approximately 13% of the local freestream velocity (ﬁgure 4.14), signalling saturation levels. Consequently, a noticeable increase in the velocity ﬂuctuations in the region corresponding to the type I mode (area B in ﬁgure 4.16) is
registered. The Clean baseline case in ﬁgure 4.17(c) shows an increase in the velocity
ﬂuctuations (σw R ) in this region. Moreover, the addition of an FFS appears to affect the
development of these ﬂuctuations considerably. The results in ﬁgure 4.17(c) show an
increase in velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) with respect to the Clean conﬁguration in the region associated with the type I secondary instability. This is consistent for all step cases
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in the region directly downstream of the FFS location (x/c x ≈ 0.21). For the highest step
height (D 3 ) this increase correlates well with the breakdown of the CF vortices presented
in ﬁgure 4.16(IVd). For the moderate step height (C 3 ), the velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) in
the region associated with the type I mode increase even further for x/c x > 0.22 with respect to the Clean conﬁguration as shown in ﬁgure 4.16(Vc and VIc). This ampliﬁcation
of the secondary instability correlates well with the anticipation of the laminar–turbulent
transition, presented in ﬁgure 4.3 for the respective cases.
In contrast, for the smaller FFS cases (A 3 and B 3 ) the velocity ﬂuctuations (σw R ) associated with the type-I mode decrease downstream of the FFS location (x/c x > 0.22) to
a level lower than the corresponding level in the Clean baseline conﬁguration, compare
ﬁgure 4.16(VIa-VIb). Moreover, the reduction in σw R presented in ﬁgure 4.17(c) correlates well with a decrease in the spanwise gradients in region B as shown in ﬁgure4.17(a).
High-resolution and time-resolved measurements are required to identify the spectral
content and further conﬁrm the origin of the observed velocity ﬂuctuations. In addition,
such future dedicated studies will indicate the connection, if any, to the vortex-shedding
mechanisms proposed by Eppink [130]. The unsteady behaviour reconciles sufﬁciently
with the overall delay of transition presented in §4.3.1 for the small FFS (A 3 ) and provides a ﬁrst-order insight into the possible transition delay mechanisms pivoting on the
reduction of the spanwise gradients and the stabilisation of the type-I secondary instability.

4.5. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
The attainment of extended regions of laminar ﬂow in the boundary-layer of high subsonic commercial transport aircraft is highly susceptible to the mechanical smoothness
of aerodynamic surfaces. Previous research in CF instability dominated ﬂows revealed a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the laminar–turbulent transition behaviour by two-dimensional
surface irregularities in the form of steps and gaps.
This work focuses exclusively on FFS. Most published studies on this type of surface irregularity have focused on formulating appropriate criteria to determine the critical step height, which do not result in premature transition. Nevertheless, a few recent
studies have highlighted unresolved physical aspects governing the FFS-CFI interaction
which necessitate detailed ﬂow diagnostics before a universal model or criterion can be
used for the design of practical laminar ﬂow components and application of laminar ﬂow
control techniques.
In particular, Eppink [130] and the experiments presented in Chapter 3(Rius-Vidales
and Kotsonis [181]) associated the impact of the FFS on the development and transition
of the CF instability with the amplitude of the incoming CF vortices. Consequently, the
present work extends the current investigation of the FFS-CFI interaction to cases where
the CF vortices arrive with high ampliﬁcation to the step location.
The main ﬁndings of this work indicate strong topological changes on swept wing
ﬂows due to FFS, manifesting in a pronounced outboard–inboard–outboard motion which
can be potentially linked to the streamwise development of the CF instability. When
comparing with the Clean baseline conﬁguration, as the boundary-layer ﬂow approaches
the step there is a clear deceleration in the boundary-layer ﬂow (i.e. adverse pressure gradient) and the stationary CF vortices experience an outboard spanwise motion. Reach91
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ing the FFS, the boundary-layer ﬂow is redirected by the FFS resulting in a strong vertical
velocity ejection. This behaviour correlates well with the measured ampliﬁcation of the
stationary CF vortices upstream of the FFS location.
Downstream of the FFS edge, the stationary CF vortices experience an abrupt inboard spanwise motion, linked to the localised favourable pressure gradient, reaching
their maximum ampliﬁcation and strong mean ﬂow distortion. Farther downstream, as
the ﬂow recovers to nominal pressure conditions, the CF vortices experience a gradual
outboard spanwise motion (i.e. adverse pressure gradient) and a substantial amplitude
reduction, even below the level pertaining to the Clean conﬁguration. For the smaller
step cases, a second region of growth of the CF vortices is observed, enhanced by the
nominal favourable pressure distribution of the wing.
In agreement with previous studies by Eppink [130] and the experiments presented
in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181]), an ampliﬁcation of higher spanwise harmonics of the stationary CF mode at the step location has been observed. The observed
behaviour suggests the dominance of indirect harmonic growth due to nonlinear forcing
of the primary mode at the step location. For the smaller FFS cases studied in this work,
the step leads to a local stabilization effect after an initial destabilization of the primary
stationary mode and its harmonics. For the higher step case, transition occurs shortly
downstream of the step location.
The analysis of the unsteady disturbances revealed a reduction in spanwise velocity
temporal ﬂuctuations (σw R ) due to the step, in the region associated with type III travelling instabilities. The ampliﬁcation experienced by the primary CF instability mode
due to the step is sufﬁcient to minimise the nonlinear interaction between the stationary and travelling CF vortices. On the other hand, for all the FFS cases, the spanwise
velocity temporal ﬂuctuations (σw R ) in the region associated with type I secondary instability, show a substantial increase past the step edge as the primary stationary CF
instability mode and its higher harmonics reach their maximum ampliﬁcation. This is
strongly correlated with the modiﬁcations imparted on the spanwise gradients of timeaveraged velocity, widely acknowledged as the driver for type I secondary instabilities.
Downstream of this location, the behaviour strongly differs, depending on the considered step height. For the largest step height, an immediate breakdown of the CF vortices
and onset of turbulent ﬂow occurs, likely related to the explosive growth of type I ﬂuctuations. For the moderate FFS case, the σw R ﬂuctuations slightly decrease before rapidly
amplifying, reaching higher levels than the Clean baseline conﬁguration by the end of
the measurement domain.
In contrast, for the smallest FFS case, a substantial decrease in the spanwise velocity
gradient and σw R ﬂuctuations in the region associated with type I secondary instability
is achieved, reaching levels lower than the Clean baseline conﬁguration by the end of the
PIV measurement domain. This behaviour reﬂects an unprecedented transition delay
effect due to a small FFS, holding potential for understanding and facilitating the future
design of laminar ﬂow components.
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I NFLUENCE ON BREAKDOWN OF
CROSSFLOW VORTICES
This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the step-induced unsteady disturbances and
ensuing laminar–turbulent transition. The results reveal that the presence of the FFS at the
conditions under study leads to either a critical (i.e. moderate transition advancement) or
a supercritical transition behaviour (i.e. transition advancing abruptly to the FFS location). Analysis of unsteady ﬂow features for the critical cases indicates temporal velocity
ﬂuctuations following closely the development of the baseline conﬁguration (i.e. agreeing
with the development of secondary instabilities). Consequently, laminar ﬂow breakdown
originates from the outer side of the upwelling region of the CF vortices. In contrast, for the
supercritical FFS, the laminar breakdown unexpectedly originates from the inner side of
the upwelling region. Evidence points to the existence of an unsteady mechanism possibly
supported by locally enhanced spanwise-modulated shears and the recirculation region
downstream of the FFS edge. This mechanism appears to govern the abrupt tripping of
the ﬂow in supercritical step cases.

Parts of this chapter are published in:
• Rius-Vidales, A.F. & Kotsonis, M. 2022 Unsteady interaction of crossﬂow instability with a forwardfacing step. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 939, A19.
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5.1. B ACKGROUND
s described in detail in §1.2.2, when the stationary CF vortices amplitude saturates a highly modulated boundary–layer results, which gives rise to strong wallnormal and spanwise velocity gradients from which secondary high-frequency
instabilities originate. The overall consensus in experimental [e.g. 34, 71, 88–90] and
numerical [e.g. 91–93, 95, 97] studies is that the secondary instabilities rapidly amplify
leading to the breakdown of the CF vortices and the laminar–turbulent transition.
In cases with FFS, the recent experimental efforts by Eppink [130] and the ones presented in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) identify a complex dynamic relation governing the interaction between nominally stationary CF vortices and two dimensional FFS. Moreover, the experiments by Eppink [130, 137] revealed the occurrence
of high-frequency ﬂuctuations which coincide with the location of the shear layer of the
spanwise modulated recirculation region downstream of the step edge. Furthermore, a
detailed stability analysis by Groot and Eppink [138] on these experiments revealed the
convective nature of these unstable perturbations and identiﬁed their development on
the top part of the local ﬂow recirculation regions downstream of the supercritical FFS
(i.e. tripping at the step position).
The review presented in §1.3, showed that the inﬂuence of the step on the ampliﬁcation of the stationary structure has received signiﬁcant attention. Nevertheless, the
link between the primary stationary CF instability and eventual laminar breakdown is
the development of secondary and unsteady instabilities, which in cases with FFS still
remains largely unknown.
Henceforth, in agreement with the main research objective C (presented in §1.4), this
chapter provides a detailed description of the unsteady interaction of the CF vortices
with a FFS and the ensuing laminar–turbulent transition by conducting measurements
on a swept wing wind tunnel model using IR Thermography and high-resolution timeresolved HWA anemometry.

A

5

5.2. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA ANALYSIS
5.2.1. I NFLOW CONDITIONS AND SURFACE IRREGULARITIES
The experiments are conducted at the Low-Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) of the TU Delft. The
wind tunnel features an interchangeable octagonal test section housing the well characterised M3J swept wing model. A detailed description of the facility is provided in §2.1.1.
Figure 5.1 presents a cross-sectional view of the wind tunnel test-section. The measurements are conducted at ﬁxed α = 3◦ and Re c X = 2.17 × 106 . The Reynolds number (Re c X )
used throughout is based on the reference (see §2.1.1) wind tunnel velocity (U∞ = 24.8
m s−1 ) and the streamwise chord length of the model c X = 1.27 m. Due to the proximity
of the hot wire probe to the surface of the model, a protective ﬁlm was installed on the
surface.
The diagram of the experimental setup in ﬁgure 5.1(b) shows two distinct coordinate
systems. On the ﬁrst system (X , Y , Z ), the streamwise X -coordinate is parallel to the
wind tunnel ﬂoor and the velocity components are given by U ,V and W , respectively.
In contrast, on the second system (x, y, z), the streamwise x-coordinate is perpendicular to the leading edge of the swept wing. Note that both systems’ origin corresponds
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Setup. (a) Streamwise (i.e. along the X coordinate) pressure coefﬁcient distribution at
α = 3◦ and Re c X = 2.17×106 on the pressure side of the model (max UC P = 0.003). (b) General schematic (ﬂow
direction left to right, b = 1.25 m c X = 1.27 m) showing the FFS (grey area), the HWA system, IR measurement
domains (IR-A,IR-B) and discrete roughness elements (DREs).

to the intersection between the leading edge and the wing mid-span. Note that all the
measurements are conducted on the "pressure side" of the model.
Figure 5.1(a) shows the static pressure measured by the taps using a multi-channel
pressure scanner (described in §2.1.2). The pressure distributions at Re c X = 2.17 × 106
and α = 3 deg on the outboard (upper) and inboard (lower) side of the model indicate
a predominantly favorable pressure gradient (i.e. pressure minima X /c X ≈ 0.65). Moreover, in agreement with Serpieri and Kotsonis [71] the validity of the inﬁnite swept wing
assumption used in the boundary–layer and stability calculations described in §2.3 is
conﬁrmed due to the nearly identical pressure distributions on the inboard and outboard side of the wing.
FFS surface irregularities were designed and manufactured as add-ons for the M3J
wind tunnel model, as described in §2.1.3. This study only considers FFS surface irregularity with a sharp edge (i.e. no ramp or chamfer). During the experiments, the FFS
height of each conﬁguration was quantiﬁed in-situ by traversing a Micro-Epsilon 295025 laser proﬁlometer (reference resolution of 2 µm) along a spanwise segment in the
z-direction of 200 mm. Table 5.1 presents the FFS geometrical parameters such as the
step height (h̄), its standard deviation in the spanwise measurement segment (σh ), and
streamwise location (x h /c x ). In addition, the displacement thickness (δ∗h ) and the estimated vortex core height (y c , according to the deﬁnition by Tufts et al. [129]) for the
forcing mode λz,D are extracted at the step location from aforementioned boundary–
layer and stability calculations.
Following the experiments presented in Chapter 3 and 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis
[140, 181]) a late-growth (i.e. wrt to the most ampliﬁed mode at the step location) is
forced to study its interaction with the FFS surface irregularity. This forcing condition
is compatible with the one used by Eppink [130] albeit at a signiﬁcantly higher initial
amplitude. At the nominal conditions of this study, the aforementioned linear stability
analysis indicates that a stationary CF instability mode with a spanwise wavelength (λz )
close to 8 mm is highly unstable at and downstream of the step location.
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ID

Clean
A
B
C

h̄ [µm]

σh [µm]

x h /c x

δ∗h [µm]

y c [µm]

346
445
708

4
3
5

0.25
0.25
0.25

495
-

1115
-

Table 5.1: Geometrical parameters of tested conﬁgurations. For all cases nominal DREs settings are: λz,D = 8
mm, d D = 2 mm, k D = 200 µm, x D /c x = 0.02.

5

Henceforth, for all the conﬁgurations presented in Table.5.1, stationary CF modes
are conditioned using discrete roughness elements (DREs) spaced at λz,D = 8 mm. DREs
are commonly used to narrow the band of stationary CF modes which destabilize the
boundary–layer ﬂow in experimental studies [e.g. 36, 71, 86, 89].
It must be noted here that the use of DREs inherently implies the existence of intentional three-dimensional surface irregularities near the leading edge of the model. However, the term “surface irregularity” in this work is strictly reserved for the FFS, as DREs
are used only as a conditioning mechanism and are invariantly present in all cases.
In all the cases, the DREs are installed upstream of the neutral point of the forced
mode. The amplitude of the DREs was chosen based on the instability regime of interest. More speciﬁcally, the experiments in this chapter describe the unsteady interaction
of CF vortices and the step geometry. For a stationary CF instability dominated ﬂow
without surface irregularities, it is well established that unsteady ﬂuctuations form as
secondary instabilities after saturation of the primary stationary CF vortices [e.g. 89]. As
such, in the present study, the DREs nominal height was set relatively high (k D = 200
µm) in order to anticipate the growth and saturation of the primary CF disturbance. This
further facilitates the development of the secondary CF instability in both the clean and
step cases while allowing for a common HWA traversing range among all tested cases.

5.2.2. I NFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
IR Thermography measurements are conducted on the pressure side of the model using two Optris PI640 IR cameras (640px × 480px, un-cooled focal plane array, 7.5-13 µm
spectral range, NETID 75 mK). The diagram on ﬁgure 5.1(b) shows the cameras’ measurement region (IR-A, yellow and IR-B, blue). The ﬁrst camera IR-A is equipped with
a telephoto lens ( f = 41.5 mm) to capture the near step region (226 × 175 mm centred
at X /c X = 0.27 and Z /b = 0.02). The second camera IR-B is equipped with a wide-angle
lens ( f = 10.5 mm) to capture a larger extent of the model surface (760 × 300 mm centred
at X /c X = 0.23 and Z /b = 0.04). During the measurements the model was continuously
irradiated by seven halogen lamps to increase the thermal contrast on the IR images, as
described in detail on §2.2.1.
The extraction of the transition location from the thermal maps of camera IR-B is performed following the method described in §2.2.1. For each conﬁguration tested (see Table 5.1) a physical space transformation and distortion correction was applied to a timeaveraged thermal map calculated from 50 IR images acquired at a sampling rate of 3.5
Hz. Subsequently, a differential infrared thermography technique (DIT) [154] is applied
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following the procedure established by Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [181] and described in
§2.2.1, which considers successive measurements at increasing Reynolds numbers.
In addition to the global transition location, the thermal maps of camera IR-A provide a qualitative representation of the CF vortices’ thermal footprint, from which the
spatial organisation of coherent structures in the boundary–layer as they interact with
the FFS can be extracted. To this end, a spatial spectral analysis (described in §2.2.1) is
performed on thermal intensity proﬁles extracted along the spanwise z-direction. Based
on the selected camera conﬁguration (i.e. camera location and lens) the smallest wavelength resolved according to the Nyquist limit is 0.84 mm.

5.2.3. H OT- WIRE ANEMOMETRY
The experiments presented in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) as well as by
Eppink [130] utilised several variations of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) for a detailed
reconstruction and analysis of pertinent CF instability features in the vicinity of surface
irregularities. A common outcome in these studies is the importance of the unsteady
ﬂuctuations in the incoming boundary–layer and their relation to the surface irregularity’s effect on transition. Despite a wealth of spatially-correlated information extracted
from optical velocimetry techniques, accurate measurement of amplitude and spectra
of minute velocity ﬂuctuations, especially in the vicinity of walls, is at best challenging.
Hence, the PIV applicability towards evaluation of unsteady boundary–layer instabilities
and their interaction with the FFS is limited by the sampling rate and the random and
bias errors stemming from wall reﬂections, camera noise and laser light illumination. To
this goal, the present work uses HWA as a well-established, accurate and time-resolved
technique, albeit providing single-point measurements.
The boundary–layer ﬂow measurements are conducted using a Hot-Wire Anemometer (HWA) probe (single wire BL probe, Dantec Dynamics 55P15) operated by a TSI IFA300 constant temperature bridge. A custom analogue–digital (24bit) acquisition system registers and converts the HWA voltage signal to the corresponding ﬂow velocity
based on in-situ calibration and correction for variations in atmospheric pressure and
ﬂow temperature [e.g. 159]. Details of the operation and measurement technique are
presented in §2.2.2. For the entirety of measurements, the wire of the HWA probe is
mounted vertically (i.e. aligned to the Z axis) and orthogonal to the X -coordinate direction as described in §2.2.2 and presented in the diagram in ﬁgure 2.9(b).
Wall-normal boundary–layer scans were conducted along the z-direction to form
y t -z measurement planes at different streamwise locations (0.20 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.28) to characterise the streamwise development of the CF instability. It must be mentioned here
that due to the curvature of the M3J wing, successive planes are not parallel to each
other, rather normal (y t ) to the local tangent at the wall. Nonetheless, due to the large
chord (c X =1.27m) and limited measurement domain (< 10% chord), the difference in
wall-tangent angle is only 1.2 deg between the most upstream and most downstream
measurement planes. Each plane consists of 60 boundary–layer proﬁles equispaced in
the z direction. Each proﬁle is constructed with 40 measurement points along the wallnormal direction y t . At each measurement point, the hot-wire signal was acquired at a
sampling rate of f s = 51.2 kHz for a total measurement time of two seconds. The ﬁnal
resolution along the z-coordinate is ﬁxed at ∆z = 533 µm while the resolution along the
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wall-normal direction differs per streamwise location (60µm ≤ ∆y t ≤ 90µm) to account
for the growth in the boundary–layer. For each X /c X station, the measurement plane’s
starting position along the span (z ∗ ) has been adjusted to track the evolution of three
full CF vortices. The starting position for each measurement plane is identiﬁed as the
wall-normal distance for which the registered velocity reaches around 20% of the local
freestream velocity. In addition, a Taylor-Hobson microalignment telescope was used to
monitor the position of the wire near the wall. Finally, during post-processing the location of the wall is determined by performing a linear regression on the velocity proﬁles.

5

5.2.4. A MPLITUDE GROWTH METRICS
The impact of the FFS on the stability characteristics of the CF vortices is assessed by
calculating the steady and unsteady disturbance proﬁles from the HWA measurements
acquired as indicated in §5.2.3. Following White and Saric [89] and Downs and White
[73] the experimental steady disturbance proﬁle is calculated for each HWA y t –z measurement plane as the spanwise root-mean-square of the time-averaged perturbation as
given by equation 5.1. In this work the maximum (A M = max | y (〈q̂(y t )〉z )) of these proﬁles along the y t -coordinate is non-dimensionalized with the local external velocity (Q̄ e )
and used to monitor streamwise changes in the stationary CF vortices;
v
u n
u1 X
〈q̂(y t )〉z = t
(Q̄(y t , z j ) − Q̄ z (y t ))2
n j =1

(5.1)

In the typical decomposition used in linear stability analysis, the velocity perturbation (u 0 ) can be calculated by subtracting a basic state or baseﬂow from the measured
velocity component. In the present experiment, q̂ 6= q 0 , since Q̄ z (y t ) (used in equation 5.1) corresponds to the spanwise time-average distorted ﬂow and not to a baseﬂow.
Nonetheless, for the experimental study of CF instability, this metric has been commonly
used [e.g. 71, 73, 89].
For the study of the secondary instability, the methodology follows the one employed
by Serpieri and Kotsonis [71], Downs and White [73], and White and Saric [89]. For each
y t -z measurement plane, a wall-normal proﬁle is calculated by numerically integrating
the temporal standard deviation (σQ ) along the z-coordinate (i.e. spanwise direction)
for every y t position. Then, the resulting proﬁles are integrated along the y-coordinate
to obtain the amplitude a as indicated in equation 5.2. This metric is used to monitor
the streamwise development of unsteady disturbances;
a=
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5.3. LAMINAR – TURBULENT TRANSITION BEHAVIOUR
Prior to the analysis of velocity measurements in the vicinity of the FFS, this section
presents the overall behaviour of the laminar–turbulent boundary–layer transition identiﬁed using IR thermography. Based on the thermal maps obtained from the IR measurements, a detailed characterization of the FFS-induced changes on the transition behaviour and spatial organization of the CF vortices is presented.

5.3.1. I NFLUENCE ON THE TRANSITION LOCATION
The laminar–turbulent transition location is determined by monitoring changes in the
model surface temperature using an IR thermographic system. For each conﬁguration
presented in table 5.1 thermal measurements are conducted on the pressure side of the
model following the methodology described in §5.2.2.
Figure 5.2 shows the thermal surface maps captured by the camera IR-B. For the
Clean (i.e. no FFS) forced case, the boundary–layer ﬂow remains in a laminar state (i.e.
brighter region in ﬁgure 5.2Ia) for up to a third of the wing chord. Based on the methodology described in §2.2.1 a linear ﬁt along the span (dashed white lines in ﬁgure 5.2Ia-IIb)
is calculated and the transition location extracted at the centre of the measurement domain (indicated by • markers). Figure 5.2(III) presents the resulting laminar–turbulent
transition location for all tested conﬁgurations.
For the Clean forced case the average laminar–turbulent transition location is found
at x t /c x ≈ 0.32. In these conditions, the dominance of the stationary CF instability
modes over the travelling modes is evident as the transition front pattern is not smooth
(i.e. spanwise invariant transition line) but displays a series of contiguous wedges along
the span. This pattern is characteristic of the breakdown process of the stationary CF
vortices [see 34, 35, 71–73]. The wedged appearance of the transition front pattern is
related to the thermal footprint caused by the local breakdown of contiguous stationary CF vortices. Note that the transition front along the span is slightly skewed with
respect to the leading edge of the swept wing model. This behaviour is attributed to the
non-uniform wind tunnel blockage that the model experiences along the test section’s
vertical dimension.
Following the observations presented in the experiments in Chapter 3 (Rius-Vidales
and Kotsonis [181]) the addition of an FFS leads to different transition behaviours classiﬁed into three different regimes. A subcritical regime occurs when the addition of the
step results in a negligible effect on the laminar–turbulent transition process as there is
nearly no change in the location of the transition front. A critical regime occurs when the
addition of an FFS causes an evident and quantiﬁable upstream movement of the transition front. Finally, a supercritical regime occurs when the addition of an FFS results in
an abrupt upstream shift of the transition front near the step location. In the latter case,
the ﬂow is said to be tripped.
In this work, the addition of the two moderate FFS (case A and case B in table 5.1)
leads to a critical regime transition behaviour, since a quantiﬁable upstream shift of the
transition front occurs as shown in ﬁgure 5.2. Consequently, a further increase of the
FFS height (case C in table 5.1) leads to a supercritical regime behaviour as the transition
front occurs near the FFS, essential tripping the boundary–layer ﬂow at its location.
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Figure 5.2: Thermal maps from camera IR-B (I and II, ﬂow from left to right) and transition location (III) at
Re c X = 2.17 × 106 and α = 3◦ for three different FFS (A,B and C) at ﬁxed streamwise location (orange line
denotes step location, x h /c x = 0.25). Markers (•) in I and II indicate the projection of the transition linear ﬁt
(dashed white line) to centre of the domain: (Ia) Clean; (Ib) A; (IIa) B; and (IIb) C.

5.3.2. I NFLUENCE ON THE CROSSFLOW VORTICES SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
The measurements acquired using camera IR-A (ﬁgure 5.1b) provide detailed surface
temperature distributions near the FFS location as shown in ﬁgure 5.3. A careful inspection of the surface temperature distribution for the Clean case (ﬁgure 5.3Ia) reveals the
thermal footprint of the CF vortices as a series of streaks nearly parallel to the streamwise X -direction alternating between high- and low-temperature values (i.e. lighter and
darker).
A spatial spectral analysis is performed on a series of thermal intensity proﬁles extracted from the IR thermal maps along the span (i.e. along the z-direction) of the wing
model to monitor changes in the spatial organization of the CF vortices. The results for
the Clean conﬁguration in ﬁgure 5.3(IIIa) verify that the use of DREs effectively narrows
down the band of stationary CF instability modes active in the current boundary–layer
ﬂow since the spanwise spacing of the CF vortices matches the one forced upstream by
the DREs (i.e. λz /λz,D = 1). Furthermore, ﬁgure 5.3(IIIa-IVb) indicates the persistence of
the introduced wavelength even with the addition of an FFS as the forced mode domi100
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Figure 5.3: Thermal maps from camera IR-A (top, ﬂow from left to right) and spectral analysis (bottom, 10
levels of ln(P /P̄ maxz ) from -3 to 1): (Ia,IIIb) Clean; (Ib-IIIb) A; (IIa,IVa) B; and (IIb,IVb) C. (λz,D = 8 mm)

nates upstream and downstream of the step location (x h /c x = 0.25).
The results presented in Chapter 3 and 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140, 181]) and
the experiments by Eppink [130] have shown a pronounced ampliﬁcation of the primary
CF instability mode higher harmonics at the step location. This behaviour is also observed in the experiments presented in this Chapter. For all the FFS cases (ﬁgure 5.3IIIaIVb) there is a clear second peak at the step location (x h /c x = 0.25) matching the wavelength of the forced mode ﬁrst higher harmonic (i.e. λz /λz,D = 0.5).
Detailed inspection of the thermal footprint for the highest FFS case (ﬁgure 5.3IIa)
conﬁrms the "fork-like" pattern previously observed in the experiments presented in
Chapter 3 and 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140, 181]) associated with the supercritical
regime. To further elucidate the origin of this pattern, three-dimensional ﬂow measurements near the FFS are required. Nevertheless, one has to note the striking similarity of
the identiﬁed pattern with the vortical structures presented by Eppink [130, ﬁgure 20]
downstream of the step edge. In the following section, the CF vortices’ streamwise development will be studied in more detail based on the HWA measurements.
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5.4. I NTERACTION OF STATIONARY DISTURBANCES WITH AN FFS
The inﬂuence of the FFS on the transition location presented in §5.3, indicates that for
the conditions of this study (i.e. initial amplitude, step heights and freestream turbulence) the addition of an FFS leads to a reduction in the extent of the laminar ﬂow. In
this section, the HWA measurements are exploited to characterize the stationary ﬂow
interaction with the surface irregularity. This analysis covers both the stationary mean
ﬂow as well as the stationary CF instability modes.

5.4.1. I NFLUENCE ON THE TIME - AVERAGED FLOW

5

The stationary CF instability development is characterized through detailed measurements of the boundary–layer ﬂow using an automated HWA traversing system. As described in §5.2.2 velocity measurements are conducted in y t -z planes (i.e parallel to the
leading edge and normal to the local model surface) at different streamwise stations in
the range 0.20 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.28. In contrast to the experiments presented in Chapter 4 (RiusVidales and Kotsonis [140]) in which PIV p
was employed, the HWA signal analysed here
corresponds to the Euclidean sum, Q = (u cos Λ + w sin Λ)2 + v 2 , based on the HWA
probe velocity decomposition presented in §2.2.2.
Figure 5.4 presents a series of boundary–layer proﬁles (Q̄ z ) calculated as the spanwise average (i.e. along the z-coordinate) of the entire measurement plane. For clarity, the wall normal y t -coordinate has been offset by the step height at its location and
non-dimensionalized using the displacement thickness at the most upstream station for
∗
the Clean conﬁguration (δQ
= 620 µm at x/c x = 0.22). Upstream of the FFS location at
x/c x = 0.24 (ﬁgure 5.4I) the distortion imparted by the CF vortices on the boundary–
layer ﬂow is evident for all cases when comparing them with the numerical BL solution
(dashed black line) calculated from the pressure measurements. In addition, at this position a slight deceleration which intensiﬁes with increasing step height is evident on the
boundary–layer ﬂow (ﬁgure 5.4II).
Downstream of the FFS (x/c x ≥ 0.256, ﬁgure 5.4I) the interaction with the step leads
to a more pronounced mean ﬂow distortion as the proﬁles do not fully recover to the
shape indicated by the Clean conﬁguration within the measurement domain. The upstream deceleration is in agreement with previous numerical and experimental studies which indicate that the addition of an FFS leads to abrupt changes in the nominal
pressure distribution in the vicinity of the step [see 127, 129, 139]. Consequently, near
the FFS location the boundary–layer ﬁrst experiences an adverse pressure gradient region. As the ﬂow overcomes the apex of the FFS, it becomes inﬂuenced by a very strong
favourable pressure gradient region, leading to an acceleration of the ﬂow near the wall
(at x/c x = 0.256, ﬁgure 5.4I-II). Finally, a second adverse pressure gradient region is
formed as the ﬂow and external pressure recovers to the nominal value (i.e. without
FFS). This pressure modiﬁcation plays an important role in determining the trajectory
of the CF vortices. In particular, experiments by Eppink [136] and the ones presented in
Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) observed that the CF vortices experience a
strong spanwise motion as they encounter the FFS. This motion requires further study
as it appears to be an important aspect governing the interaction dynamics.
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BL Num. Clean A B C

Figure 5.4: Selected boundary–layer proﬁles (I) of spanwise averaged mean ﬂow velocity Q̄ z and difference
(II) between these velocity proﬁles for the FFS cases (Q̄ z,SI ) and the Clean conﬁguration (Q̄ z,C ) upstream and
downstream of the step location. Note that for visualization purposes the proﬁles magnitude is shifted by 1 in
(I) and 0.5 in (II)

5.4.2. I NFLUENCE ON THE STEADY DISTURBANCE
Figure 5.5 presents the measured time-averaged velocity contours (Q̄) at selected locations upstream and downstream of the FFS location. For the Clean conﬁguration (ﬁgure 5.5Ia-Va) the velocity distribution corresponding to three stationary CF vortices is
evident. The CF vortices manifest as high- and low-velocity regions evenly spaced at
the spanwise wavelength forced by the DREs (λz,D = 8 mm). This correlates well with
the thermal footprint and corresponding spectral analysis presented in ﬁgure 5.3(Ia and
IIIa).
The primary action of the co-rotating stationary CF vortices is to transport highmomentum ﬂuid towards the wall (downwelling region, ⊕ in ﬁgure 5.5Va) and low momentum ﬂow away from it (upwelling region, ª in ﬁgure 5.5Va). As the three-dimensional
boundary–layer ﬂow develops, the increase on the amplitude of the stationary CF vortices leads to a more pronounced mean ﬂow distortion [73, 89, 94]. This is particularly
evident towards the downstream end of the measurement domain (ﬁgure 5.5Va)
Upon the addition of the highest FFS (case C) (ﬁgure 5.5Id-Vd) there is a nearly immediate (x t /c x ≈ 0.27) breakdown of the CF vortices leading to an anticipation of the
laminar–turbulent boundary–layer transition as indicated in ﬁgure 5.2(III). The laminar
breakdown strongly impacts the coherency and shape of the modulated boundary–layer
due to the increase in diffusion associated with the turbulent motion. Nevertheless, the
streamwise persistence of this modulation is remarkable, as the DRE-conditioned wavelength is still visible well into the turbulent ﬂow region (ﬁgure 5.3IIb). Furthermore, particular to this FFS case, a distinct region of low-momentum ﬂuid located on the inner
side of the upwelling region (A in ﬁgure 5.5IId) is evident downstream of the step location.
In contrast, the addition of the smaller FFS cases (A and B in ﬁgure 5.5Ib-Vc) do not
cause an immediate breakdown of the CF vortices as the laminar–turbulent boundary–
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Figure 5.5: Contours of time-averaged velocity (z positive direction outboard): (a) Clean; (b) A; (c) B; (d) C.
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layer transition occurs at x t /c x ≥ 0.28 (ﬁgure 5.2III). Nonetheless, the interaction of the
incoming ﬂow with the FFS leads to an increase in the spanwise gradients on the outer
side of the upwelling region, where the distance between the isovelocity contours lines
reduces. Detailed studies on the development of the stationary CF instability have highlighted the importance of the spanwise gradients in this region on the onset of rapidly
amplifying secondary instabilities which eventually lead to the laminar–turbulent transition [e.g. 71, 89, 94]. The effect of these topological changes in the mean velocity gradients and ﬂuctuations will be revisited in more detail in §5.5.
Based on the time-averaged velocity ﬁelds (Q̄) the steady disturbance proﬁle (〈q̂〉z ) is
calculated for each measurement plane following the methodology described in §5.2.4.
The resulting proﬁles are presented in ﬁgure 5.6 for selected positions upstream and
downstream of the step location. Upstream of the FFS at x/c x = 0.240 (ﬁgure 5.6Ia) the
steady disturbance proﬁles show two distinguishable local maxima, hereafter referred to
∗
as "lobes". The lower lobe (referred to as L) is located closer to the wall at y t /δQ
≈ 1 and
corresponds to the maxima of these proﬁles. The second lobe (U) is located farther away
∗
from the wall at y t /δQ
≈ 3. Previous studies on smooth surface CF transition (i.e. without
surface irregularities) have identiﬁed the appearance of the upper lobe as an indication
of the nonlinear stages of the CF instability development[e.g. 89, 176]. The present form
of perturbation proﬁles reconciles well with the expectation of nonlinear development
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Figure 5.6: Selected steady disturbance 〈q̂〉z proﬁles upstream and downstream of the FFS location (δQ
620 µm). (a,b) Steady disturbance proﬁles and (c) streamwise evolution of the non-dimensional maximum
amplitude (A M ) (x t ,C transition location for case C).

of the stationary CF instability modes, given the relatively high amplitude used for the
upstream forcing by the DREs. Figure 5.6(c) presents the streamwise variation of the
maximum amplitude (A M ) obtained from these steady disturbance proﬁles. In all cases,
the maximum amplitude coincides with the L lobe.
In agreement with the results presented in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis
[140]) just upstream of the FFS location at x/c x = 0.24 ( ﬁgure 5.6c), a slight ampliﬁcation
of A M for all cases is registered, reﬂecting the changes imparted by the step on the stability of the incoming boundary–layer. Downstream of the step at x/c x = 0.256 (ﬁgure 5.6c)
there is a sudden increase in the amplitude of the lower lobe, which intensiﬁes with increasing step height. Considering the highest FFS (case C), the maximum amplitude of
the disturbance proﬁle reaches a value of around 25% of the local freestream velocity Q̄ e
at the step location (x/c x = 0.25). Beyond this streamwise position the amplitude sharply
decays due to the aforementioned loss of spanwise coherence prior to the laminar ﬂow
breakdown, shown in ﬁgures 5.5(IId-IIId). Note that in ﬁgure 5.6(c) all the measurements
downstream of the identiﬁed transition location (ﬁgure 5.2III) are connected using a grey
dashed line.
For the smaller FFS (cases A and B), the maximum amplitude occurs downstream of
the FFS location at x/c x ≈ 0.256 and 0.26, respectively. For these cases, there is only
a single region of ampliﬁcation prior to the detected laminar–turbulent transition at
x t /c x ≈ 0.29. Henceforth, this behaviour qualitatively agrees with the case C 3 presented
in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) corresponding to a higher FFS (C 3 ,h/δ∗ =
1.30 and y c /h = 1.77) but lower initial amplitude of the CF vortices. In those conditions,
the addition of the FFS resulted in anticipation of the laminar–turbulent boundary–layer
transition due to an increase in the velocity ﬂuctuations on the upwelling region’s outer
side. The similar transition and ampliﬁcation behaviour in this study highlight the importance of the amplitude of the stationary CF vortices when reaching the FFS in determining the criticality of the step.
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5.5. I NTERACTION OF UNSTEADY DISTURBANCES WITH AN FFS
As the primary stationary CF vortices develop in the boundary–layer, non-linear interactions result in amplitude saturation [34, 35]. This regime typically signals the onset of secondary instabilities due to the strong shears imparted on the ﬂow by the primary CF instability. Previous numerical and experimental studies on stationary CF instability cases without surface irregularities have connected the rapid ampliﬁcation of
these high-frequency secondary instabilities with the vortices breakdown and eventual
laminar–turbulent transition of the boundary–layer [e.g. 71, 88, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95]. Despite the wealth of information in smooth surface cases, the interrelation of a surface
irregularity such as the present FFS with the development of unsteady disturbances remains largely unknown.

5

5.5.1. S TREAMWISE DEVELOPMENT OF UNSTEADY DISTURBANCES
Previous work on boundary–layers dominated by stationary CF instability without surface irregularities has classiﬁed the pertinent unsteady disturbances into three main
modes. Figure 5.7 presents the time-averaged velocity gradients for the Clean and FFS
cases to assist in their identiﬁcation within the CF vortex spatial organization. The type
I mode [94, 98, 99] or z-mode [93] is commonly located close to the local minimum of
the spanwise mean ﬂow gradient on the outer side of the upwelling region (B in ﬁgure 5.7IIIa). The type II mode[94, 98, 99] or y-mode [93] is commonly located away from
the surface (A in ﬁgure 5.7Ia) where the wall-normal gradients reach a local maximum.
Finally, the type III mode [94, 95] is commonly located close to the local maxima of the
spanwise gradient on the inner side of the upwelling region (C in ﬁgure 5.7IIIa). Note that
in a stationary CF instability case without surface irregularities, the temporal velocity
ﬂuctuations at type I and type II mode locations are attributed to a secondary instability
of Kelvin-Helmholtz type [95]. In contrast, the velocity ﬂuctuations corresponding to the
type III mode have been traced to the nonlinear interaction between primary travelling
and stationary CF instability modes.
For the Clean conﬁguration, laminar–turbulent transition occurs at x t /c x ≈ 0.32 as
shown in ﬁgure 5.2(III). This behaviour correlates well with the amplitude of the primary
CF instability presented in ﬁgure 5.6(c), which monotonically increases in the region
x/c x ≥ 0.26 reaching a level of A M /Q̄ e ≈ 0.2 by the end of the measurement domain. This
amplitude value closely matches with previous experiments by Serpieri and Kotsonis
[71] and is in agreement with typical saturation levels reported for models with 45° sweep
in different wind tunnels with similar turbulence intensity levels [e.g. 73, ﬁgure 19].
Figure 5.7(IIIa-Vd) shows the time-averaged velocity spanwise gradient (i.e. ∂Q̄/∂z ∗ )
contours at selected positions downstream of the step location. Of particular interest to
the development of the secondary instability corresponding to the type I mode is the increase in the negative spanwise gradient (i.e. outer side of the upwelling region, area B in
ﬁgure 5.7IIIa) as the CF vortices amplify. Figure 5.7(VI) shows the streamwise evolution
of the negative spanwise gradients averaged within the dashed-line regions indicated in
ﬁgure 5.7(IIIa-Vd). The results for the Clean conﬁguration show a slight gradual ampliﬁcation of the spanwise gradients on the outer side of the upwelling region resulting from
the growth of the primary instability and its nonlinear distortion on the mean ﬂow.
In contrast, in all the FFS cases a strong ampliﬁcation of ∂Q̄/∂z ∗ on the outer side of
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Figure 5.7: Contours of time-average wall-normal (I,II) and spanwise (III-V) velocity gradients and timeaverage velocity (grey solid lines 10 levels Q̄/Q¯e from 0 to 1 same contours as in ﬁgure 5.5) : (a) Clean; (b) A;
(c)B; (d)C; and (VI) streamwise evolution of the average spanwise gradient calculated inside the dashed line
∗ = 620 µm and λ
regions (x t ,C transition location for case C, δQ
z,D = 8 mm)

the upwelling region occurs near the step location (x/c x = 0.25 in ﬁgure 5.7VI). This ampliﬁcation continues until a position close to where the steady perturbation (ﬁgure 5.6c)
reaches its maximum value. From this point onwards a strong ∂Q̄/∂z ∗ decay occurs due
to the loss of coherence by the breakdown of the CF vortices.
On the inner-side of the upwelling region the organization of the spanwise (∂Q̄/∂z ∗ )
and wall-normal (∂Q̄/∂y t ) gradients differ considerably between the critical (A and B)
and the supercritical (C) FFS cases. In the latter, two positive spanwise gradients maxima
manifest near the wall downstream of the FFS at x/c x = 0.256 (ﬁgure 5.7IIId). In addition,
an increase in the wall-normal gradient is clearly observed (region D ﬁgure 5.7IId, local
external velocity Q̄ e = 24.6 m s−1 ) away from the wall.
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Eppink [137] also identiﬁed a strong positive increase in the wall-normal gradients
(∂U /∂y) at a similar location and attributed it to the shear layer, which develops on the
top part of the ﬂow recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge. The results from
Eppink [130, 137] showed that the recirculation downstream of the FFS is not continuous
along the span but instead is highly modulated at the wavelength of the primary CF instability. Thus, isolated regions of ﬂow reversal form and develop into a complex system
of streamwise vortices. Moreover, [130, 137] reports that the formation of this ﬂat and
extended (typical height less than 300 µm and length between 7-15 mm) recirculation
region downstream of the FFS edge is not only dependent on the step height but also
appears to be strongly inﬂuenced by the amplitude of the primary CF disturbance.
In this work, it is not possible to conclusively identify the recirculation regions proposed by Eppink [130, 137] since a single wire HWA probe cannot differentiate between
velocity components and their direction. Nevertheless, the qualitative agreement of
the wall-normal gradients in ﬁgure 5.7(Id, IId) with Eppink [137, ﬁgure 7] suggests that
a similar near-step ﬂow topology occurs for the highest FFS (case C), even though the
spatial organization and amplitude of the CF vortices presented in Eppink [137] is distinct from the one in this work.
The spatial organisation of the total temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (σQ ) and the streamwise change in unsteady disturbance amplitude (a/a 0 with a 0 at x/c x = 0.22) are presented in ﬁgure 5.8. For the Clean conﬁguration the slight increase in the unsteady disturbance amplitude (a) for x/c x > 0.25 (ﬁgure 5.8VI) is primarily due to ﬂuctuations on
the outer side of the upwelling region (ﬁgures 5.8IIIa-Va). This behaviour is in agreement
with the development of the type I secondary instability acknowledged as the driver in
the breakdown of the CF vortices at similar conditions [e.g. 90].
In the moderate FFS cases A and B (ﬁgure 5.8VI) a considerable increase in amplitude
occurs for x/c x ≥ 0.26. This location is slightly downstream from where the primary
stationary CF disturbance reach its maximum ampliﬁcation as shown in ﬁgure 5.6(c).
Similar to the Clean baseline conﬁguration, the contours of σQ in ﬁgure 5.8(IVb-Vb) and
ﬁgure 5.8(IVc-Vc) reveal that the increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations occurs
predominantly on the outer side of the upwelling region.
Figure 5.8(VI) indicates that an increase in the FFS height (case C) leads to a strong
ampliﬁcation of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations downstream of the step. In this case,
the interaction of the CF vortices with the FFS leads to a considerable degradation in
the extent of laminar ﬂow (i.e. supercritical regime) as the laminar–turbulent transition occurs in the vicinity of the step as shown in ﬁgure 5.2(IIb,III). In contrast to the
Clean and the smaller FFS cases (A and B), in the higher case C an increase in temporal velocity ﬂuctuations occurs both on the outer and inner side of the upwelling region
(ﬁgure 5.8IId-IVd). Note that the location of the velocity ﬂuctuations on the inner side
in ﬁgure 5.8(IId) overlaps with the increase in wall-normal gradients (region D in ﬁgure 5.7IId) which Eppink [137] found to be related to the localized ﬂow recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge. The origin of these high-frequency ﬂuctuations (at a
comparable frequency to the secondary instability in their Clean case) was traced to a
vortex-shedding mechanism of the distorted shear-layer.
Based on the above observations, the addition of an FFS appears to lead to a notable
increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations on the outer side of the upwelling region
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Figure 5.8: Contours of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (z positive direction outboard) and time-average velocity
(grey solid lines 10 levels Q̄/Q¯e from 0 to 1 same contours as in ﬁgure 5.5) : (a) Clean; (b) A; (c) B; (d) C; and (VI)
∗ = 620 µm and
Streamwise evolution of unsteady disturbance amplitude (x t ,C transition location for case C, δQ
λz,D = 8 mm)

of the CF vortices in all the cases considered. The spatial location of these ﬂuctuations
suggests a dominance of the type I secondary instability mode over the type II and type
III. Nevertheless, in agreement with Eppink [130, 137] for the highest step case (C in
table 5.1), a strong increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations also occurs on the inner
side of the upwelling region. The following sections explore the development of these
unsteady ﬂuctuations to determine their effect on the breakdown of the CF vortices.

5.5.2. S PATIAL ORGANIZATION OF UNSTEADY DISTURBANCES
The analysis presented in §5.5.1 showed that upon the addition of an FFS a considerable
increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (σQ ) occurs at speciﬁc regions within the
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Figure 5.9: Spectral analysis at the inner side of the upwelling region, probe P 3 (• in ﬁgure.5.8) at measurement planes downstream of the step location: (Ia) x/c x = 0.253; (Ib) x/c x = 0.256; (IIa) x/c x = 0.260; and (IIb)
x/c x = 0.270. Shaded grey and blue regions indicate different frequency bands.

structure of the stationary CF vortices. Henceforth, a spectral analysis on the HWA timeseries (i.e. ﬂuctuating velocity Q 0 = Q − Q̄) is conducted at three spatial probe locations
(P 1 ■;P 2 ▲; P 3 •) as indicated in ﬁgure 5.8(Ia-IVd). The power spectral density (P ) is determined for each probe signal following the averaged periodogram method [185] using
segments of 5120 samples with an overlap of 50%. The ﬁnal spectra feature a frequency
resolution of δ f = 10 Hz and are non-dimensionalized following Deyhle and Bippes [77]
2 1/2
as P ∗ = ((δ f P )/U∞
) .
In addition, the entire velocity ﬁelds are bandpass ﬁltered using a zero-phase eighthorder Butterworth ﬁlter. Note that the ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations (σQ f ) are referenced
to the non-ﬁltered external velocity (Q¯e ) at each measurement plane. This ﬁltering technique permits a detailed analysis of the spatial organization of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations on particular frequency bands as shown in Serpieri and Kotsonis [71, 90].
U NSTEADY DISTURBANCES ON THE INNER SIDE OF THE CROSSFLOW VORTICES
Figure 5.9, shows the spectral analysis of probe P 3 (i.e. • in ﬁgure 5.8Ia-IVd on the inner
side of the upwelling region) for the measurement planes between 0.253 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.270.
In addition, to monitor the spectral content in the freestream ﬂow, an extra probe is located at the exterior of the boundary–layer for the Clean conﬁguration. As anticipated,
the power spectrum in the freestream is relatively ﬂat except for two features of interest.
The ﬁrst one is a pair of low-frequency peaks ( f ≈ 170 and 370 Hz), which correspond to
unavoidable mechanical vibrations in the supporting arm of the hot-wire probe appearing at all measurement locations. Similar to Eppink and Wlezien [151], these probe vibrations lead to a qualitative match of the ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations (i.e. bandpass ﬁlter around the low-frequency peaks) and the topology of the time-averaged wall-normal
velocity gradient. The second feature of interest is the high-frequency (> 104 Hz) hump
inherent to the HWA bridge.
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Figure 5.10: Bandpass ﬁltered (B L ,450 Hz ≤ f ≤ 3 kHz) contours of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (dashed lines
indicate the limit between the inner/outer side used for the calculation of a ∗ ) and time-average velocity (grey
∗ = 620 µm
solid lines 10 levels Q̄/Q¯e from 0 to 1 same contours as in ﬁgure 5.5) : (a) Clean; (b)A; (c)B; (d)C. (δQ
and λz,D = 8 mm)

Instead, inside the boundary–layer at x/c x = 0.253 (ﬁgure 5.9Ia) the spectral analysis
for the Clean conﬁguration reveals the dominance of low frequency velocity ﬂuctuations
between 450 Hz ≤ f ≤ 3kHz, herein this frequency band is referred to as B L as indicated
in ﬁgure 5.9. Although the increase of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at this location is
in agreement with Serpieri and Kotsonis [71, 90] and the results presented in Chapter 4
(Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]), contours of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations ﬁltered
at the bandpass B L (ﬁgure 5.10Ia-IVa) show a relatively weaker development of type III
modes. This is largely expected since the velocity ﬂuctuations typically associated to the
type III mode are in fact the result of the interaction between travelling and stationary
CF modes. The latter is considerably stronger in the present study due to the larger amplitude associated with the DREs used at the leading edge.
When considering a critical FFS case (A and B, in table 5.1) an increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations with respect to the Clean conﬁguration occurs mainly inside the
low-frequency band B L as shown in ﬁgure 5.9. Even though the shape of the power spectrum remains similar to the Clean conﬁguration, the deviations from it in this frequency
band becomes considerable by x/c x = 0.270 (ﬁgure 5.9IIb).
In contrast, the shape of the power spectrum for the supercritical FFS case (case C
in table 5.1) differs considerably from the Clean baseline. More speciﬁcally, downstream
of the FFS at x/c x = 0.253 and 0.256 (ﬁgure 5.9Ia,Ib) the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations
at the low frequency band B L appear in two distinct regions B L1 (450 Hz ≤ f ≤ 1050 Hz)
and B L2 (1700 Hz ≤ f ≤ 2300 Hz). In addition, high-frequency ﬂuctuations appear (B H ,
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3.5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 9 kHz) as a prelude to the ﬂattening of the power spectrum (i.e. turbulent
ﬂow) by x/c x = 0.260 as shown in ﬁgure 5.9(IIa).
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U NSTEADY DISTURBANCES ON OUTER SIDE AND CUSP OF THE CROSSFLOW VORTICES
Figure 5.11 and 5.12, present the spectral analysis for the probes P 1 (i.e. ■ in ﬁgure 5.8
on the outer side of the upwelling region) and P 2 (i.e. ▲ in ﬁgure 5.8 on the top part
of the CF vortices) for the measurement planes between 0.253 ≤ x/c x ≤ 0.270. In the
Clean conﬁguration, the power spectrum for probe P 1 and P 2 (ﬁgure 5.11 and 5.12, respectively) indicates temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at the high-frequency band B H . The
high-frequency content in the power spectrum at the location of these probes is in agreement with previous studies at similar conditions [e.g. 71, 90], which identiﬁed velocity
ﬂuctuations corresponding to a type-I secondary instability mode between 3.5–6 kHz,
and a type II mode between 7–8 kHz. In addition, the IR measurements in ﬁgure 5.2(Ia)
conﬁrm that shortly downstream of the last HWA measurement plane, a localized breakdown (i.e. turbulent wedges) of the boundary–layer occurs as expected from the rapid
development of these secondary instability modes in this case without FFS.
Consequently, the bandpass ﬁltered contours of σQ f at the frequency band B H (ﬁgure 5.13Ia-IVa) show temporal velocity ﬂuctuations spatially located on the outer side of
the upwelling region as well as the top part of the CF vortices overlapping with the minimum spanwise gradients and positive wall-normal gradients shown in ﬁgure 5.7. This
topology of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations is typical of type I and type II modes [71].
Previous numerical and experimental studies in Clean (i.e. without surface irregularities) stationary CF instability cases showed that type I secondary instabilities of
the Kelvin-Helmholtz type develop in the shear layer of the CF vortices [e.g. 71, 90, 95].
Therefore, the frequency of these secondary instabilities varies as they convect to higherand lower-velocity regions in the distorted boundary–layer. This behaviour manifests on
the bandpass ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations at the frequency band B L (ﬁgure.5.10Ia-IVa),
which indicate that temporal velocity ﬂuctuations are also located on the outer side of
the upwelling region at a location closer to the wall than the ones observed for the higher
frequency band B H .
For the critical FFS cases (A and B), the spatial organization of the bandpass ﬁltered
contours of σQ f at the low B L (ﬁgure 5.10Ib-IVc) and high B H (ﬁgure 5.13Ib-IVc) frequency bands closely matches the development of the secondary instabilities (type I and
type II modes) observed in the Clean conﬁguration. A mild ampliﬁcation of these ﬂuctuations is observed as a function of step height, which is attributed to the strengthening
of the stationary CF vortices and subsequent intensiﬁcation of the spanwise and wallnormal shears, which drive these secondary instabilities. In contrast, in the supercritical
FFS case C (ﬁgure 5.10Id-IVd and 5.13Id-IVd) the spatial distribution of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations strongly differ from the Clean case. More speciﬁcally, downstream of
the FFS (i.e. x/c x = 0.256), the maximum temporal velocity ﬂuctuations occur at the upwelling region’s inner side coinciding with the location of a possible recirculation region
as identiﬁed by Eppink [130]. Henceforth, the nature of these ﬂuctuations will be further
investigated.
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Figure 5.11: Spectral analysis for probe on the outer side of the upwelling region P 1 (■ in ﬁgure 5.8) at measurement planes downstream of the step location: (Ia) x/c x = 0.253; (Ib) x/c x = 0.256; (IIa) x/c x = 0.260; and
(IIb) x/c x = 0.270. Shaded grey regions indicate different frequency bands.

Clean A B C

Figure 5.12: Spectral analysis for probe on the cusp of the CF vortex P 2 (▲ in ﬁgure.5.8) at measurement planes
downstream of the step location: (Ia) x/c x = 0.253; (Ib) x/c x = 0.256; (IIa) x/c x = 0.260; and (IIb) x/c x = 0.270.
Shaded grey regions indicate different frequency bands.
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Figure 5.13: Bandpass ﬁltered (B H ,3.5kHz ≤ f ≤ 9 kHz) contours of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (dashedlines indicate the limit between the inner/outer side used for the calculation of a ∗ ) and time-average velocity
∗ = 620
(gray solid lines 10 levels Q̄/Q¯e from 0 to 1 same contours as in ﬁgure 5.5): (a) Clean; (b) A; (c) B; (d) C. (δQ
µm and λz,D = 8 mm)

U NSTEADY DISTURBANCES IN THE SUPERCRITICAL FFS
The spectral analysis (ﬁgure 5.9Ib) at the location of probe P 3 (i.e. • in ﬁgure 5.8(IdIVd) downstream of the FFS (x/c x = 0.256) shows the occurrence of temporal velocity
ﬂuctuations at two distinct sub-bands B L1 and B L2 . To further investigate the origin of
these unsteady disturbances, the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations for the Clean and FFS
cases at this streamwise position are ﬁltered in these frequency bands and presented in
ﬁgure 5.14.
The spatial organization of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations presented in ﬁgure 5.14
reveals a striking difference between the supercritical FFS (case C, ﬁgure 5.14Id,IId) and
the rest of the cases. In particular, for the Clean and critical FFS cases (ﬁgure 5.14IaIIc), the maximum temporal velocity ﬂuctuations are spatially located on the outer side
of the upwelling region. In contrast, for the supercritical FFS the maximum ﬂuctuations are located on the inner side of the upwelling region. More importantly, for the
band B L1 ﬁgure 5.14(Id) the maximum temporal velocity ﬂuctuations in the supercritical FFS coincide with the second positive spanwise gradient maxima near the wall (D 1
in ﬁgure 5.14Id) while the one in the frequency band B L2 overlaps with the region of
strong positive wall-normal gradient (D 2 in ﬁgure 5.14IId) identiﬁed as region (D) in ﬁgure 5.7(IId). As mentioned earlier, Eppink [130] proposes that the strong positive wallnormal gradient in this region is related to the shear layer, which develops on the top of
the recirculation region downstream of the FFS. Interestingly, Eppink [130] identiﬁed two
distinct frequency bands at which the ﬂuctuations in this region occur and reports that
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Figure 5.14: Bandpass ﬁltered B L1 (I) (450Hz ≤ f ≤ 1050 Hz) and B L2 (II) (1700Hz ≤ f ≤ 2300 Hz) contours of
temporal velocity ﬂuctuations (gray solid contour lines indicate the positive and dashed ones negative spanwise (I) and wall-normal (II) velocity gradients, the contours corresponds to values in ﬁgure 5.7): (a) Clean; (b)
∗ = 620 µm and λ
A; (c) B; (d) C. (δQ
z,D = 8 mm)

their range closely matches the one expected from ﬂapping (0.12Ue /L ≤ f F ≤ 0.2Ue /L,
with L being the mean reattachment length) and shedding (0.6Ue /L ≤ f S ≤ 0.7Ue /L) frequencies of separated shear layers in two-dimensional boundary–layers. The qualitative
agreement of the wall-normal gradients (region D on ﬁgure 5.7(IId) in this work with the
ones reported in Eppink [137, ﬁgure 7] indicate the possibility that a strong modulated
recirculation region develops downstream of the highest FFS (case C).
Considering that the shedding of the recirculation region may occur at the peak frequency in band B L2 (i.e. f S ≈ 2000 Hz in ﬁgure 5.9Ib), a rough estimation of the mean
reattachment length (7.4 mm ≤ L E ≤ 8.6 mm) and possible ﬂapping frequency range (343
Hz ≤ f F ≤ 667 Hz) is obtained for the highest FFS case based on the shedding and ﬂapping criteria used by Eppink [130]. Although the assumptions in this method are rather
crude, the estimated ﬂapping frequency range falls partially within the low-frequency
band (B L1 , ﬁgure 5.9(Ia-Ib) at which the power spectrum of the supercritical FFS (case
C) strongly differs from the Clean baseline one. Moreover, at this low-frequency band
B L1 (ﬁgure 5.14Id) the maximum velocity ﬂuctuations are also located on the inner side
of the upwelling region (i.e. where ﬂow recirculation is expected) and extend towards the
wall.
Therefore, the evidence in this work points to a possible connection between the
ﬂapping/shedding mechanism described by Eppink [130] and the unsteady disturbances
on the inner side of the upwelling region for the supercritical FFS (case C). Nevertheless,
the origin of the inner side ﬂuctuations remains unclear, and particularly its relation to
the mean ﬂow deformation imparted by the step on the ﬂow. As noted by Eppink [130]
a possible recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge is not uniquely dependent
on the step height but is also inﬂuenced by the amplitude of the CF vortices. Similarly,
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a second mechanism possibly providing the necessary velocity shears for these ﬂuctuations could be the appearance and development of near-wall Görtler vortices, due to
the concave shape of the streamlines as the ﬂow passes the step, similar to the observations presented by Marxen et al. [51] in a pressure-induced laminar separation bubble.
To conclusively determine the stationary and unsteady ﬂow structure in the vicinity of
the FFS, fully three-dimensional velocity measurements or numerical simulations are
required.
Finally, when comparing the spectral analysis results on the inner (ﬁgure 5.9) and
outer (ﬁgure 5.11) side of the upwelling region for this supercritical FFS (case C), it is
clear that the power spectrum ﬂattens ﬁrst on the inner side. These results indicate that
the laminar–turbulent transition for this case might not initiate on the outer side of the
upwelling region as expected from the typical development of the type I secondary CF
instability. This behaviour will be further assessed in §5.6.
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The analysis of unsteady disturbances presented in §5.5 indicates that the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations for the critical FFS cases (A and B in table 5.1) follow closely the development observed in the Clean baseline conﬁguration. The maximum ﬂuctuations are
identiﬁed on the outer side of the upwelling region where type I secondary instabilities,
widely acknowledged as the driver of the breakdown of the CF vortices, are known to develop. In contrast, when considering a supercritical FFS case (C in table5.1), an entirely
different behaviour results. In this case, the ﬁrst evidence of laminar ﬂow breakdown
(i.e. ﬂattening of the power-spectrum in ﬁgure 5.9IIa) occurs on the inner side of the
upwelling region and does not correspond to the location where the type I secondary
instability commonly manifests (i.e. upwelling region’s outer side). In this section, the
breakdown is further examined to provide insight into the different unsteady behaviours
observed in critical and supercritical FFS cases.
White and Saric [89] and Serpieri and Kotsonis [71, 90] have employed the disturbance amplitude (a) (§5.2.4) as a metric to monitor the development of the secondary
instability modes. This approach has been particularly successful in typical CF instability cases (i.e. smooth case no FFS) since the bandpass-ﬁltered HWA measurements
isolate the different unsteady modes of type I, II and III. The results in §5.5 show that for
the highest FFS (case C), the velocity ﬂuctuations simultaneously occur in the outer and
inner side of the upwelling region at all examined frequency bands. Thus, calculating the
disturbance amplitude (a) on the entire plane without any further processing will undesirably integrate the unsteady ﬂuctuations of secondary instability modes of type I/II
with the step-induced shedding/ﬂapping unsteady disturbances, thus losing oversight
of their respective contributions.
To avoid this issue, the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations occurring on the outer side
and top of the upwelling region are isolated from the ones occurring on the inner side
by spatially ﬁltering the bandpass ﬁltered HWA measurements (ﬁgures 5.10, 5.13) based
on the average velocity spanwise and wall-normal gradients (ﬁgure 5.7). Speciﬁcally, the
boundary between the inner and outer side is deﬁned using the overlap of the minimum
spanwise gradient and maximum wall-normal gradient away from the wall for each stationary CF vortex as shown by the black dashed lines in ﬁgures 5.10 and 5.13. Subse116
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Figure 5.15: Unsteady disturbance amplitude a ∗ calculated for the inner (a) and outer side (b) of the upwelling
region based on regions deﬁned by the dashed lines for different frequency bands in ﬁgures 5.10 and 5.13:
(Ia)B L ; (Ib)B H (x t ,C transition location for case C).

quently, the unsteady disturbance amplitude a ∗ is calculated on these spatially ﬁltered
measurements. Figure 5.15 presents the streamwise evolution of the unsteady disturbance amplitude (a ∗ /a 0 ) with the reference a 0 being taken as the total integral (i.e. no
bandpass) at x/c x = 0.22 for each case.
On the inner side of the upwelling region, ﬁgure 5.15(a) shows that the addition of
a critical FFS case (A or B) leads to a continuous ampliﬁcation of the unsteady disturbance amplitude (a ∗ ) at the low-frequency band B L , deviating from the trend indicated
by the Clean case (dashed black line). On the other hand, the ﬂuctuations at the higher
frequency band B H on the outer side of the upwelling region (ﬁgure 5.15b) follow closely
the trend dictated by the Clean conﬁguration until the primary stationary CF instability
in these critical FFS cases reaches its maximum amplitude (x/c x ≈ 0.260 in ﬁgure 5.6c).
Farther downstream, an increase in the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at the frequency
B H corresponding to the development of type-I/II secondary instabilities occurs. Detailed studies of the secondary instability in smooth cases (i.e. without FFS) showed that
the development of either type I, II or the interaction of both high-frequency unsteady
modes leads to the initiation of the laminar breakdown of the CF vortices [e.g. 71, 89, 94,
186].
To further quantify the origin of breakdown, the HWA measurements are high-pass
ﬁltered with a cutoff frequency of f c = 12 kHz. The objective of this ﬁltering is to isolate the increase in velocity ﬂuctuations associated with turbulent ﬂow from the highfrequency ones corresponding to the secondary instability modes captured by the frequency band (B H ). The results for the critical FFS presented in ﬁgure 5.16(Ib-IIIc) indicate that by the end of the measurement domain x/c x = 0.280, the HWA measurements
on the outer-side of the upwelling region show an increase in temporal velocity ﬂuctuations. This suggests that the origin of laminar–turbulent transition is away from the
wall on the outer side of the upwelling region. This behaviour coincides with the development of a type I secondary instability mode. Therefore, the addition of a critical FFS
appears to strongly amplify the primary CF instability leading to the premature development of secondary instabilities, which anticipate the laminar–turbulent breakdown.
The analysis in §5.4 and §5.5 showed that in the case of a supercritical FFS (case C),
a strong ampliﬁcation of the stationary CF vortices occurs, as well as an increase in the
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Figure 5.16: High-pass ﬁltered ( f c = 12 kHz) contours of temporal velocity ﬂuctuations and time-average ve∗ = 620 µm and λ
locity (gray solid lines 10 levels from 0 to 1): (a) Clean; (b) A; (c) B; (d) C (δQ
z,D = 8 mm)

temporal velocity ﬂuctuations on both the outer and the inner side of the upwelling region, as shown in ﬁgure 5.15. Nevertheless, the increase in temporal velocity ﬂuctuations
on the inner side appears to play a predominant role in the breakdown of the CF vortices,
given that the spectral analysis in ﬁgure 5.9 showed the ﬁrst indications of turbulent ﬂow
at this location.
Downstream of this supercritical FFS (case C), a strong increase in the unsteady amplitude at the low frequency bandpass B L (x/c x > 0.253 in ﬁgure 5.15a) is observed.
This results are in agreement with the power spectrum shown in ﬁgure 5.9(Ib), which
indicates the dominance of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at this frequency band.
Shortly downstream, by x/c x = 0.260 (ﬁgure 5.9IIa), the ﬂattening of the power spectrum (i.e. associated with turbulent ﬂow) is observed. Instead, on the outer side of
the upwelling region the ﬂattening of the power spectrum occurs farther downstream
by x/c x = 0.270 as shown in the spectral analysis in ﬁgure 5.11(IIb). At this location,
the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at the higher frequencies B H (i.e. associated type I
and type II) experience a strong ampliﬁcation as shown in ﬁgure 5.15(b). Figure 5.16(IdIIId), shows the high-pass ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations calculated for the supercritical
FFS (case C). These results conﬁrm that the laminar–turbulent transition in this case
originates ﬁrst on the inner side of the upwelling region. This location coincides with a
possible localized recirculation region based on the qualitative agreement with Eppink
[130, 137] described in §5.5.2.
To this point, it is clear that the laminar–turbulent transition for the supercritical FFS
does not follow the breakdown scenario of the Clean and critical FFS cases. Henceforth,
it is essential to determine the connection, if any, between this behaviour and the increase in temporal velocity ﬂuctuations at the higher frequency band B H (ﬁgure 5.15b)
corresponding to secondary instabilities developing on the outer side of the upwelling
region.
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5.7. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
The unsteady interaction of an FFS surface irregularity with the development of CF instability in the boundary–layer of a swept wing model has been experimentally investigated. Decades of research into boundary–layers dominated by stationary CF instability on smooth conﬁgurations identiﬁed the development of high-frequency secondary
instabilities as the unsteady mechanism responsible for driving the laminar–turbulent
transition. However, the unsteady mechanisms are still not well understood when considering surface irregularities, given the intricate FFS-CFI interaction and limited published studies.
As the forced stationary CF vortices reach the FFS location, a clear ampliﬁcation of
the primary stationary CF disturbance is observed in all cases. Based on the step height,
the ensuing laminar–turbulent transition follows either a critical regime behaviour (i.e.
transition upstream of the baseline case) or a supercritical one where a substantial reduction in the extent of the laminar ﬂow is measured as the transition occurs in the
vicinity of the step.
A detailed analysis of the spatial organization and development of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations suggests that the unsteady mechanisms driving the laminar-turbulent
transition are strongly inﬂuenced by the considered step height (i.e. critical or supercritical). For the critical FFS cases, the location and frequency content of the temporal velocity ﬂuctuations closely follows the development of the secondary instabilities (type I
and type II modes) observed in the Clean conﬁguration. The ampliﬁcation of these ﬂuctuations as a function of step height is attributed to the strengthening of the stationary
CF vortices by the FFS and subsequent intensiﬁcation of the spanwise and wall-normal
shears, known to drive the secondary instability. These results conﬁrm the impact of
a critical FFS on the development of the secondary instability, previously deduced in
Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) from the spatial organization of velocity disturbances at a lower amplitude of the CF vortices.
Instead, for the supercritical FFS case, the spatial and spectral distribution of the velocity ﬂuctuations strongly differs from smaller step cases. In particular, enhanced temporal velocity ﬂuctuations downstream of the step edge are identiﬁed in the upwelling
region’s inner side. These do not correspond to where secondary instability modes of
type I/II commonly manifest (i.e. upwelling region’s outer side) and appear at higher
frequencies than typically observed for a type III mode.
A somewhat similar arrangement in the spatial organization of velocity disturbances
was presented in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) for the supercritical FFS
case. Nevertheless, the lack of time-resolved measurements in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales
and Kotsonis [140]) constrained their analysis to topology-driven inference. Although
the exact origin of the unsteady disturbances in supercritical FFS cases is still elusive,
evidence in this work points to a possible connection with the unsteady mechanisms
related to the distorted shear-layer and/or the localized recirculation region downstream
of the step edge, also identiﬁed by Eppink [130].
Moreover, the qualitative agreement of velocity ﬂuctuations and wall-normal gradients with the ones reported in Chapter 4 (Rius-Vidales and Kotsonis [140]) and Eppink [137]
provides evidence that the unsteady distorted shear-layer is persistent in supercritical
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5. I NFLUENCE ON BREAKDOWN OF CROSSFLOW VORTICES
FFS cases at different amplitudes and spatial organization of the CF vortices. The spectral analysis presented in this work suggests that these unsteady disturbances downstream of the supercritical FFS initiate the laminar ﬂow breakdown. Henceforth, this
work is a ﬁrst step towards understanding the unsteady mechanism which triggers laminar–
turbulent transition in a supercritical FFS.
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6.1. C ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I NFLUENCE OF THE FFS ON THE LAMINAR - TURBULENT TRANSITION BEHAVIOUR
he global and local inﬂuence of the FFS on the laminar-turbulent transition behaviour has been characterized through a series of wind tunnel experiments under forced and unforced conditions as presented in Chapter 3. In forced conditions, Discrete Roughness Elements (DREs) are used to condition the CF vortices’ initial
amplitude and spanwise wavelength. In unforced cases, these parameters are inﬂuenced
by the swept wing model’s micro-surface roughness.
Three different transition behaviour regimes due to an FFS are identiﬁed through a
ﬁne variation of the Reynolds number in the unforced cases. A subcritical regime occurs
when the laminar-turbulent transition process is nearly unaffected by the presence of
the step. Instead, a critical regime occurs when the transition location shifts upstream
towards the step location, departing from the trend indicated by the baseline case (i.e.
without FFS). Finally, a supercritical (i.e. tripped) regime occurs when the boundarylayer transition is near or directly at the step. When evaluating local one-parameters
(i.e. baseline case boundary-layer displacement thickness δ∗h or estimated core-height
y c of the CF vortices) to determine the transition behaviour regime, their non-universal
applicability is observed.
In the forced conditions, three different stationary CF modes (i.e. variation in y c )
are studied at ﬁxed Reynolds number (i.e. ﬁxed δ∗h ). The forced CF modes are classiﬁed based on their nominal stability at the step location. Considering that λz,R and y c,R
correspond to the most unstable CF mode at step location (i.e. highest N -factor), an
early-growth mode (y c < y c,R and λz < λz,R ) undergoes a strong ampliﬁcation upstream
of the FFS location and becomes increasingly stable downstream. Instead, a mid-growth
mode (y c ≈ y c,R and λz ≈ λz,R ) rigorously grows at the FFS location and continues to be
unstable downstream. Finally, a late-growth mode (y c > y c,R and λz > λz,R ) monotonically grows upstream and downstream of the step location. The forcing conditions in the
three cases exclude variations in the initial amplitude of the CF vortices. Hence, the CF
vortices’ amplitude when reaching the FFS is determined by the stability of the forcing
mode under consideration.
The results show that, in addition to the relative size of the FFS (i.e. h/δ∗ or y c /h),
the inﬂuence of the FFS on the global transition behaviour is strongly affected by the
local characteristics of the incoming CF vortices (i.e. amplitude and development) dependent on the type of mode being forced (i.e. early, mid or late growth). Under forced
conditions, the IR measurements show that the step interacts with the incoming primary
stationary CF disturbances and its ﬁrst harmonic. In contrast, in the unforced cases, the
FFS interacts with the vortices generated by competing stationary CF modes at the step
location.
The experiments indicate that although one-parameter correlations (i.e. h/δ∗ or
y c /h) are very attractive due to their simplicity, they do not account for the complex
dynamics which occur when the stationary CF vortices interact with an FFS. Therefore,
multi-parameter correlations considering the local characteristics of the incoming CF
vortices are recommended instead. Nevertheless, before such correlations can be devised, a fundamental understanding of the steady and unsteady interaction of the CF
vortices with an FFS in the identiﬁed transition behaviour regimes is required.
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6.1. C ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I NFLUENCE OF THE FFS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CROSSFLOW VORTICES
The need for a more in-depth understanding of the interaction dynamics between the
FFS and the CF vortices motivated the experiments presented in Chapter 4. Detailed
boundary-layer measurements were conducted using PIV. The conditions in the experiments (i.e. Reynolds number and forcing of late-growth CF mode) enabled the characterization of the development of the stationary CF vortices with FFS, which led to a
transition behaviour in the critical and supercritical regime.
Furthermore, a novel transition behaviour was observed for the smallest FFS. In this
case, the laminar-turbulent transition is delayed, and the transition front is unexpectedly shifted downstream of the baseline case (i.e. without FFS). A ﬁne variation of the
relative step height (h/δ∗h ) location reveals that the transition delay is restricted to a very
narrow set of conditions. Therefore, further studies are recommended to characterize
this behaviour at different conditions of the CF vortices (i.e. amplitude and spanwise
wavelength).
The trajectory of the CF vortices is tracked as they approach the step. As the CF vortices interact with the FFS, they experience a tilting motion which correlates well with
the expected local pressure gradient imposed by the FFS geometry. Upstream of the
FFS location, the CF vortices slightly tilt outboard (i.e. adverse pressure gradient), then
over the step strongly tilt inboard (i.e. favourable pressure gradient) and downstream of
the FFS again tilt outboard (i.e. adverse pressure gradient) as the ﬂow recovers to the
nominal pressure gradient imposed by the swept wing’s airfoil. An intensiﬁcation of this
motion is observed closer to the wall and with increasing FFS height. The add-on strategy followed to study FFS in the existing M3J swept wing model restricts the pressure
measurement to only the baseline conﬁguration. Given the importance of the pressure
gradient imposed by the FFS in the interaction with the CF vortices observed, it is recommended that future models include the capability of measuring the pressure distribution
in cases with FFS.
As the CF disturbances reach the FFS, they do not directly impinge on its edge. Therefore, in agreement with Eppink [130], the results in this work do not support the constructive/destructive FFS-CFI interaction model proposed by Tufts et al. [129] based on
the core height of the CF vortices and their rotation direction. Instead, the local changes
in the trajectory of the CF vortices (and thus pressure gradients) correlate well with the
observed ampliﬁcation of the CF disturbances near the FFS location. In addition, the upward deﬂection of the boundary layer ﬂow at the step location leads to a strong vertical
velocity component. The combination of the spanwise motion and the strong vertical
velocity appears to play an important role in amplifying the CF vortices near the step
region. Consequently, it is recommended to explore this relationship further through
detailed three-dimensional numerical and experimental studies.
In all cases near the FFS location, the stationary CF vortices reach maximum ampliﬁcation and a strong mean ﬂow distortion. The laminar-turbulent transition occurs
shortly downstream of the step edge for the largest FFS. In contrast, for all the other
steps, the CF vortices amplitude reduces past the baseline conﬁguration level (i.e. without FFS) as they experience a gradual outboard spanwise tilting (i.e. adverse pressure
gradient due to nominal pressure recovery). Lastly, for the smallest steps, the CF vortices experience a second ampliﬁcation enhanced by the baseline favourable pressure
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distribution imposed by the swept wing’s airfoil.
Downstream of where the primary stationary CF disturbance and its higher harmonics reach their maximum ampliﬁcation, the spanwise velocity temporal ﬂuctuations increase in the spatial region associated with the development of the secondary CF instability mode of type-I (i.e. upwelling region outer-side). For the FFS in the supercritical
regime, the breakdown of the CF vortices occurs just downstream of the step edge. For
the moderate FFS case in the critical regime, the velocity ﬂuctuations slightly decrease
before rapidly amplifying, reaching higher levels than the Clean baseline conﬁguration
by the end of the measurement domain. Conversely, for the other FFS cases, a substantial decrease in the velocity ﬂuctuations occurs by the end of the measurement domain
and a transition delay effect with respect to the baseline conﬁguration results for the
smallest FFS case.
The experiments conducted show the importance of considering the development of
secondary and unsteady instabilities for understanding the FFS-CFI interaction. Of particular relevance are the supercritical FFS cases (i.e. transition at the step) as they display
a markedly different spatial organization of the velocity gradients and ﬂuctuations just
downstream of the FFS edge.

6

I NFLUENCE OF THE FFS ON THE BREAKDOWN OF CROSSFLOW VORTICES
The connection between the ampliﬁcation of the primary stationary CF instability by
the FFS and the subsequent laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition is the development of secondary and unsteady instabilities. Therefore, the unsteady interaction of
stationary CF vortices with an FFS was characterized through detailed measurements of
the boundary-layer ﬂow using hot-wire anemometry as presented in Chapter 5.
In all cases, the forced CF vortices reach a maximum ampliﬁcation and strong mean
ﬂow distortion near the step location. For the highest FFS, the transition behaviour
corresponds to the supercritical regime. Instead, for the moderate steps the transition
behaviour corresponds to the critical one. For the FFS in the supercritical regime, the
spatial organization of the velocity gradients and ﬂuctuations differ considerably from
the ones observed for the baseline conﬁguration and the other FFS cases in the critical
regime. This behaviour is in agreement with the results presented in Chapter 4. Eppink
[137] related this particular spatial arrangement of the wall-normal velocity gradients to
the spanwise modulated ﬂow recirculation regions downstream of an FFS.
The analysis of the velocity ﬂuctuations for the baseline conﬁguration and the FFS
cases in the critical regime conﬁrm the development of secondary instabilities of typeI/II modes prior to the laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition. In contrast, for the
FFS in the supercritical regime, a new region of velocity ﬂuctuations located on the inner
side of the upwelling region of the CF vortices emerges downstream of the FFS edge and
triggers the laminar-turbulent boundary-layer transition nearby the step location.
The frequency of these velocity ﬂuctuations corresponds well with the ones presented by Eppink [130] indicating a possible relation to the ﬂapping and shedding of the
spanwise modulated recirculation region downstream of the FFS. Additionally, the bandpass ﬁltered velocity ﬂuctuations reveal that the maximum velocity ﬂuctuations match
the wall-normal and spanwise velocity gradients characteristic of the FFS in the supercritical regime.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of relative transition location ∆x t = (x t ,I − x h )/(x t ,C − x h ) for cases presented in chapter 4 and 5 conducted at different Re c X and forcing conditions which for the Clean conﬁguration result in a
lower (•: A L /w¯e = 0.13) and higher (▲: A M /Q¯e = 0.18) amplitude of the CF vortices at the step location.

Considering that it is likely that the FFS in the subcritical and critical regime also
feature a recirculation region downstream of the FFS edge, it is of great importance that
future studies aim at identifying under which conditions the recirculation region leads
to the observed alternative laminar-turbulent behaviour and clarify the role that these
unsteady disturbances play in the breakdown of the CF vortices, given that recirculation
regions are known to support inviscid modes, such as Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices.
In addition to a ﬁne variation in the step height, it is recommended that the identiﬁcation of the supercritical FFS condition in future investigations include different amplitude of the CF vortices, given that Eppink [130] observed a connection between the
extent of the recirculation regions and the amplitude of the incoming CF vortices.
Finally, a comparison of the relative transition location ∆x t = (x t ,I − x h )/(x t ,C − x h )
for the experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 is presented in ﬁgure 6.1. The results clearly
show that the FFS inﬂuence on the laminar-turbulent transition intensiﬁes as the CF
vortices’ amplitude increases, given that the critical and supercritical regime transition
behaviour shifts to a lower relative step height (i.e. lower h/δ∗h ). These results highlight
the important role that the amplitude of the CF vortices play in conditioning the transition behaviour of a given step height (i.e. whether it will follow a subcritical, critical, or
supercritical behaviour), and point to the recommendation of characterizing the steady
and unsteady interaction of CF vortices with FFS at different amplitude levels.
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6.2. O UTLOOK : S WEPT T RANSITION E XPERIMENTAL P LATFORM
This section brieﬂy describes the dedicated Swept Transition Experimental Platform (STEP)
for continuing the investigation on the impact of surface irregularities on the development and breakdown of crossﬂow instability. The new model has been designed following the recommendations presented in this doctoral dissertation, based on the experiments conducted on the M3J swept wing model.

6.2.1. A NECHOIC LOW- TURBULENCE WIND TUNNEL (A-T UNNEL )

6

The A-tunnel facility is an atmospheric, low-turbulence, closed-circuit, open-jet, and
subsonic tunnel. This wind tunnel has been recently re-designed as described in detail
by Merino-Martinez et al. [187]. The rectangular TUD 25×100 nozzle is used for the STEP
model. Under this conﬁguration, the maximum ﬂow speed at the measurement site is 40
m/s or 144 km/h. The main elements of this tunnel presented by Merino-Martinez et al.
[187] are indicated in ﬁgure 6.2(a,b), and described hereinafter. The airﬂow is driven by
two centrifugal fans with ten rotor blades, each connected to a 30 kW DC electric engine
installed inside a room (1) external to the anechoic plenum. The airﬂow is redirected
onto the settling chamber (2) on the ground ﬂoor of the building. Thereafter, the airﬂow
passes through a honeycomb-shaped ﬂow straightener and four anti-turbulence screens
at (3) before entering the cylindrical contraction (4) . Afterwards, the airﬂow experiences
a gradual velocity increase (ratio of 17:1) at the contraction (4) until it reaches the interchangeable TUD 25 × 100 rectangular nozzle (5) on which the STEP model is installed.
The temperature (TC ) of the ﬂow is monitored at the anechoic plenum using a Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD-Pt100)1 and the atmospheric pressure (P A ) at the
same location using a digital barometer2 . From these measurements the ﬂuid density3
(ρ) and the reference kinematic viscosity4 (ν) are calculated. During operation, the reference dynamic pressure at the test-section (P q,5 ) is determined from the total and static
pressure difference (P q,5 = P t ,5 − P s,5 ) at the nozzle outlet measured using a pitot tube
and a differential pressure transducer 5 . The reference wind tunnel velocity is calculated
p
as: U∞ = 2P q,5 /ρ.
As part of the turbulence intensity characterization of the A-tunnel facility, velocity
measurements have been conducted in the centre of the rectangular 25 × 100 nozzle using hot-wire anemometry [see 187]. The turbulence intensity6 (Tu) results for different
combinations of free-stream conditions are presented in ﬁgure 6.2(c). At the wind tunnel operating conditions in this work (i.e. 15 m/s ≤ U∞ ≤ 25 m/s, gray region in ﬁgure
6.2b), the turbulence intensity is Tu ≤ 0.07%. Henceforth, the use of this experimental
facility provides suitable ﬂow conditions for the investigation of stationary CF instability,
as described in § 1.2.2.
1 Platinum resistance temperature detector (Pt100), 1/3 DIN (±0.10°C at 20°C)
2 Barometer by Amphenol (amphenol-sensors.com), model: NPA-201, accuracy: 0.01% of reading
3 Calculated as ρ = P /(R(273.15 + T )), [kg / m3 ] using the speciﬁc gas constant R = 287.05, [J / kg K]
A
C
4 Calculated as ν = µ/ρ, [m2 /s] using Sutherlands’ equation: µ = 1.458 × 10−6 {T 1.5 /(T + 110.4)}, [kg/s m]
K
K
5 Pressure sensor by Honeywell (sps.honeywell.com), model: RSC-005ND, range ±1246 pa, accuracy ±13 pa
q
6 Turbulence intensity bandpass ﬁltered between 5 and 5000 Hz and calculated as: Tu=1/U
02
02
∞ (1/2)(U +V )
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the Anechoic tunnel (A-tunnel) at the TU Delft Low Speed Laboratory: (a) Artist
impression of the wind tunnel facility by Stefan Timmers re-adapted from Merino-Martinez et al. [187]. (b)
Cut-out diagram of the tunnel showing the different sections of the system. (c) Variation of turbulence intensity (Tu) with free-stream velocity (U∞ ). Measurements obtained from Merino-Martinez et al. [187] and
conducted with the TUD 25 × 100 nozzle installed (bandpass ﬁltered between 5 and 5000 Hz).

6.2.2. T HE STEP EXPERIMENT
The Swept Transition Experimental Platform (STEP) is a self-contained test-section designed to be used with the A-tunnel TUD 25×100 cm nozzle. The main element is a 45 degree swept ﬂat-plate, as shown in the photograph in ﬁgure 6.3(a). Figure 6.3(b) presents
a cross-sectional view of the STEP test-section. The swept ﬂat-plate element is horizontal and spans the entire width of the test-section. Two different spatial coordinate systems are used, and their origin coincides with the intersection between the leading edge
and the ﬂat-plate mid-span. In the ﬁrst coordinate system (X , Y , Z ) the X -direction is
aligned with the test-section sidewall. In the second coordinate system (x, y, z) the xdirection is perpendicular to the leading edge. The model features a streamwise chord
of c X = 0.848m, a thickness of 20 mm, and a modiﬁed super-elliptical leading edge (MSE)
with an aspect ratio of six based on Schrader et al. [188]. The leading edge is polished to
a surface roughness7 of R q ≈ 0.6 µm.
The ﬂat-plate element consists of two independent precision machined8 aluminium
sections. The adjustable section (the black region in ﬁgure 6.3b) contains the leadingedge portion and is connected to a set of micro-stages 9 allowing its translation with
respect to the ﬁxed section (the grey region in ﬁgure 6.3b) on which a hinged ﬂap is
mounted. Therefore, by adjusting the micro-stage (i.e. relative distance between the sections) a step surface irregularity forms at their intersection (i.e. x h /c x = 0.397). In contrast to the M3J model, this mechanism allows for a micro-metric adjustment of the step
height. On the outboard, inboard and backside, the model is enclosed by polycarbonate
walls10 attached to a custom-made aluminium frame11 . The use of polycarbonate walls
7 Measurement with a proﬁlometer manufactured by Mitutoyo (mitutoyo.com), model: SJ-301
8 CNC manufactured by Dutch Shape (dutch-shape.nl), material: 7075-T6 tooling plate
9 Precision stage manufactured by MiSUMi (uk.misumi-ec.com), model: XSDG100
10 Polycarbonate walls manufactured by ITEM (item.de), thickness: 8 mm
11 Frame manufactured by ITEM (item.de), model: line 8 proﬁles.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental Setup: (a) Photograph of the STEP model installed on the TU Delft A-tunnel. (b)
General schematic (ﬂow direction bottom to top, b = 0.884 m c X = 0.848 m) showing the movable (black area)
and the ﬁxed (grey area) ﬂat-plate elements. The intersection of the ﬂat-plate elements at which the surface
irregularity forms is indicated by a solid orange line.

ensures adequate access for optical measurement techniques (e.g. PIV).
Access to the measurement region is provided on the front part through a hinged
frame which supports an adjustable wall12 as shown in the photograph on ﬁgure.6.3(a).
The shape of the wall which conditions the pressure distribution on the ﬂat-plate (i.e.
pressure body) is determined by the independent movement of eight linear actuators. To
avoid the contamination of the boundary-layer ﬂow at the measurement region, the turbulent boundary-layer from the wind tunnel is bled-out at the walls and pressure body
surrounding the ﬂat-plate element.

6.2.3. P RELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS
This section presents a brief overview of a series of preliminary measurements13 to illustrate the capabilities of the new experimental setup. The pressure imposed by the
adjustable front wall onto the ﬂat-plate element is measured at the inboard and outboard side using a total of 126 pressure taps connected to a system of differential pressure transducers14 . The measured pressure distribution shows a favorable gradient as
the static pressure nearly monotonically decreased for the entire extent of the ﬂat plate,
12 Polyethylene terephthalate glycol ﬁlm by Vivak®, thickness: 1.5 mm
13 The measurements where conducted by the author and N.Rajendakumar and used in [189]
14 Custom-made pressure scanner (NUB-System) with Honeywell HSC series differential pressure transducers

with ranges ±160,±600 and ±2488 pa with accuracy ±6,±9 and ±25 pa
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Figure 6.4: Pressure measurements: (a) Streamwise (i.e. along the X coordinate) pressure coefﬁcient distribution on the ﬂat-plate element at Re c X = 1.08 × 106 without FFS, emphasizing the region of interest upstream
and downstream of the step position (x/c x = 0.397) . (b) Comparison of the pressure coefﬁcient distribution
for the baseline and moderate FFS A(h̄ = 591 µm , σh = 2 µm) and B(h̄ = 1292 µm, σh = 2 µm). The shaded
regions indicate the pressure measurement uncertainty.

as shown in ﬁgure 6.4(a) for Re c X = 1.08 × 106 (U∞ = 19.7 m s−1 ).
Considering the small radius of the modiﬁed super-elliptical leading edge, the lack of
surface curvature and the streamwise pressure distribution, the boundary-layer ﬂow on
the ﬂat-plate is predominantly susceptible to the development of CF instability. In addition, the pressure invariance between the outboard and inboard sides in ﬁgure 6.4(a)
indicates that the inﬁnite swept condition (discussed in §1.2.2) is a valid assumption in
this experimental setup.
Of great importance to the dynamics of the FFS-CFI interaction is the pressure changes
imposed by the step, as shown in the experiments presented in Chapter 4. In contrast to
the M3J model, in the STEP model the pressure distribution imposed by the FFS is captured in great detail, as shown in ﬁgure 6.4(b). The results for the steps of moderate
height A(h̄ = 591µm , σh = 2µm) and B(h̄ = 1292µm, σh = 2) conﬁrm that an adverse
pressure gradient occurs upstream of the FFS. A favourable pressure gradient follows
this at the step location and a second adverse pressure gradient region downstream as
the ﬂow recovers to the baseline pressure distribution.
Measurements of the boundary-layer ﬂow have been conducted using a Hot-Wire
Anemometer (HWA) probe (single wire BL probe, Dantec Dynamics 55P15) operated
by a TSI IFA-300 constant temperature bridge. A description of the HWA measurement
technique, in-situ calibration and methodology is provided in §2.2.2. The STEP model
is equipped with an automated traversing system (ﬁgure 6.3a) capable of translating the
HWA probe along the X , Y and Z directions with a position accuracy of ±6.2 µm in each
axis. For the entirety of the measurements, the wire of the HWA probe is mounted horizontally (i.e. aligned to the Z axis) and orthogonal to the X -coordinate direction.
A series of wall-normal boundary-layer scans were conducted along the z-direction
to form y-z measurement planes at different streamwise locations between 0.35 < x/c x
< 0.65 to characterize the development of the CF instability. Each proﬁle is constructed
of individual measurement points along the wall-normal direction y t . At each measurement point, the hot-wire signal was acquired at a sampling rate of f s = 51200 Hz for a
total measurement time of 2 seconds. The ﬁnal resolution for the results presented in
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Figure 6.5: Boundary layer proﬁles of spanwise averaged mean ﬂow velocity Q̄ z for the unforced (dashed line)
∗ = 0.607µm). Note that for visualization purposes the proﬁles magnitude
and forced (solid line) conditions (δQ
is shifted by 1

Model Surface

No Data
1.0

6

0.5
0.0

Figure 6.6: Contours of time-average velocity (z positive direction outboard) for the baseline conﬁguration (i.e.
∗ = 0.607µm and λ
without FFS) (δQ
z,D = 9 mm)

ﬁgure 6.6 is ﬁxed at ∆z = 551 µm and ∆y t = 71 µm.
The measurements were conducted under forced and unforced conditions. In the
forced case, DREs were used near the leading edge (i.e. neutral point) to condition the
spanwise wavelength (λz,D = 9 mm) and amplitude of the stationary CF vortices corresponding to a late-growth mode. The nominal geometry of the DREs is comparable to
the ones used on the experiments presented in Chapter 4 (k D = 100 µm, d D = 2mm).
The spanwise-averaged mean ﬂow boundary-layer proﬁles (Q̄ z ) for the baseline conﬁguration under unforced (dashed line) and forced (solid line) conditions is shown in
ﬁgure 6.5. The wall normal y t coordinate is non-dimensionalized using the displace∗
ment thickness at the most upstream station (δQ
= 607 µm at x/c x = 0.359). At this
location (i.e. x/c x = 0.359, ﬁgure 6.5Ia) the distortion of the forced CF vortices on the
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Baseline

FFS

∗ = 607 µm). (a,b) Steady disturbance proﬁles and (c)
Figure 6.7: Selected steady disturbance 〈q̂〉z proﬁles (δQ
Streamwise evolution of the non-dimensional maximum amplitude (A M ).

boundary-layer is unnoticeable. Conversely, a pronounced distortion is observed for the
most downstream measurements at x/c x = 0.562 and 0.629 (ﬁgure 6.5IId-IIe).
Figure 6.6 presents the measured time-averaged velocity contours (Q̄) at different
streamwise locations for the baseline forced case (i.e. without FFS). The velocity distribution shows the direct action of the co-rotating stationary CF vortices, which transport
high momentum ﬂuid towards the wall (downwelling region, ⊕ in ﬁgure 6.6IIc) and low
momentum ﬂow away from it (upwelling region, ª in ﬁgure 6.6IIc). The measured stationary CF vortices are spaced at the wavelength forced by the DREs (λz,D = 9 mm).
From the time-averaged velocity ﬁelds (Q̄), the steady disturbance proﬁle 〈q̂〉z has
been calculated for each measurement plane following the methodology described in
§5.2.4. The resulting proﬁles are presented in ﬁgure 6.7(a-b) for selected positions. In
contrast to the measurements on the M3J model, at the most upstream measurement
station x/c x = 0.359 the steady disturbance proﬁle shows only one distinguishable maximum while at the most downstream station x/c x = 0.629 a second lobe appears indicating the nonlinear stages of the CF instability development [see 89, 176]. These results
indicate the possibility of studying the linear and nonlinear stages of the CF vortices in
more detail. In addition, ﬁner control in the adjustment of the amplitude of the CF vortices interacting with the FFS is possible in this model by increasing the DREs height
and varying their position, given the low amplitude (A M /Q¯e ≈ 0.03 at x/c x = 0.397 in ﬁgure 6.7c) measured in the baseline conﬁguration at the virtual FFS location using moderately sized DREs.
In conclusion, the STEP model enables the continuation of the research presented
in this doctoral dissertation by allowing: i) a ﬁner adjustment of the step height and
amplitude of the CF vortices; ii) measurements of the step induced changes in pressure
distribution; iii) better physical and optical access for detailed velocity measurements.
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S YMBOLS
AM
AU
AL
a
a∗
BH
BL
b
Cf
C̄ f
Cd
Cp
cx
cX
dD
dw
dp
f
fs
f#
h
hc
IW
kD
L
l px
LO
lw
M
M
M cr
Md d
N
Nenv
NT
Neff
P
P∗
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m/s
m/s
m/s
- | m/s
Hz
Hz
m
m
m
mm
µm
µm
Hz | mm
Hz
µm
µm
px2
µm
mm | m
px
m
mm
(m/s)2 /Hz
-

Steady disturbance proﬁle maximum amplitude.
Steady disturbance proﬁle upper lobe amplitude.
Steady disturbance proﬁle lower lobe amplitude.
p
Unsteady disturbance amplitude | Speed of sound, Eq. 5.2 | a= γRTK .
Unsteady disturbance amplitude based on bandpass velocity ﬁelds.
High-frequency band.
Low-frequency band.
Wing span dimension in the Z -direction.
Skin-friction drag coefﬁcient, C f =τ/(0.5ρue2 ).
R
Total skin-friction drag coefﬁcient, C̄ f =1/L 0L C f (x)d x .
2
Section drag coefﬁcient, C d =d /(0.5ρu∞ L).
Pressure coefﬁcient, Eq. 2.1
Wing chord in the x-direction.
Wing chord in the X -direction.
Discrete roughness elements nominal diameter.
Hot-wire sensor diameter.
Seeding particle diameter.
Frequency | Camera objective focal length.
Sampling frequency.
Camera objective numerical aperture.
Forward facing step height.
Critical forward facing step height.
Interrogation window.
Discrete roughness elements nominal height.
Reattachment length | Characteristic length.
Reference length in camera sensor.
Reference length in object.
Hot-wire sensor length.
Optical magniﬁcation factor, M =l px δpx /LO
Mach number, M =U∞ /a∞ .
Critical Mach number.
Drag divergence Mach number.
Disturbance ampliﬁcation factor, Eq. 2.12
Envelope of disturbance ampliﬁcation factor.
Total number of samples.
Effective number of samples.
Power spectral density
2 )1/2 .
Non-dimensional PSD P ∗ =((δ f P )/U∞

N OMENCLATURE
PA
Ps
Pt
Pq
Q
Re c X
Rq
R

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
m/s
µm
Nm / kgK

Atmospheric pressure, 1 Pa = 1 N/m2 , 1 atm = 101.3kPa.
Static pressure, P s =P t −P q .
Total pressure.
Dynamic pressure, P q =0.5ρU 2 .
Velocity measured by the Hot-wire sensor, Eq. 2.3
Reynolds number, Re c X =U∞ c X /ν.
Root mean square surface roughness.
Speciﬁc gas constant for air R q
= 287.05.

Tu
TI
TC
t
U ,V,W
u, v, w
X ,Y , Z
x, y, z
xh
xD
yc

s
°C
s
m/s
m/s
m
m
m
m
µm

Turbulence intensity, Tu=1/U∞ (1/2)(U 02 +V 02 ).
Integral time scale.
Flow temperature.
Time.
Wind tunnel oriented velocity components.
Leading edge oriented velocity components.
Wind tunnel oriented reference system.
Leading edge oriented reference system.
Surface irregularity location.
Discrete roughness elements streamwise location.
Estimated core height of the crossﬂow vortices.

α
β
δ99
δ∗
∗
δQ
δ∗w
δ∗h
δf
δpx
∆t
γ
Λ
λz
λz,D
λL
µ
ν
ω
ρ
ρp
σ
θ
τ
τp
τf

deg | rad/m
rad/m
m
m
m
m
m
Hz
µm/px
s
deg
m
m
nm
kg/ms
m2 /s
rad/s
kg/m3
kg / m3
m/s
m
N / m2
s
s

Angle of attack | Wavenumber along x, α=2π/λx
Wavenumber along z, β=2π/λz
Boundary-layer thickness, y distance at which u(y)=0.99u
e.
´
R ³
Boundary-layer displacement thickness, δ∗ = 0∞ 1− uue d y .
Reference displacement thickness based on Q velocity.
Reference displacement thickness based on w velocity.
Reference displacement thickness at the step location.
Spectra resolution.
Camera sensor pixel pitch.
Time delay between PIV image frames.
Ratio of speciﬁc heat capacities for air γ = 1.4, γ=c p /c v
Sweep angle.
Wavelength of the crossﬂow vortices along z coordinate.
Wavelength of the DREs along z coordinate.
Laser wavelength.
Dynamic viscosity of air, µ=1.458×10−6 {TK1.5 /(TK +110.4)}.
Kinematic viscosity of air, ν=µ/ρ .
Angular frequency, ω=2π/T
Density of air, ρ=P A /(R(273.15+TC )).
Density of seeding particle.
Standard deviation.
³
´
R
Boundary-layer momentum thickness, θ= 0∞ uue 1− uue d y .
Wall-shear stress, τ=µ(∂u/∂y| y=0 ).
Particle response time.
Characteristic time of the ﬂuid ﬂuctuations.
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A CCENTS AND S UBSCRIPTS
ā
a
a0
〈a〉z
a∞
ae
a0
at
ai
ar
az
aR
af

Time-averaged quantity.
Vector quantity.
Fluctuating quantity | Perturbation.
Quantity spanwise root mean square.
Quantity related to the free-stream.
Quantity related to the edge of the boundary-layer.
Quantity related to an initial reference value.
Quantity related to the laminar-turbulent transition location.
Imaginary component.
Real component | quantity at reference location.
Quantity evaluated along the z coordinate.
Spatially reconstructed quantity
Bandpass frequency ﬁltered quantity

A CRONYMS
BAU
CF
CFI
CTA
COVID-19
CO2
CORSIA
DIT
DNS
DRE
EMI
FFS
FOV
FPA
GDP
HWA
IR
ICAO
KH
LFC
LTT
LST
M3J
NLF
NETD
NOX
ONERA
OS
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Business as Usual.
Crossﬂow.
Crossﬂow Instability.
Constant Temperature Anemometer.
Coronavirus disease of 2019.
Carbon Dioxide emissions.
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation.
Differential Infrared Thermography.
Direct Numerical Simulation.
Discrete Roughness Element.
Electromagnetic Interference.
Forward Facing Step.
Field of view.
Focal Plane Array.
Gross Domestic Product.
Hot-Wire Anemometry.
Infrared.
International Civil Aviation Organization.
Kelvin-Helmholtz.
Laminar Flow Control.
Low Turbulence Tunnel.
Linear Stability Theory.
Swept wing model design at TU Delft.
Natural Laminar Flow.
Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference.
Nitrous Oxide emission.
Ofﬁce National d’Etudes et de Recherches Ae’rospatiales.
Orr-Sommerfeld.

N OMENCLATURE
PET
PIV
PSD
RPK
STEP
SW
TS
2D2C
2D3C
3D3C

Polyethylene Terephthalate.
Particle Image Velocimetry.
Power Spectral Density.
Revenue Passenger Kilometer.
Swept Transition Experimental Platform.
Shock wave.
Tollmien-Schlichting.
Planar measurement of two velocity components.
Stereoscopic measurement of three velocity components.
Volumetric measurement of three velocity components.
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A. A PPENDIX : 66018M3J GEOMETRY
s described in §2.1.2, the M3J swept wing model used throughout this dissertation
features the 66018M3J airfoil, a modiﬁed version of a NACA-66018. The main difference between the airfoils is the location of the maximum thickness, as shown
in ﬁgure.A.1. A complete overview of the selection and the design of the airfoil and the
M3J swept wing model is provided by Serpieri [75, Chapter.3]. For completeness, the
non-dimensional (i.e. using c x ) coordinates of the 66018M3J airfoil geometry are presented in Table.A.1
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Figure A.1: Comparison of the shape of the 66018M3J and NACA-66018 airfoils. The coordinates are nondimensionalized with the chord orthogonal to the leading edge c x = 900mm
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

x/c x
1.000000
0.998690
0.996350
0.992860
0.988220
0.982440
0.975530
0.967510
0.958400
0.948210
0.936980
0.924730
0.911490
0.897290
0.882160
0.866130
0.849260
0.831560
0.813090
0.793890
0.774010
0.753480
0.732360
0.710700
0.688550
0.665950
0.642970
0.619660
0.596060
0.572240
0.548260
0.524160
0.500000

y/c x
0.000000
0.000194
0.000540
0.001056
0.001744
0.002599
0.003622
0.004917
0.006551
0.008680
0.011285
0.014393
0.017969
0.021944
0.026254
0.030880
0.035807
0.040993
0.046364
0.051831
0.057286
0.062635
0.067808
0.072630
0.077081
0.080977
0.084245
0.086598
0.088209
0.089230
0.089814
0.090020
0.089851
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

x/c x
0.475840
0.451740
0.427760
0.403940
0.380340
0.357030
0.334050
0.311450
0.289300
0.267640
0.246520
0.225990
0.206110
0.186910
0.168440
0.150740
0.133870
0.117840
0.102710
0.088508
0.075266
0.063016
0.051787
0.041604
0.032492
0.024472
0.017562
0.011779
0.007137
0.003646
0.001313
0.000000
0.001313

y/c x
0.089378
0.088594
0.087554
0.086235
0.084694
0.082919
0.080952
0.078799
0.076469
0.073995
0.071357
0.068591
0.065716
0.062735
0.059635
0.056452
0.053194
0.049875
0.046513
0.043132
0.039752
0.036384
0.033033
0.029709
0.026436
0.023174
0.019935
0.016561
0.013007
0.009305
0.005524
0.000000
-0.005524
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77
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84
85
86
87
88
89
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94
95
96
97
98
99

x/c x
0.003646
0.007137
0.011779
0.017562
0.024472
0.032492
0.041604
0.051787
0.063016
0.075266
0.088508
0.102710
0.117840
0.133870
0.150740
0.168440
0.186910
0.206110
0.225990
0.246520
0.267640
0.289300
0.311450
0.334050
0.357030
0.380340
0.403940
0.427760
0.451740
0.475840
0.500000
0.524160
0.548260

y/c x
-0.009305
-0.013007
-0.016561
-0.019935
-0.023174
-0.026436
-0.029709
-0.033033
-0.036384
-0.039752
-0.043132
-0.046513
-0.049875
-0.053194
-0.056452
-0.059635
-0.062735
-0.065716
-0.068591
-0.071357
-0.073995
-0.076469
-0.078799
-0.080952
-0.082919
-0.084694
-0.086235
-0.087554
-0.088594
-0.089378
-0.089851
-0.090020
-0.089814

ID
100
101
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104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

x/c x
0.572240
0.596060
0.619660
0.642970
0.665950
0.688550
0.710700
0.732360
0.753480
0.774010
0.793890
0.813090
0.831560
0.849260
0.866130
0.882160
0.897290
0.911490
0.924730
0.936980
0.948210
0.958400
0.967510
0.975530
0.982440
0.988220
0.992860
0.996350
0.998690
1.000000

y/c x
-0.089230
-0.088209
-0.086598
-0.084245
-0.080977
-0.077081
-0.072630
-0.067808
-0.062635
-0.057286
-0.051831
-0.046364
-0.040993
-0.035807
-0.030880
-0.026254
-0.021944
-0.017969
-0.014393
-0.011285
-0.008680
-0.006551
-0.004917
-0.003622
-0.002599
-0.001744
-0.001056
-0.000540
-0.000194
0.000000

Table A.1: Coordinates of the 66018M3J airfoil geometry non-dimensionalized with the chord orthogonal to
the leading edge c x = 900mm
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Figure B.1: Relation of FFS height in Chapter 4 (° cases A 3 − D 3 at Re c X = 2.3 × 106 ) and Chapter 5 (□ cases
A − C at Re c X = 2.17 × 106 ) to the FFS tolerance speciﬁed for a practical HLFC component (4, h F = 51µm at
Re c X = 21.4 × 106 ). (a) Comparison of Re he = u e h/ν based on conditions at ﬂight B757 (Re c X = 21.4 × 106 )
and wind tunnel swept wing model M3J-4 (Re c X = 2.3 × 106 ) and M3J-5 (Re c X = 2.17 × 106 ) conditions. (b)
Calculation of corresponding step height (h) to match each Re he at the design conditions of the HLFC boeing
757-200 (M = 0.8, C L = 0.5 at 11, 887 m, Re c X = 21.4 × 106 ) obtained from [190].

n this appendix, the FFS cases presented in Chapter 4 and 5 are compared to manufacturing tolerances used in laminar-ﬂow components on a high-subsonic transport
aircraft. This exercise aims to give the reader a rough idea of current manufacturing
limits and their relation to the FFS under study in this dissertation. A valuable source
of information regarding the practical implementation of laminar ﬂow technologies is
the technical reports of the joint NASA-Boeing test program [190, 191], where part of
the wing of a Boeing 757-200 was retroﬁtted for Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HLFC).
More speciﬁcally, the outboard leading edge panels were replaced with a boundary-layer
suction system.
Relevant to this dissertation is the speciﬁed FFS surface irregularity tolerance at the
junction of the system with the front spar. The tolerance given for an FFS in this region is h F = 51 µm (0.002 in) (see [190, pg.11-13] and [191, pg.6-7]). Such tight tolerance
requires aircraft manufacturers to devise special procedures and unconventional panel
joint arrangements. An example can be found in a recent patent of The Boeing Company
for a “Skin panel joint for improved airﬂow” [192]. It has to be noted that although there
are procedures to achieve tight tolerances, determining the optimum tolerance is ultimately a multidisciplinary problem. Given that the rise in manufacturing cost to comply
with a tolerance compatible with the aerodynamic requirements can lead to an increase
in the aircraft’s direct operation cost (DOC), as discussed by Kundu et al. [193] in the case
study of an isolated nacelle.
Figure B.1(a) shows a comparison of Re he = u e h/ν at the wind tunnel conditions
(Re c X = 2.3 × 106 and 2.17 × 106 ) for the FFS cases in tables 4.1 and 5.1 with the one
based on the tolerance h F = 51 µm at the design conditions of the HLFC Boeing 757-200
(M = 0.8, C L = 0.5 at 11, 887 m, Re c X = 21.4 × 106 )1 reported in [190]. Note that Re he has
been used for practical reasons in this exercise. However, as described in Chapter 3, the

I

1 The calculations are based on approximate conditions for wing section WBL-290 extracted from [190].
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interaction between FFS-CFI is a complex ﬂow problem which requires further investigation into multi-parameter correlations to be able to adequately determine the impact
of a given FFS height on the laminar-turbulent transition behaviour. Finally, ﬁgure B.1(b)
shows the step height (h) required to match the wind tunnel Re h,e at ﬂight conditions.
The results of this exercise suggest that the step heights studied in this dissertation could
be achievable in a practical laminar ﬂow component.
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lberto was born on the 13 of September 1990 in Mexico City. He is a dedicated,
social and enthusiastic person, who enjoys working with others to ﬁnd innovative solutions to complicated problems. With the support of his mother and the
teachings of his father, at an early age he developed the necessary mechanical skills to
take part in the family’s hobby of antique car restoration (see ﬁgure B.2). Little did Alberto’s parents know that those basic lessons in engineering would cultivate and forge
his passion for engineering and equip him with a lifetime toolbox.
Alberto decided to study a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical and Electrical engineering in Mexico. He graduated with honours from Universidad Iberoamericana in 2013.
During this period, he initiated different research projects and was involved in many extracurricular activities since he was elected president of his university’s student body.
Soon after graduation, Alberto worked in Mexico as a design and analysis engineer.
In 2014, he travelled to the Netherlands to fulﬁll his life aspiration of becoming an
aerospace engineer. He pursued a master degree in this ﬁeld at the Delft University of
Technology from 2014 to 2016. Due to his technical background, Alberto was instantly
attracted to experimental aerodynamics the more he explored this ﬁeld, the more he
became intrigued by it. Thus, he decided to pursue a doctoral education just after graduating with honours “Cum Laude" from his MSc studies. Alberto is convinced that having respect for each other and our environment is essential to improve our present and
shape a better future for our society and world.

A

Figure B.2: The author of this disseration in 1992 (two years old), learning how to restore a 1926 Ford model T
wheel from the best engineering teacher he ever had.
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